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ABSTRACT

The Argo merchant oil spill on Nantucket Shoals in December, 1976,
was the focus of a massive scientific investigation. Kore than 200
scientists were involved in predicting and studying the fate and effects
of the spill, at a cost exceeding $800,000.

The report outlines three reasons scientists might want to take
action following a spill and points out that previous post-spill
activities have been somewhat less than successful in meeting these
goals. The scientific work following the Argo Nerchant spill is then
reviewed as a case study of such post-spill science. The story of how
the scientific response developed is told more or less chronologically
and the scientific quality of the various endeavors evaluated.

It is found that despite its size, the scientific fol.low up to
the spill was not as good as it could have been. This was partly
because of science's limited understanding of spills and limited
ability to interpret data; but it was also partly because of logistical
and institutional factors. The case is made that studying a spill is
in many ways as demanding as trying to clean it. up. A quick and
efficient response is needed on extremely short notice to prevent
valuable data from being lost and to provide scientific input into
the cleanup effort in a timely manner. It is argued that it is
virtually impossible to expect a good response to be mounted from
scratch after a spilI occurs. Some sort of research contingency plan
is needed. The report concludes with some guidelines for formulation
of such a plan.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

On December 15, 1976, the Argo Merchant, a Liberian tanker

carrying 7.7 million gallons of No. 6 fuel oil, ran aground on

Nantucket Shoals off the coast of Massachusetts. In the days that

followed, the region and the nati.on watched closely as the Coast Guard

worked round-the-clock trying to save the stranded vessel and prevent

a massive oil spill.. To the northwest, some 29 nautical miles, lay

the island of Nantucket, and slightly beyond that Martha's Vineyard

and Cape Cod, some of the most popular beach and resort areas on

the East Coast. To the northeast was the Georges Bank, one of

the world's most productive fishing grounds. Despite the Coast Guard's

efforts, the tanker broke apart on Dec. 21, discharging its entire

cargo to the surrounding waters. The oil spread out to cover thousands

of square miles of the water's surface. Fortunately, most of it

appeared to drift away from shore to the southeast, passing over only

the southern edge of the Georges Bank.

It may seem a bit far-fetched to call an oil spill a fortunate

occurrence, but in one sense the Argo Merchant spill was. It was

fortunate in the sense that it stimulated discussion and motivated

action at all levels of government which may lead to improved policy

toward oil spill prevention and control in the future. One of the

largest spills ever in U.S. coastal waters, it caught the nation's

attention as had no other spill since the Santa Barbara well blowout

in 1969. And a rash of smaller spills and tanker mishaps in the next



month, which received larger-than-usual coverage in the press, even

further reinforced the public's concern over oil-spill-related policy.

Yet the consequences of the Ar go Merchant Spill were nowhere near as

bad as they might have been. No lives were lost in the grounding or

rescue efforts on the treacherous, wintry shoals, and while the amount

of damage caused by the spill is still unknown, it certainly is not

as great as it could have been had the oil gone in another direction.

One could hardly have designed a better fire drill had one tried. The

oil spilled onto Nantucket Shoals, gave everyone a big scare, then

floated ~relatlvel harmlessly away, having proved its points.

And its points were many. Almost every aspect of the Argo Merchant

incident pointed out another weakness in U.S. policy related to oil

spills.

Take the location, for instance. The fact that potentially major

beach or fishery damage was avoided only by the grace of the winds

stimulated a re-examination of oil spill liability law, still operating

under an archaic 1851 provi.sion which let many tanker owners off

virtually scott free. The Georges Bank was also being eyed for offshore

oil exploration and development, and. the spill caused some re-evaluation

o f that.

The Coast Guard's response was also a focal point. Despite having

at its disposal the best equipment and the most highly trained person-

nel available in the world, the Coast Guard could not prevent the spill

or recover even a si.ngle gallon of the 7-1/2 million. This pointed to

weaknesses in the capability to combat oil spills, particularly on the

open ocean under rough conditions.



Or take the vessel itself. Not a spanking, sparkling new

vessel, this, but a creaky old one with broken navigational equipment

and a poor accident record to boot, This forced a re-evaluation of

policy regarding tanker standards and inspections- The fact that it

was a Liberian tanker with a foreign crew focused attention on the

flag-of-convenience system and its abuses.

All the above issues received ample public attention in the months

following the spill and will not be discussed further here. There is,

however, another aspect of the spill response that did not receive as

much scrutiny  in the press, at least! after the spill. This is the

scientific activity whi.ch followed the grounding of the tanker, In

addition to being a massive spill, meriting a massive Coast Guard effort

and massive public attention, the Argo Merchant spill drew massive

amounts of scientific attention. Well over 200 scientists from

government agencies and private institutions took part in some activity

after the spill, making the Argo Merchant case one of the most studied

oil spills in history. Et is this aspect of the spill that will be

discussed in this report. The reason it will be discussed is because

it became apparent to many of the scientists involved in post-spill work

that the Argo Merchant had done the same thing to them as it had to

the Coast Guard and to U.S. tanker and spill regulations. It pointed

out many shortcomings in our ability to study oil spills, shortcomings

which had always existed but required a large spill to bring to light.

By "scientific" work this report will mean any activity following

the grounding which involved either ~redictin or studying either the

fate or the effects of the oil spill. This includes obvious things



like sampling biota and the water column. It includes mapping and

Iphotographing the oil and running computer predictions of the oil a

path. It also includes laboratory studies run in conjunction with or

as an aid In interpreting the field studies, such as bio~ssays

using the spilled oil, distillation tests, etc. And it includes the

collection of ancillary information such as basic meteorological and

oceanographical data, which is not direct.ly related to the oil itself

but may be useful in predicting or assessing its fate and effects.

It does not include technical aspects, such as salvaging the vessel,

or cleaning up the spill. Many of the activities mentioned might not

seem scientific" in the strictest sense of the word. But the term

shall be used with the above definition in mind. The reasons for the

definition should become clearer shortly.

1.1 Why Study Oil Spills' ?

The scientific work which followed the Argo Merchant grounding

and spill belongs to a special genre of scientific activity � a post-

apill study. The study following the Torrey Canyon spill off Great

Britain in 1967  Smith, 1968! was the first extensive one of these. In

the 10 years between the breakups of the Torrey Canyon and the Argo

Nerchant, some scientifi.c work has become coaraonplace after many non-

trivial spills in the United States. Particularly extensive studies

were carried out after the Santa Barbara spill in 1969  Straughan and

Kolpack, 1971!, the Florida barge spill in West Falmouth, Hass., also
in 1969  Blumer et al., 1970!, and the tanker Arrow spill off Nova

Scotia in 1970  Atlantic Oceanographical Laboratory, 1970!. The range

10



of activities in some of the better-known studies is indicated in

Table 1.1-1.

In the past there have been three motivations for scientists to

take action after an oil spill. As these are also likely to be

moti.vations in the future, it is important to state them at the outset,

for it is against these goals that any scientific response must be

evaluated.

The first reason is to directly aid the cleanup and recovery

effort. Many strategic decisions after a spill occurs require a

knowledge of the oil's position, projected movement and potential

effects. A decision on whether to use a dispersant, for instance, will

depend on the projected trajectory of the oi.l, the location of

ecologically fragile areas, what the oil would do if left on its own,

and the comparative toxicities of treated vs, untreated oil. Much of

the scientific activity in direct aid of the responses consists of

making predictions and giving advice, but some actual experiments with

short turn-around times may also be conducted. It is important to

mention once again that this report will not discuss the actual choice

and effectiveness of clean-up techniques in the Argo Merchant case,

only the scientific input to these choices.

The second reason, the one that has received most attention in

the past, is to assess the damage resulting from the spill, particularly

biological damage, but also damage to beaches and other coastal areas.

Such damage assessment may be necessary for short-term decisions such

as whether to close shellfish beds. And they are necessary for long-

range planning. Only by knowing how much damage oil spi.lls cause is
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it possible rationally to plan how much resources should be devoted to

preventi.ng and controlling them. Perhaps most importantly, however,

these assessments may be necessary for recovery of damages through

post-spill litigation. This need is likely to become more important

in the future because of recent and upcoming changes in liability law

relating to oil spills.

Until now, the only recourse for recovery of damages  such as

from reduced fish catches! has been through civil suits, The time

and effort required to bring such suits have often discouraged would-be

claimants. In addition, the Federal. Limitation of Liabili.ty Act of 1851

has limited the vessel owner's liability to the value of the vessel

and cargo at the journey's end. For a tanker that ends its j ourney

by breaking up and losing its cargo, like the Argo Merchant, this

value is essentially zero. Hence, suits for which damage assessments

have been required have been limited in number.

Legislation now being considered by Congress and already endorsed

by President Carter promises to change this somewhat. The legislation

would create a "superfund" containing probably either $200 million or

$250 million, which would be financed by a tax of a few cents on every

barrel of shipped oil entering or leaving the U.S. The money would

be used to finance oil spill cleanups, to sponsor research on cleanup

techniques and, of most interest here, to quickly reimburse parties

hurt economically by the spill. After reimbursement, the government

would take over all the individual claims and sue the tanker owners

~eplenish the fund. Several states already have funds of their own

and others are considering it  Reynolds, L971!. In addition, the

l3



Deepwater ports Act of 1974 and the Alaskan pipeline Right-of � Way Act

each provides for $100 � million funds for tanker accidents associated

with those facilities. For these reasons, it appears that ecological

damage assessments may become more important.

The third reason to study spills is simply to learn something,

science for science's sake, so to speak. This was a strong motivation

for many of the early studies listed in Table l.l-l, which came at

a time when the characteristics of oil spills were not well understood-

This is the "spill of opportunity" concept, that an oil spill presents

a unique opportunity to learn something about the fates and effects of

oil that cannot be learned as easily in laboratory experiments or in

field tests. For determining physical fate of oil, for instance,

studies of real spills allow models to be calibrated. While most of

the pr'ocesses which affect oil after a spill can be simulated in the

laboratory, the rates are likely to be different. For biological

studies, the advantage of post-spill studies is that one is working

with real ecosystems under real conditions. Laboratory studies in

which one or a few species are involved cannot be easily extrapolated

to natural environments. Real environments are complex systems where

subtle changes in species composition or metabolism may affect other

parts of the system. And a laboratory can rarely duplicate all the

environmental factors, such as temperature, currents, salinity

gradients, etc.,that might help determine the effect of oil.

Like much basic research, these studies are likely to eventually
feed back into the other two categories. They will advance the state

14



of the art of oil spill modeling, and improve our ability to assess

and understand the impacts of a spill, Sometimes this feedback

won't come for a long time. Other times the feedback is so quick that

it is hard to determine what the goal of a given activity is, For

instance, a scientist may survey a certain species to learn about the

effects of an oiI spill. But in so doing it also becomes part of the

impact assessment.

1.2 Wh Stud Oil S ill Studies' ?

How effective have these post-spill scientific efforts been in

meeting these goals? There have been only a few reviews of post-spill

studies, some specific  e. g., Mackin, 1973! and some very general

 e.g., Boesch et al., 1974; Farrington 1974, 1976!. Most of these

have reviewed only biological assessment studies, but their conclusions

can be applied to the other two realms as well. These conclusions

are virtually unanimous in saying that post-spill science has been

somewhat less than adequate. "These efforts," said the Ford Foundation

review  Boesch et al., 1974! "usually suffer from a lack of planning

and too little background information." Farrington �976! was more

stinging:

I have read several final or draft reports of
oil spill studies conducted by contractors to
the Environmental Protection Agency. Most
reports were of limited value.... This could
be excused up to two years ago because the
areas of study and the difficulty associated
with oil spill studies were not widely
known.... There is now no excuse for throwing
away any more money on studies of the quali,ty
of those conducted in the past.

15



Why have these studies been less than adequate', The quotations

above point out some possible reasons. One is the scientific

difficulty, which stems from our still fairly primitive understanding

of oil spills or from an absence of baseline data.

A second reason is hinted at in Boesch's "lack of planning" and

approached a little more by Farrington �974!, who notes '-

Most studies of the effects and fate of oil from
accidental spills were forced to rely on exper-
tise already on hand in the laboratories of the
investigator at the time of the accident. This
expertise was of varying applicability in answer-
ing the questions posed in studying the spills.

In short, what the reviewers are suggesting is that post-spill studies

have not been like well designed laboratory or field experiments, They

have been ad hoc responses to accidents. The reviewers suggest that

past-spill studies may suffer from logistical and institutional

difficulties as well as from scientific ones.

This in turn suggests that the key to analyzing and improving

post-spill science lies in treating it as an entire active ~res onse

rather than as a static scientific study. Given the fact that post-

spill science has been fairly common for 10 years, that it has not

been as good as it could have been, and that it can be important

and sometimes costly, it is surprising that before the Argo Merchant

The U.S. General Accounting Office �977! estimated that scientific
work after the Argo Merchant spill cost about $800,000. This figure
is undoubtedly low, especially since some work continued after the
GAO report was written. Even this low figure comprised about 28 per
cent of the cost of the entire cleanup, salvage and scientific response.



spill no one has tried to do this, There have, as has been

mentioned, been lengthy spill reports, but these rarely look at the

institutional factors. And there have been some reviews of spill

studies, but mostly dealing with biological assessment from a purely

scientific point of view. It is also surprising that, with the

exception of one EPA manual  to be discussed in the next chapter!, there

has not been much written on how to conduct a post-spill investigation.

Each new group of scientists since 1967 has been left, more or less,

to discover what to do all over again.

1.3 Sco e of This Re ort

This study of the response to the Argo Merchant spill will

attempt to make a start in that direction. It will examine the Argo

Merchant scientific response as a case study in the hopes of providing

insights which will improve such studies in the future.

It will do so by treating the response as both a scientific and

an institutional phenomenon. It will examine what was done and why

it was done and try to assess what else might've been done and why it

wasn' t. How much was the effectiveness and quality of the response

limited for want of sufficiently sophisticated scientific know-how?

How much for lack of money or equipment? How much by weather or details

of the particular spill? How much by failure to respond in time? How

much by political forces and how much by sheer bungling on the part of

the scientists? It is believed that by dissecting the .response this

After the Argo Merchant spill is another st.ory, however, It has
come to the attention of the authors that several other parties have
done or are doing analyses of the scientific response.
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way, something valuable can be learned,

Horeover, this study will evaluate the response on how effective

it was in meeting all three goals of a scientific response, not

merely the biological damage assessment. One might question why this

should be so; in particular, the function of assisting the cleanup,

involving prediction and short-term action, seems very far removed

from the biological studies, which involve assessment and may extend

over a period of years. Yet it is the contention that all three

motivations are intertwined. All of them depend to some degree on

the same data from early in the history of the spill, such as the

oil's path, and on much of the same meteorological and oceanographical
data. The same activity may serve two or all three purposes. Noreover,
it is likely the same people will be involved in all three aspects,

so that inasmuch as the response is viewed as a sociological phenomenon,

they should be viewed together. The same people sought for advice

are those best suited to study the spill. and vice versa. This was true

in the Argo Merchant spill and in other spills as well, as noted by
Smith �968!, head of the post-Torrey Canyon biological studies.

Having wanted to restrict his staff to biology.

we soon found...that the need to obtain information
on matters essential to our investigation � for
example the composition of detergents, the quantities
used in different localities, the movements of oil
and sea and its influx on the beaches � involved
us intimately in all aspects of remedial measures.

The fact that the same people might be involved in all aspects presents
ample opportunities for killing two birds with one stone. At the same

time, it means there are likely to be times when action in pursuit of one
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goal precludes action in pursuit of another.

To study the scientific response this way requires more than a

mere listing of studies and results. It requires placing the

scientific response in the context of the entire spill. response and

even in the broader historical context. It also requires telling the

story more or less chronologically.

Chapter 2, then, starts out by discussing the longer-term factors

that shaped the Argo Merchant scientific response. Among the most

important of these factors were the general contingency plans for

oil spill responses and the coming of oil and gas development on the

outer continental shelf.

Chapters 3 through 6 wi.ll tell the story of the scientific

response to the oil spi.ll chronologically. Chapter 7 will analyze

the quality of the scientific work from a scientific viewpoint and

Chapter 8 will complete this analysis, drawing conclusions from the

previous chapters. Many conclusions and themes will emerge from

Chapters 2 through 8, but one very simple theme will emerge most of

all, The simple theme is this: that the scientific quality of what

was done suffered from institutional factors related to the somewhat

ad hoc nature of the response and that pre-spill contingency planning

might have improved matters significantly. That is the simple idea.

Based on that, Chapter 9 will attempt to outline what such a plan

should include, both from the scientific and institutional viewpoint.

A complete plan cannot be drawn up, but is hoped some helpful advice

will be suggested.
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Some qualifications are in order. First, while the Argo Merchant

scientific response is somewhat typi,cal of post-spill responses, it is

also somewhat unique, mainly in that it involved an open ocean spill.

While many of the conclusions derived from this review will tend to

be applicable to most post-spill research, there are factors peculiar

to each kind of spill. Findings of this report will be most applicable

to tanker spills of No. 6 fuel oil in the open ocean with rotary

tidal currents and a major fishery nearby.

Secondly, the post-spill investigations of the Argo Merchant

incident are still ongoing at the time of this writing. Although an

attempt has been made to update it as much as possible, events after

March, 1977 could not be dealt with adequately. This is not a major

problem, since most events of importance were crowded into the weeks

irmediately following the grounding.

At the same time, many of the actual results have corae in by

the time of this writing. It is not the intention of the study to

discuss the results or the effects of the spill, only the investigations

themselves. This assessroent does use some hindsight based on the out-

comes of the various activities, but does not mean any criticism

resulting therefrom as a condemnation. The relevant question is not

"Knowi.ng what we know now, should this activity have been done in such

and such a way?" The relevant question is rather, "Knowing what we know

now of what was known then, should they have decided to do this activity
in such and such a way."

Finally, there is just too much post-Argo Merchant science to

include everything, although an attempt is made to be as complete as
20



possible. Maps showing almost every sampling station, drif t card

drops, etc. for the 25 days following the grouztding can be found in

the Appendix. Maps of some other cruises between January 9 and mid-

March are in the main body of this report. The reader is also ref-

erred to a report issued by NOAA several months af ter the spill  Grose

and Mattson, 1977!, which served as a springboard for this study.

As for what is left out, it is unfortunate that biology has been

somewhat shortchanged. Discussion of the biological program receives

a smaller proportion of pages than its importance in the spill response

would dictate. Discussion of assessment of damage to birds and marine

mammals is lef t out entirely, somewhat arbitrarily and somewhat because

it is felt that this aspect of the assessment is more straightforward

than assessment of damage to the finfish and other marine biota. The

rest of the biological assessment is discussed in more general terms

than are the physical and chemical. studies. There are several reasons

for this. For one, many of the biological investigations took place

much later than other activities and are continuing to a greater extent

than other investigations. This made it more difficult to collect

information about them and to evaluate them. Moreover, the range of

possible biological and physiological investigations that could be

carried out, the number of species which could be affected, and the

number of different approaches for biology is probably greater than

for all the other activities combined. And yet the state of knowledge

concerning the effects of oil is even further behind knowledge concer-

ning its fate. There is just not room for it all. Finally, the
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short-changing of biology reflects the background of the authors who

regard themselves as fairly kuowIedgeabIe about the modeling of oil

spills, somewhat Less knowledgeable about the weathering of oil and

about physical oceanography, but too weak iu biology to do more than

rely on the statements of the experts interviewed.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELUDE

At the time of the Argo Nerchant oil spill there was no master

plan for conducting scientific investigations of an oil spill. There

were, however, partial plans of many types that helped shape what did

happen. There was, for instance, a plan for the overall response to

spills which dealt somewhat with scientific aspects. There were other

plans related to particular research objectives. Some evolved as a

result of lessons learned from the early oil spills in the late Sixties.

Others evolved in response to increased use of offshore areas. This

chapter will discuss some of these plans and programs. As will be

seen, some of them were still evolving at the time of the Argo

Merchant spill. A difference of only a few months either way might

have been important.

2.1 Science and the National Contin enc Plan

The master guide for the overall response to oil spills in

U.S. waters is the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution

Contingency Plan. Called for in Section 311 of the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, the plan is actually more

of a framework than a step-by-step action guide, It sets up the

institutions that will coordinate the cleanup or prevention effort.

Understanding this mechanism is essential to understanding both the

scientific response to the Argo Merchant spill and the overall response.

According to the plan, the spill response is to be directed by
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a single individual, the On-Scene Coordinator  OSC!. For offshore

spills, the OSC is someone pre-designated by the local Coast Guard

district; for inland spills it is someone pre-designated by EPA

regional headquarters. The plan also established two groups to

assist the OSC the National Response Team  NRT! and the Regional

Response Teams. Each is composed of representatives from the same

five primary agencies or departments and several advisory ones. In

addition, the regional teams have representatives from the affected

or threatened states. The teams are supposed to provide the OSC with

advice  but advice only, since decisions of either of these groups
are not binding on the OSC! and help him marshall needed equipment

such as booms, boats, planes, and cleaning equipment. The idea is

that a quick response will be facilitated by automatically bringing
together, at both the local snd national levels, the various organi-
zations that might be needed.

In addition to the National Contingency Plan, each area of the

country is covered by two Regional Response Plans, one for inland

spills, maintained by EPA, and one for offshore spills, maintained by
the Coast Guard. The plans are largely clause-by-clause repeats of
the National Contingency Plan with some area-specific additions. The
composition of the Regional Response Team is the same for both types

The 5 primary agencies are: Dept. of Commerce  particularly NOAA!,
Dept. of Defense, Dept. of Interior  mainly U.S. Geological Survey!,
Dept. of Transportation  Coast Guard! and EPA,
The advising agencies include: Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare,
Dept. of Justice, Dept. of State, Energy Research and Development
Administration and the Office of Emergency Preparedness,



of spills,but the chairman changes, being the EPA representative

for inland spills and the Coast Guard representative for coastal spills.

The Argo Merchant ran aground in Coast Guard Region I, an area

that covers the entire New England coastline. This is too large

an area for the Regional Response Plan to be very site specific.

Hence, most of the specific, detailed contingency planning is relegated

to a still lower level, the subregional plans. According to the

collection of subregional plans on hand at the Regional Response

Center in Boston's North End, the Argo Merchant spill occurred in

the Southern Massachusetts subregion. The plan for this subregion

includes:

 a! lists of containment, cleanup and disposal techniques

peculiar to the subregion

 b! a list of booms available locally

 c! a list of cleanup contractors and capabilities

 d! a list of likely spill locations

 e! a list of 31 critical water use areas  intakes, fish

beds, beaches, etc.!,

These lists clearly could be very useful in mounting a quick and

effective response. The lists in the Region I subregional plans

for coastal spills could not have been of much use in the Argo Merchant

response, however, because they were dated 1972, That was the year

of the most recent edition of the Regional Response Plan for Coastal

Spills when the Argo Merchant ran aground, Between 1972 and 1976

the Coast Guard had updated the plan piecemeal, but did not undertake



a complete revision until about the time of the Ar'go Merchant spill.
The purpose of the national and regional plans is to mitigate

the effects of the spill, not to gather scientific information. It
does not treat science as a cohesive, separate entity, but it does
recognize the importance of science to the overall response and
mentions it at various points. Two of the primary agencies on the
NRT and RRT are supposed to supply scientific advice, NOAA is
supposed to provide meteorological, oceanographical and marine
biological information. EPA is supposed to provide information on
the effects of the spill as well as on cleanup techniques. EPA is
specifically called upon to set up an Environmental Response Team
to advise the OSC, RRT, and NRT on the possible effects of the spill ~
The team is to include expertise in "biology, chemistry and engineering>
and, when necessary, meteorology and oceanography,"

Understandably the main scientific concern of the plan is
science that can be of direct use in the spill response. It also
mentions the need for damage assessment for future litigation.
There is in the plan a grudging acknowledgement that the spill may
be of interest for pure research purposes, but it sets up no
mechanisms for coordinating the research. Rather, it lumps t"is

Subpart D sets out five phases of spill response from  I! discoveringand notification through �! documentation and cost recovery.research is relegated to the last phase with a license to intrudeon other phases: "The collection of scientific information of valueto the scientific community as a basis for research and developmentactivities and for the enhancement of understanding of the environm«tmay also be considered in this phase. It must be recognized that thecollection of samples and necessary data must be performed at theproper times during the case to fix liability and for other purposes ~
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research together wi.th public relations and law enforcement as

"response actions not associated with  oil! removal activity" and makes

it clear that such activities are not to be financed by the Coast

Guard's revolving pollution fund, the fund set up by the Plan for

immediate use in spill responses. However, scientific activities of

direct aid in the response, such as spill surveillance, can be covered

by the fund.

As it does for the overall response, the contingency plan deals

mainly with the organizational aspects of the scientific response and

not with specific measures. Interestingly, however, the plan does

specifically ~re uire the OSC to ensure that two scientific tasks are

accomplished. One is that the spi.ll be photographed to document its

source and extent; the other is that the cargo and spilled oil be

adequately sampled "adequate for legal and research purposes. "

The contingency plan. even goes as far as discussing the timeliness of

sampling, the problems of storing and handling samples, and means of

avoiding contamination. The reason this is particularly interesting

is that one of the major shortcomings of the scientific response to

the Argo Merchant spill was the failure to adequately sample the oil,

especially oil that had not left the vessel. But that will be

discussed in due time.

Heanwhile, we can watch as the different federal agencies, each

with its own responsibilities under the National Contingency Plan>

go their separate ways in developing the capability to respond

scientifically to oil spills'
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2.l.l The Coast Guard

The Coast Guard was charged with preventing and policing spills

from vessels, as well as with OSC responsibility for offshore spills.

It concentrated its scientific development along three paths.

One was the development of methods for chemically analyzing

spilled oil in such a way as to permit determination of its source

 Bentz, 1976; Clow, 1977!. This is not a straightforward problem,

since oil changes with time after it is spilled, as will be discussed

shortly. Such an oil "fingerprinting" technique can help track down

the source of oil that suddenly appears without any spill having been

reported, the so-called "mystery" spill. When the spiller is known,

as in the case of the Argo Merchant, the fingerprinting might still

be useful in proving in court that oil found to be causing damage
is indeed that of the spiller.

The Coast Guard al.so began development of a sophisticated system
for detecting oil on water, an Airborne Oil Spill Surveil.lance

system, to detect polluters and track the oil during cleanup efforts.

Pinally, the Coast Guard financed the development of booms and

other cleanup and containment techniques. In doing this it

inevitably financed much research on the hydrodynamics of spilled oil.
It developed the ability to model on a computer the movement of oil
slicks on the water' s surface.

2.1.2 EPA

Like the Coast Guard, EPA also developed the capability to monitor
spills from the air with the formation in l973 of its "Quick Response
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Remote-Sensing Oil Spill Surveillance Plan"  Jones et al., 1977! . EPA

precontracted with various firms around the country to photograph

spills from the air when the need arose. The film was then to be

flown to EPA's Environmental Support and Monitoring Laboratory in

Las Vegas, where it could be developed and returned to the On-Scene

Coordinator within 24 hours,

FPA also entered an area where the Coast Guard would not tread

that of biological damage assessment. In 1972 EPA published a

manual for performing such assessments  EPA,1972!. It implicitly

deals with inland spills, EPA's responsibility, and it deals only

with damage assessment and not with the other scientific aspects of

a spill response. Yet it is the only actual step-by-step what-to-do

guide for conducting a scientific investigation after an oil spill,

and as such deserves careful attention as a rough guide to what might

be done on a more comprehensive level,

The manual is meant to be carried to the field and used on-scene.

It therefore contains numerous checklists and flow charts, as well

as other hints. For the assessor arriving at the scene of the crime,

the manual advises:

The most urgent action on arrival at a site is to
find whether there are any samples and observations
that must be taken at once to avoid loss of valuable
evidence. Next make a quick survey of what has to be
done, so that the necessary resources can be assembled.

Other early actions include observing behavior of fish and other

animals, consulting the OSC, and recording the weather  at least 4

air and water temperature readings per day!,
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Much of the manual is written at that level of specificity, Zt

rarely tells specific scientific actions that should be taken at a

given time. Rather it gives general guidelines for choosing those

actions, the times and types of samples, etc.

For sampling it suggests sampling from all habitats from five

groups: those previously exposed to spill, now exposed to spill.

those which may be exposed, those harmed or dead and controls.

It warns to take water column and sediment samples along with

biological samples in such an order so as not to disturb the latter

samples with the previous ones. It warns the investigator to try

to account for water and fish movements between the time of exposure

and time of sampling. It suggests concentrating on economically

important species. Also on immobile benthos, since there is less

doubt about whether or not they were exposed, For benthos sampling

choose habitats that have a large and diverse community, Take at

least three samples or don't bother taking any. The most importan't

data are the kinds of organisms and. their populations for use in

calculating composition and diversity of the community, density,
variability at station and between stations, and the like. Probably
as specific as could be written.

Finally, the report puts special emphasis on preparing assess-

ments that can stand up in court. The investigator is told to

assume whatever he does will be used in legal proceedings and to

take precautions to label and safeguard samples adequately,

The EPA manual is probably as specific as it could be while still
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remaining applicable to more than one spill at more than one site,

Mainly, it reminds the investigator of what should be done, perhaps

because the situation may be too chaotic for him to remember to do

everything before time has elapsed. It is fully cognizant that the

assessment constitutes a response, not merely a study,

What we see here is a disparity between the capability to

conduct scientific work after inland spill.s and the ability to

conduct it after offshore spi.lls. For inland spills, EPA is more or

less self-sufficient. It has both OSC responsibilities and damage

assessment responsibilities and is a scientifically-oriented organiza-

tion to begin with. But the OSC for offshore spills, the Coast Guard,

has only a very limited scientific capabi.lity. When a ma]or spill

occurs, as will be seen in the case of the Argo Merchant, the Coast

Guard has to import its scientific advisers.

2.1.3 NOAA

The organization that could give the Coast Guard the most help

in scientific advice is NOAA, Indeed, that is the reason for NOAA's

presence on the NRT. But since NOAA did not have direct responsibility

for any spills, as did the Coast Guard or EPA, it did not tackle the

problem of post-spill science head on.

It did, however, develop some methods that would be useful in

post-spill investi.gations by developing a program for long-term

monitoring of the environmental quality of the oceans. The need for

such a monitoring program was expressed formally in a 1972 NOAA-spon-

sored workshop  Goldberg, 1972!. One of the reasons put forth in
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support of such a program was that it would provide long-term back-

ground data against which the effects of an acute event, such as a

spill, could be judged. It was recognized that the monitoring

program's plan for sampling and analysis could double, with minor

modifications, as a contingency plan for a spill damage assessment.

Not only could it, but it should, to insure that the data collected

after the spill is comparable to the baseline data. The workshop's

participants called upon NOAA to develop the capability to begin

sampling within a few days after a spill. The rough ideas for the

monitoring program were further refined by l974 by a Scientific and

Technical Committee on Marine Environmental Assessment  NOAA, 1974! ~

But little, it seems, was done to actually implement either the

monitoring program or the quick-response capability.

In short, the National Contingency Plan took a piecemeal approach

to the scientific response, It concerned itself only with narrow

scientific goals and parceled out responsibility to various agencies

in such a manner as to spur some useful developments but at the same

time to leave many gaps. One distinctive gap was in providing for

chemical and biological investigations following offshore spills like
that of the Argo Merchant.

2.2 OCS Leasin and Ri.sk Assessment

Enter the Bureau of Land Management  BLM! of the Department of

the Interior. The decision to open up vast areas of the Outer

Continental Shelf  OCS! to oil exploration and development, spurred by

the energy crisis and the rise in oil imports, did more than any other
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single event to stimulate development of oil spill study techniques.

E'LH was in charge of leasing the OCS for petroleum development and

needed environmental information at every step along the way

 Jamison Resolution Analysis, 1976!. And it had millions to pay for

this information.

One thing BLM needed, for instance, was the ability to decide

which tracts should not be leased because of potentially harmful

environmental consequences. This in turn required the ability to

predict the damage in advance. In particular, since oil spills were

one potentially harmful consequence of OCS development, it required

the ability to predict the harm that would be caused by an oil spill

at a given location. If the potential harm from various hypothetical

oil spills could be determined, and if some assumptions about the risks

of these spills could be made, then the total hazard to the environment

from a particular offshore facility or lease sale coul.d be estimated.

If, in addition, a monetary value could somehow be placed on this harm,

and this amount then discounted by the risk of spills, the resulting

figure could become an input into an overall cost/benefit balance.

Assessing the risk posed by a spill is a 2-step affair. First

the fate of the oil must be predicted, i.e., where it goes and in what

concentrations. Only then can the second step, the predictio~ of

effects, be performed.

At the time the BLH studies began  around 1973, say! and even at

the time of the Argo merchant spill, the ability to perform such risk

assessments was fairly limited for want of basic understandi.ng of
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mechanisms and rate constants. Nevertheless, there had developed some
understanding by then of the processes which determined the fate and

effect of oil spills. Before continuing with the discussion of BLN's
program it would be useful to discuss just what these processes are

and what the state � of-the-art was in understanding and modeling them.
Whereas a discussion of the National Contingency Plan is necessary to
understand the scientific response to the Argo Merchant from an

organizational viewpoint, the following digression is necessary to
understand it from a purely scientific one.

2.3

Oil is a mixture of thousands of hydrocarbons whose individual

chemical and physical properties vary widely. Both the fate and the
effect of a particular oil spill depend to some degree on the exact
composition of the oil, each oil being somewhat different.

When an oil spill occurs, the oil does many things. Much of it,
at least initially, floats on the water's surface and begins moving.
This movement of the center of mass of the slick is caused by three
basic forces winds, currents and waves.

As the center of mass moves, the slick undergoes additional
movement about the center of mass. Some of the oil tends to spread
into a thin layer  fractions of a millimeter or thinner! covering a
large area. Other parts of the slick tend to remain as thick clumps
which are broken apart and dispersed by water motions-

In addition to moving and spreading, oil on water is constantly
undergoing physical, chemical and biological changes which introduce
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such mechanism for this is wave-induced dispersion

off of oil globules by waves.

the simple tearing

Oil may reach the bottom by one of three paths. Probably the most

important i.s the sediment transport route � oil. globules can adhere

to suspended sediments and the conglomerate, being denser than water,
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petroleum compounds into the air, water column, biota and bottom sedi-

ments. Since the different compounds undergo these changes at varying

rates, "weathering" also tends to change the composition, and thereby

the physical and chemical properties, of the surface slick.

Evaporation is generally the primary means by which oil is removed

from the slick during its first few days of existence. Somewhere

between 30 and 50 per cent of the volume of most crude oils will be

removed this way. Higher removal rates would be expected for lighter

di.stillate oils and much slower amounts  perhaps IOX or less! for

Bu~ker C oil  National Academy of Sciences, 1975!. There are also

several processes by which petroleum compounds may enter the subsurface

regime  the water column and bottom sediments!. While usually not as

substantial volume-wise as evaporation, these processes are likely to

be more important from an ecological viewpoint because damage from

the spill depends largely on the concentrations and characteristics of

the hydrocarbons in the water column and sediments. While oil is

popularly considered immiscible in water, some hydrocarbons, including

the most toxic ones, can dissolve. Large, less soluble molecules may

form colloidal � sized particles that can be suspended or "accomodated"

in water  Peake and Hodgson, 1966, 1967; Boehm and Quinn, 1973!, a

state that in the past has often been confused with true solution. One



will sink. Or oil may sink from its own weight, though this will occur

only for the very heaviest of oils and even then only after weathering

removes the lighter compounds. Finally oil may be ingested by organisms,

particularly copepods  Freegarde, et al, 1971!, and be carried downward

in fecal pellets.

Another weathering process is the formation of water-in-oil

emulsions, with water content ranging up to 80K. As water content

climbs above 50K the oil takes on a sticky, greaselike, extremely vis-

cous consistency which has been called a "mousse" af ter the dessert

it resembles.

Finally, biodegradation and photochemical oxidation are two pro-

cesses involved in the ultimate removal of oil from the environment.

Both operate over the long-term  i.e., weeks to months, and even years!

and change hydrocarbons into biomass or into more soluble organics,

which dissolve or are further broken down, eventually to CO and water.

Many of the dissipative processes, particularly evaporation and

dissolution, preferentially affect the most volatile compounds, which

also happen to be the lighter and less viscous ones, Hence as weathering

proceeds, the slick tends to become heavier, more viscous  often by

several orders of magnitude  Hellmann, 1971; Rashid, 1974!! and less

susceptible to spreading. The ultimate result is breakup of the heavy

oil into dense tarballs.

At the time of the Argo Nerchant spill, it was a popular practice

to illustrate all these pathways in one diagram full of arrows. Same

examples are shown in Figure 2.3-1.
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FIGURE 2.3 � 1: Various versions of the fate of oil on water. Top;
Illustration by this author for oral presentation,
mid-1976. Left: From Smith �973!. Bottom: Prom
Ahlstrom  l975!.
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As for effects, an oil spill can have several. Generally the most
noticeable is the death of seabirds after being coated by the surface
slick. Oil on the surface in the water column and in toe sediments
may be lethal to exposed organisms. Massive mortality of
benthic organisms was found after the 1969 West Falmouth spill  Blumer
et al., l970!. In lesser concentrations oil can cause sublethal effects.
These may weaken an organism enough to make it more susceptible to
other stresses. In some cases oil can interfere with chemoreception,
an organism's little-understood ability to chemically sense food or
mating partners. Hence these sublethal effects may prove important in
the long run. On the community level, since species vary in their
susceptibility to harm from oil pollution, a spill may change the
species composition of a region and will tend to reduce the species
diversity. Finally, low levels of hydrocarbons in the tissues of
commercially important fish, while not harming the fish themselves,
may give the meat an oily taste and so reduce its economic value. Such
contamination is known as tainting.

At the time of the Argo Merchant spill, ability to predict a
spill's effects was extremely primitive. This stemmed from the lack
of data on effects as a function of concentration � many early bioassays,
for inst'ance, did not adequately measure relevant hydrocarbon concen-
trations  Moore et al., 1973! � and from lack of understanding of
ecosystem dynamics.

What was known is that a certain family of hydrocarbons the
aromatics were responsible for most of the observed toxicity of oil.
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Sensitivity to oil pollution varied among species and with life stage,

larvae and juveniles being more sensitive than adults. Reviewing the

literature in existence as of 1973, Moore et al. �973! found that

adult organisms can suffer sublethal effects when exposed to aromatic

concentrations on the order of I ppm and lethal. effects from 10-100 ppm.

Most aquatic plant life is not harmed by 100 ppm aromatic levels.

Larvae are susceptible to .1 ppm and possibly even less  Rice, et al,

1977; Anderson, 1.977!. But the ability to go beyond that was lacking.

About all that was known was that the most obviously dangerous spills

were large ones of aromatic-rich No. 2 fuel oil in small enclosed

areas.

Understanding of weathering was only slightly better than of ef fects,

It was known what the processes are. And it was known what factors

determine the rate of these processes.  Temperature, surface area and

thickness of the oil, water turbulence and the chemical composition of

the oil seem to be important for all processes, Others, such as sun-

light, suspended sediment and bacterial concentrations are obviously

important only for certain processes.! Finally, the relative residence

times of oil in the different regimes was also known, Of importance to

this report, for instance, is that oil remains in the water column only

a short time before dispersing to very low concentrations, being

degraded, resurfacing or evaporating. Oil remains in the sediment for

far longer periods, weeks to years, with degradation limited by low

light and oxygen levels.

However, still lacking was the ability to predict the magnitudes
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and rates of these processes under any given condition. Rate constants

for the processes  except perhaps for evaporation! were unknown and

the interaction among the processes themselves and between the

weathering and spreading made it a particularly difficult modeling

problem. Hence, at the time of the Argo Merchant spill, no one claimed

t.o have an adequate model for any of these processes except evaporation.

There were, on the other hand, several models of spreading and

surface slick growth. But these were generally not very realistic

 Stolzenbach et al., 1977!.

The only process that was understood well enough to be modeled

in a useful manner was surface slick advection. But even here, many

gapa remained. One particular problem was distinguishing the influence

of winds from that of surface currents and of waves, since winds help

form both the surface currents and the waves. Most modelers merely

used a wind factor approach. They moved the oil at a speed equal to

some percentage  usually around 3X! of the wind speed in a direction

that was usually the same as the wind's direction, although some

modelers deflected the oil movement a small amount  less than 45 ! from

the wind direction. Some modelers used this wind factor alone, hoping

it accounted for wind, surface currents and waves. Others used the

wind factor plus surface currents derived from drift bottle data. Some

used the wind factor plus some wave-induced motion. Others used the

wind to calculate a surface current by solving some equations of fluid

dynamics. Some added the wind factor ta this and some didn' t. In

addition risk assessments usually required modeling the movement of a



hypothetical spill several hundred times using some historical or

synthetic wind records characteristic of the site. And there were

many different approaches to handling and inputting this wind data.

To summarize, then, at the time of the Argo Merchant spil.l, the

state of the art of risk assessments consisted of determining a

probability distribution of the path of the surface oil slick. From

the slick's destination, some gross estimate of its effects could be

made. At least it could be determined which areas were particularly

risky ones for offshore drilling platforms, Which brings us back to

BLM.

2. 4 BLM and Baseline Studies

In addition to risk assessments for various areas, BLM required

baseline studies of environmental quality against which the effects

of OCS operations could be evaluated. This in turn required development

of programs detailing which data should be collected and how often for

the purposes of detecting these effects. As has been mentioned, while

not constituting actual post-spill study plans, such programs could

serve as bluepri.nts for post-spill studies. Hence, the BLM-sponsored

projects both risk assessments and baseline studies began filling

in the gap left by the National Contingency Plan in the abi.li.ty to study

offshore spills. Many of these programs first came to fruition in the

months surrounding the Argo Merchant spill.

NOAA received a hefty grant from BLM and plunged more deeply into

oil spill-related research. It formed an OCS task force to help design

monitoring programs. The task force came out with a report  NOAA,1976!
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in February, 1976, ten months before the Argo Merchant spill.

Development of various sub-programs continued. For instance, a micro-

biology workshop was held in October, 1976, at which the various possi-

ble microbiological tests were listed, costed and prioritized. This

was two months before the spill.

Grants for extensive benchmark studies of the Georges Bank Lease

Area were announced in September 1976, three months before the oil

spill. KCbG and Raytheon Co., two environmental consulting firms, were

to receive a total of about $4 million for physical oceanographical

studies. Fnergy Resources Co.  ERCo.!, another Boston-area consulting

firm, was given almost $3 million for chemical and biological studies.

The 1JSGS was given $7I0,000 for geological oceanographic studies. Plans

were drawn up and finalized but studies were not scheduled to begin

until early 1977. This was one or two months after the spill,

2.5 NOAA and the ' S ill of 0 ortunit

But the developments that most influenced the scientific response

to the Argo Merchant spill were not related to the Georges Bank OCS

area, in which the spill actually occurred, but to the Alaska area

thousands of miles away. It is not stretching the truth to say that

the initial impetus for the study of the Argo Merchant spill originated

in Alaska and traveled to Nantucket Shoals via Seattle, Wash., Boulder,

Colo., and Washington, D.C.

While there was concern about petroleum development on the Georges

Bank and elsewhere, no place merited greater concern than Alaska, with

its still largely undeveloped coastline, its fragile Arctic ecosystems
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and a treacherous climate that just seemed to invite spills. The hi.gh

level of concern for Alaska was reflected in BLN's budget for OCS

studies. In Fiscal Year 1975, for instance, BLN granted $4 million

for studies of the Nississippi-Alabama-Florida region, $4.6 million

for Southern California, $2.2 million for South Texas and $2 ' 9 million

for the mid-Atlantic area. But for Alaska it gave $28.1 million.

All but $200,000 of this total went to NOAA, which had first been

asked in Nay, 1974 to provide data for an environmental assessment

of oil production in the Northeast Gulf of Alaska. Gradually NOAA

assumed responsibility for almost the entire Alaskan OCS study and

set up an Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program

 OCSEAP! within its Envi.ronmental Research Laboratory in Boulder.

Part of the NOAA effort was devoted to risk assessments, for

which, it has been said, the state of the art was fairly limited,

Even with regard to surface oil movement the approaches were fairly

crude and there was no consensus on how to effectively include wind-

induced, wave-induced and current-induced motions without counting them

more than once. Jerry Gait, a physical oceanographer at NOAA's

Pacific marine Environmental Laboratory in Seattle, was in charge

of the modeling for the NOAA's Alaskan OCS studies, Gait performed

risk assessments using various approaches and discovered that "it

makes some really startling differences which approach you use."

It was largely to help improve Gait's modeling, to help choose the

best approach, that the Oil Spill Trajectory Experiment Planning Team

was formed. The first formal expression of the idea was a Narch, 1976



draft plan prepared by Craig Hooper of the Boulder OCSEAP office. This

was 9 months before the spill. The team, a joint project of NOAA and

the Coast Guard Research and Development Center in Groton, Connecticut,

would. try to provide basic data for modeling input by conducting

laboratory experiments and by observing both planned and accidental

spills. But the initial emphasis was to be on observing accidental

spills, since it would take time to receive the permits for a deliberate

spill.

In May, 1976, James Mattson of NOAA's Center for Experimental

Design and Data Analysis  CEDDA!, and Elaine Chan of the Deepwater

Ports Project Office, both in Washington, D.C., responded to a spill

in the Plorida Keys  Mattson and Chan, 1976!. They made airborne

measurements of current, winds and oil velocities, took photographs of

the spill and dropped drift cards. Based on this effort and further

discussions, details were added to the original March plan in June,

again in July and finally in September. This was three months before

the Argo Merchant went aground.

The September plan was much more an explicit operations plan than

the March draft, which was more an expression of intent. The September

plan discussed the means by which the team members were to be notified

of a spill, what criteria were to be used. in deciding whether or not

to respond to a spill, and how the team members were to procure needed

services once on-scene. It included a list of equipment. As far as

the actual operations were concerned, heavy emphasis was placed on

gathering data related to oil movement on the surface � weathering
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and spreading data were clearly secondary, The spill was to be mapped

and photographed. Wind measurements were to be made frequently,

either from a plane using a smoke plume or from a ship using a hand-

held anemometer. Water velocities were to be measured, hourly if

possible, using either a Richardso~ current probe or observations with

respect to a fixed marker. Oil velocities were also to be measured.

Implicit in this array of measurements was a desire to measure

the slick's "leeway," the difference in speed between the oil and the

surface water, expressed as a function of wind speed. This was first

measured by Smith �974!, who found that oil moved faster than the

surface water by an amount that was 2X of the wi.nd speed. Determination

of the leeway, it was thought, would help separate out the oil drift

resulting directly from the wind from that resulting from wind acting

through surface currents and waves.

The important thing to note is that the NOAA/CG Oil spill

Trajectory Planning Team was the first group explicitly formed to

respond to oil spills because of their scientific interest. But

the objectives of the team were narrow, It was not to be concerned

with providing advice to the on-scene coordinator and it was not to

be concerned with biological assessment, It was interested in the spill

purely as a "spill of opportunity". And even in this regard, its focus

was fairly restricted to the horizontal advection of oil,

The team was an informal conglomeration of about 14 persons who

worked for various NOAA departments, the Coast Guard and the State of

IAlaska s Department of Environmental Conservation, There were units
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of the team in Seattle, Washington, D.C. and Boulder and two units

in Alaska. The team was so new at the time of the Argo Merchant spill

and so well camouflaged in the rest of the NOAA bureaucracy that NOAA's

representative to the National Response Team had never even heard of

In October, 1976, the team members assembled at Santa Barbara for

a two-week training session using slicks from the Channel's natural oil

seeps. This was two months before the spill, By November, the team

was ready for its first spill, preferably a large one in the open

ocean during cold weather, so that the findings would be more directly

applicable to Alaska.

This was one month before the spill.
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CHAPTER 3

BEFORE THE DELUGE

3. 1

The Argo Merchant ran aground at 6:00 a.m. on Wednesday,

December 15, 1976, and by 7:00 a.m. the Coast Guard had monitored the

Mayday.

The tanker was stuck on a sandy shoal that reached to wit'hin 10

meters or so of the water's surface. The shoal was one of the

Nantucket Shoals. The area was in international waters, about

29 nautical mi.les southeast of the island of Nantucket, Mass, The

location is shown in Figure 3.1-1.

When it grounded, the Argo Merchant was carrying some 7 I/2

million gallons  about 184,000 barrels! of No. 6 fuel oil from a

refinery in puerto La Cruz, Venezuela to Salem, Mass., for the North-

east Petroleum Company. Actually, it was carrying two different

varieti.es of No. 6 oil, 50,00~ barrels of one and 134,000 barrels of

the other. No. 6 fuel oil is also called "residual" oil, because

when crude oil is separated into its various distillates, No. 6 is

the stuff that remains at the bottom of the column. It is the

highest-boiling, most viscous and the most dense part of the oil,

more semi-solid than fluid. The pour points of the two Argo Merchant

oils, the temperatures at which they congealed, were 10'C and 20'C.

To keep it fluid, the oil was heated to about 100'C while in transit.

In addition, some lighter, less viscous oi.l, called the cutter stock,

was mixed in.
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The ship was 195 meters long, 26 meters wide and had a maximum

draught of 10 meters  Lloyd's Register of Ships, 1975-76!, which is one

reason it went aground in 10 meters of water. It also had a broke~

gyrocompass, which is another reason. Without the gyrocompass, the

crew had to rely on far less accurate magnetic compass and the ship

was reportedly 24 miles off its plotted course when it hit bottom.

It was also reported that the master and crew had also misinterpreted

the radio signal from Nantucket Lightship, which normally steers

vessels clear of the hazardous shoals. Instead of being dead ahead

of them, the marker was actually about 30 miles directly behind them.

Nantucket Shoals was not a particularly pleasant spot to strand a

tanker, especially in winter. Storms were frequent. The shallow

shoals forced high waves to break over the deck. Currents were

accelerated by being forced through gapa in the shoals, forming current

rips. One such rip, called Fishing Rip, was adjacent to the sandbar

on which the Argo Nerchant found itself.

Nor was it a particularly opportune place to have an oil spill.

To the northwest lay the beaches of Cape Cod, Nantucket and Nartha's

Vineyard. To the northeast, across the Great South Channel lay the

Georges Bank, which was the center of one of the world's most

productive fisheries for flounder, cod, squid, herring, lobster,

scallops and many other species. The northeast area centered on the

Georges Bank supported an annual catch of about one million metric

tons  NOAA, 1977; Olsen et al.,1977!.

All was not well with the fishing however. Overfishing by foreign

vessels had drastically reduced the size of many commercial fish stocks.
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a period lasting between 2 and 10 daysperiod near the surface

depending largely on water temperature that eggs and larvae had

the greatest chance of coming into contact with oil.

The area near the grounding was a spawning ground for several

commercial species cod, pollock, haddock, yellowtail flounder

and other non-commercial but ecologically important species. However,

at the time of the grounding only two of the commercial species were

spawning. Pollock was nearing the end of its spawning season, cod just

beginning. Cod, incidentally, was a species just showing signs of

recovering from overfishing  Fig. 3. 1-3!  Olsen et al,, 1977!.

The effects of the oil wouId be largely determined by its fate,
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Between 1950 and 1975, landings by native New England fishermen had

dropped 54.5X  Olsen et al., 1977! as shown in Figure 3.1-2 ~ When the

Argo Merchant went aground these fishermen were looking toward the

improvement in this situation they hoped would come with the declaration

in March, 1977 of 200-mile sovereignty limits around the U.S. On the

other flank, the prospect of petroleum drilling worried many fishermen,

not to mention others. The last thing anyone needed was a massive oil

spill.

It was, however, unlikely that the oil, if it spilled, would

cause much direct damage to most commercial fish, which stayed below

the surface and could avoid the oil. The major threat was to fish

eggs and larvae, which are more sensitive to pollutants. Even though

the adult fish generally lived on or near the bottom, many species

released eggs that would float near the surface and gradually drop as

they grew into larvae and as the larvae grew in size. It ia this
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which in turn was to be partly determined by its direction, There

were several currents that were to carry the Argo Merchant oil once it

left the tanker. Since these currents are important in what is to

come, a word about them now would be useful,

Tidal currents on Nantucket Shoals and Georges Bank were rotary .

Instead of going back and forth with the ebb and flood, a particle

carried by the tide would go round and round in an ellipse  Figure

3.1 � 4!. In one tidal cycle lasting just over 12 hours, the particle

could travel between 8 and 20 miles depending on its location  Bumpus,

1976!. The speed of the tidal currents could reach up to 2 knots in

general and perhaps more through the rips.

Longer-term currents of the area were not well-understood. During

the warmer parts of the year there was a clockwise gyre around the

Georges Bank, meaning that flow across the southeast part of it  and

across Great South Channel! vas toward the north and west  Bumpus

1973, 1976!. But in winters this gyre usually broke down and flow was

predominantly to the south and east. This was nerhaps due to the

strength of the prevailing winter winds, which blew from the northwest

"Whatever the reason," noted Bumpus �976!, "the surface drift across

Georges Bank during the autumn and winter is different and contrary

to drift of other seasons. " This is important. For it is this

seasonal anomaly more than anything else that was to save Massachusetts

from an onslaught of No. 6 oil.

The rapid water movement in the area kept the water well-mixed

vertically, even during warm months  Olsen, et al., 1977!, This

meant that nutrients from dead organisms which sink to the bottom were
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nstantly being stirred back up into the upper»y«s ~ wh««hey

were available for photosynthesis. The area had very hi.gh l~v~ls of

primary productivity, which in turn could support large populations

in higher trophic levels. This was one reason the region was such a

productive fishery in the first place.

Beyond Georges Bank to the east and south  Fig. 3.1-1! was the edge

of the continental shelf and the beginning of the slope, where 100

fathoms gave way rapidly to 1000 fathoms. Submarine canyons cut the

slope at various spots snd lobsters abounded all along i.t. Beyond the

slope was the Gulf Stream, a ma!or current carrying water from the

Gulf of Mexico up the East Coast and into the North Atlantic. The

positions of the slope water/shelf water interface and the Gulf Stream

are shown in Fig. 3.1-5. It shows the Gulf Stream not quite 200 miles

south and southeast of the stranded vessel. Such was the area, then,

in which the Argo Merchant's master and crew found themselves that

Wednesday morning.

The ship's master, by the way, was Greek. His name was George

Papadopoulos. The crew of 38 was multi-national Greeks, Pakistanis,

Hondurans and Trinidadians, among others. The vessel was Liberian,

registered under the Liberian flag, that is. Its owners were also

Greek- Few people knew who they really were, but they went under the

"arne Thebes Shipping, Inc. Actual management of the vessel was by a

Newew cwork firm. The vessel had been built in Germany some 23 years

before, and since then had had its share of mishaps. Between 1964 and

Dec . I 1976, it had been involved in 18 other accidents including 2 other

groundings.
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The oil in the tanker was carried in individual tanks. There

were 30 of these on the Argo Merchant, arranged in 10 rows of three.

Tankers have been described as ice cube trays with decks on top. The

bottoIn and sides of the ice cube tray doubled as the hull of the tanker.

Each tank was identified by a number which indicated its row  with the

lowest numbers at the bow! and its position in the row, e,g.,No. 4

starboard, No,6 center, No. 10 port. Aft of all the tanks was the

engine room, When the Argo Merchant ran aground at 6 a.m, on

December 15, 1976, the engine room began to flood.
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3.2 The Rescue

The Coast Guard ' s response was quick. By 8 a.m., an hour after

receiving the Mayday message, Coast Guard helicopters reached the

scene with dewatering pumps to help empty the engine room. Cutters

were diverted to the scene and arrived later that morning. The Atlantic

Strike Team, a crack Coast Guard unit especially trained to prevent

and control vessel spills,was alerted. The pre-designated OSC,

Captain Lynn Hein of the Marine Safety Office, departed for Cape Cod

to evaluate the situation. And in Boston, Capt. Walter Folger,

Chairman of the Regi.onal Response Team, called its members to a

meeting.

It was nat a particularly auspicious beginning for the RRT. Only

9 persons showed up the first day, three from the army headquarters

at Ft. Devens. Also in attendance were representatives from the

Corps of Engineers, the Air Force, EPA, the Geological Survey and one

of the secondary agencies, the Federal Disaster Assistance Administra-

tion. There was none from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, none

from NMFS, and none from the Navy. Worst of all, perhaps, there was

no one from the State of Massachusetts. The State claimed the Coast

Guard had not notified it; the Coast Guard insisted it had. This was

the first of a series of events that led ta somewhat ill relations

between the Coast Guard and the Commonwealth. But that is another

story.

By their own admission, most of the members of the RRT were not

ready for the tasks awaiting them. For almost all of them it was
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Wh n Ca tain Folger had taken over the RRT intheir first major spill. en p a n

1975, he had tried to eep pk it rimed by having quarterly meetings, but

the last one, he sai, a een n, h id h d been in May half a year back. In addition,

some of the peop e n a en anc1 i tt ndance including Jack Conlon of EPA and

Irv Fistel of the Corps, were not the authorized representatives but

their surrogates. "I think people assigned to the ream were not

briefed enough on what an oil spill is and what they could anticipate

to be asked,'connnented Conlon a fev months later. "A lot of people

didn't realize what their functions were supposed to be down there,"

agreed Fistel.

While the Regional Response Team was perhaps not as knowledgeable

a body as it could have been, especially since it was initially

missing its biologists, its task at first was to round up equipment

tugs, barges, booms, planes. This it did with diligence, many of the

members hardly returning home for six days.

From the start, the Coast Guard acted as if the spill were its

responsibility. This was made clear the morning of the grounding

when the first district commander denied Papadoupolos permission

to dump some of his cargo in an attempt to refloat the vessel.

The Coast Guard, however, had really no authority over Papadopoulos

since the ship was officially in international waters. By the end

of the first morning, however, the First District asked the Coast.

G d C a dGuard Commandant s authority to invoke the Intervention on the High
Seas Act, which would shift control f th 1o o e sa vage at tempt to the

Coast Guard. Authority was granted th t d d
a ay an intervention
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of f icial.ly invoked the f o1 lowing sf ternoon, December 16. In addition,

the National Contingency Plan's revolving pollution fund was activated.

Briefly, what happened between December 15 and December 21 was a

futile effort to refloat the vessel or at least to prevent a major

spill, The first contingent of the Atlantic Strike Team  AST! arrived

on Cape Cod at 2:25 p.m. the first day. Based in Elizabeth City, North

Carolina, the team handled incidents anywhere on the Eastern seaboard.

It had special air-deployable booms and pumps and, before the Argo

Merchant incident, claimed never to have lost a vessel in distress.

Some team members were on the Argo Merchant by 8:00 that night trying to

control the engine room flooding. The flooding, however, had caused

the ship to lose its power and, with the heating coils thus out of com-

mission, the oil began to congeal. Some of it leaked into the engine

room and gummed up most of the pumps. Nevertheless, some progress was

made, and by 1 p.m. on Thursday, December 16, the water level had

been lowered 7 feet. The victory proved short-lived, however. That

evening 7-foot seas and 25-knot winds battered the hull. Water

began coming in all over, bulkheads started to buckle and the flooding
became uncontrollable. At 9:39 p.m. on December 16, the ship was

evacuated.

Strategy then shifted from emptying the engine room to trying to

offload the oil, at least enough of it to all.ow the ship to be

refloated. Barges and tugs were brought in and kept on. stand-by,
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r was run out to help stabilize the ship,On December 19, the port anchor was run out o
contact between the tanker and theHuge fenders needed to cushion contac
onl to be washed up on deck by thelightering barges were rigged, only to e w

20 the fe~ders were set again and mooringswaves that night. On Dec. 20, t e en er

r igged for r.he bar ge.

, h d d loped a l5 list and waves crashedThe ship meanwhile, a eve ope

onto the sloped deck, ma ing work, . k' k difficult. Oil had started leaking

from ruptured lines and was forced by water out gapa in the tank
Hut the Navy superintendent of salvagelike toothpaste out of a tube.

flew over the Argo Merchant on December 18 and reported it stable,

in no danger of breaking up. And as late as the evening of December 20,

the Coast Guard still thought it had a chance.

3.3

In the days immediately following the grounding, the focus was

on saving the ship if possible and with insuring the safety of the

crew. Little oil had yet spilled and there was little concern on the

part of the Coast Guard with matters scientific. The most important

things Captain Hein and the Atlantic Strike Tear. needed to know were the

condition of the vessel and the weather forecast.

Special weather forecasts for the Pishing Rip Area were initiated

the morning of the grounding and were issued several times daily for

the duration of the incident to help in scheduling salvage and

cleanup operations, dives and overflights.
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There was still the possibility, however, that more oil would

eventually spill, so very early on the Coast Guard began gearing up

its scientific capability to ai.d in cleanup operations. Two groups

within the Coast Guard were called upon to provide this scientific

expertise. One was the Coast Guard's Research and Development Center,

located in Groton, Conn. It had done much oil-related work before

and had the capability to chemically "fingerprint" oil and to model

the oil's trajectory. The other group was the Coast Guard

Oceanographic Unit based in Washington D.C. It had not done much oil

spill work before, being mainly concerned with general physical

oceanography to aid other Coast Guard activities. One thing the

Oceanographic Unit did was to fly monthly airborne radiation

thermometry  ART! surveys of the Atlantic Coast to map surface

temperatures using an infrared sensing technique. The data from the

survey was combined with weekly satellite data to map the positions

of the Gulf Stream and other currents on a weekly basis. It is

the Oceanographic Unit which prepared the chart in Figure 3.1.5.

The man who actually flew the ART survey flights was named Joe

Deaver and by coincidence Joe Deaver had landed on Cape Cod the day

after the grounding. At OSC Hein's request, Coast Guard headquarters

authorized Deaver to stay on Cape Cod and fly oil surveillance flights.

In addition, headquarters authorized both the Oceanographic Unit and

the R&D Center to begin predicting the oil's trajectory. Commander

Charles Morgan of the Oceanographic Unit was dispatched to the

scene to begin gathering data for the unit's model and to generally
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assist Captain Hein. organ arrived on Dec. 16 and the Oceanographic

U�it had run its first prediction by December 17. The Research and

Development Center was even qui eke r than that . So was a third group

of modelers which acted independently of the Coast Guard. This was

the U, $ . Geological Survey ' s Water Resources Di vis ion in Reston,

yirginia. The USGS, as has been mentioned briefly, was a contractor

to the Bureau of Land Management for North Atlantic OCS studies. On

the day of rhe grounding, BLN contacted the USGS wanting to know the

chances that oil from the tanker would reach shore. BLM was no

doubt worried about repercussions of a spill on its already beleaguered

leasing plans for the Georges Bank. Richard Smith of the Water

Resources Division had only a few months before run a risk

assessment model of the North Atlantic OCS Lease Area  Smith et al.,

1976!. Running the model again posed no problems, and by afternoon's

end, Smith and Tim Wyant estimated that oil from the Argo Merchant

would have a 10 per cent chance of hitting shore.

The USGS model moved oil in response to the wind  directly

downwind at 3.5X of the wind speed! and a tidally averaged long-

term current. A three-hour time step was used. To generate probabi-

lities of oil landfall, some 300 trajectories were run, each ending

af««0 days or when the oil reached land.

Wind speeds and directions were generated using a lag-one

Narkov model, also known as a first-order auto-regressive model. For

each time step the new wind speed and direction are sampled from a

probability distri.bution that is a function of the wind in the
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previous time step. The method thus has a "memory" of one time-step

it accounts for correlations in the winds of two adjacent time

steps but cannot see any longer, multi-step patterns. The transition

matrices needed for this method were based on 5 years of seasonal data

collected by the National Weather Service at its Georges Shoals and

Nantucket Shoals Weather towers. Such matrices take several days

to prepare from the raw data. Had they not al.ready been available,

this techn.ique could not have been used for quick results.

The Geological Survey had little to do wi.th deriving the current

field. That data had been fed to it by BLM in the form of polygons

which spanned the lease area. Each polygon contained a vector which

was the constant current inside the limits of the polygon. There

was a different set of polygons and vectors for each month.

BLM, in turn, had obtained these vectors from Bumpus �973!,

From 1960-1970 inclusive, Dean Bumpus, a Woods Hole oceanographer

had released 165,566 surface drift bottles and 75,4S5 seabed drifters

in a massive study of ci.rculation on the U.S. Atlantic Shelf. His

results, shown in Figure 3.3-1, were to find many uses in the Argo

Merchant response.

For their first run, Smith and Wyant randomly sampled the initial

winds from the seasonal distribution of winds. Subsequently,

multiple trajectories were run using observed winds for the first

time step. Results were quite sensitive to the initial wind.

Smith and Wyanr found that oil released December l6 when the winds

southeast at 10 knots would have a 24K chance of landfall.
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Oil released December 17 when Nantucket Light Ship recorded NNW winds

at 20 knots would have only a 7X chance of reaching land.

The Coast Guard Research and Development Center's model was

designed to forecast the oil's movement during a specific time, not

to make probabilistic assessments. The day of the grounding, Ivan

Lissauer drew up two sets of predictions.

-- a set of short-term predictions for the six � hour travel of

patches of oil leaving the tanker at various times during

the next two days.

� a Iong-term prediction of the maximum area covered by a

continuous spill which would start the afternoon of the

grounding and continue through the weekend. During the

weekend Lissauer extended the forecast for another few

days.

The model moved oil at the vector sum of 3.5X of the wind

speed, directly downwind, and the tidal current, with a time

step of one hour. Lissauer performed the operation on a hand

calculator. A two-day prediction took about 45 minutes.

For forecasted winds Lissauer relied on two sources synoptic

charts and the special forecasts for Fishing Rip made by the

National Weather Service. These forecasts predicted six-hourly wind

speed and direction for the coming 36-48 hours. Lissauer combined

information from the forecasts and the charts into his own prediction

by intuition." The same wind would generally be used for each of the

six hourly time steps. Lissauer used the model to make predictions of
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the maximum  worst � case! area to be covered by the oil. An example

is shown in Figure 3. 3-2.

In short, both the R6D Center model and the USGS model were

off-the-shelf items, either already developed and programmed or else

so simple it could be drawn up quickly. The Oceanographic Unit's

model was a little bit different and will be discussed later.

Suffice it to say that by a few days after the grounding, before it

was even a substantial spill, the Argo Merchant spill already was

one of the most modeled spills in history.

3.4 The NOAA Team Arrives

NOAA/CG Oil Spill Trajectory Experiment Planning Team was notified

of the grounding at about ll:30 a.m. on December 15. Gary Hufford

of the Coast Guard R6D Center in Groton, being closest to the

scene, departed quickly by car for Cape Cod, arriving there at

3:30. Elaine Chan arrived from Washington at 9 P.M. and the two

set up headquarters at the Holiday Inn in Hyannis.

The next morning Chan and Hufford flew over the wreck in a

chartered Cessna 182. They took some photos and made a current

measurement using a Richardson probe, but most of the 2 1/2 hour

flight was spent briefing the pilot on the nature of the team's

activities and on the maneuvers he would have to perform.

Meanwhile other team members began to trickle in. Jim Mattson

and Peter Grose arrived Thursday morning, followed later by Craig

Hooper, the team's original leader from Boulder. Many of the team

members had given up vacation plans. The team lost no time in making
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its presence known in an attempt to procure equipment and aid. It

arranged almost immediately with the OSC to have the Coast Guard

cutters standing by near the Argo Merchant take hourly wind readings

for future trajectory studies. It conferred on December 16 with

representati.ves from EG6G, the BLM contractor, who wanted to do some

physi.cal oceanographical work near the Argo Merchant.

It has been said that the team's plan called for concentration

on studies of horizontal surface movement of oil. The team wanted to

study the vertical subsurface transport of the oil as well, but

needed a ship and samplers to do it. One place they thought of

looking was Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

3.5 WHOI and Friends

The academic. community began to mobilize as academic communities

are wont to mobilize by calling meetings. Simultaneous meetings

were held December 17 at Woods Hole and at URI. These were the first

of what was to become a fairly frequent event in the next few weeks

the massive, multi-institution coordinating sessions which sought

to determine "What do we do now?" As Howard Sanders of Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution  WHOI! was later to describe it, only half

exaggerating, "We had meetings going on every damned day. All sorts

of people came and everyone had their own vested interests."

The meeting at Woods Hole was attended by scientists from the

National Marine Fisheries Service  NNFS!, the USGS and the Marine

Bi.ological Laboratory  MBL!, as well as the Oceanographic Institution.

Discussion largely focused on two questions whether to do anything
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and what to do specifically. According to Peter Fricke, a

sociologist who was a visiting professor at WHOI at the time, about

two thirds of those at the meeting were willing to get involved in

the scientific effort and some felt a strong obligation to do so. The

others were either pressed for time or thought it unwise to get

involved. One attendee recalled that there was some discussion on

whether the Argo Merchant should be the sub]ect of a massive response

or whether it would be more prudent to wait for another spill

when everyone would be better prepared.

Determining what to do was even more difficult because,

according to all accounts, the meeting was held in an informational

vaccum. Few of those present knew much about the situation on Nantucket

Shoals, No one, according to Fricke, could even draw a definitive

'I' on a map at the site of the grounding. Nor did anyone know what

other researchers were doing.

"It was like a flock of birds sitting around cheeping away at

each other," recalled John Farrington. "There was no leadership.

No one at the meeting could tell anything about what supplies or

money or analytical capability was available. The point is, no one

had a plan."

To clarify matters, Jim Mattson of the NOAA/CG team was invited to

the afternoon half of the meeting. "Fveryone considered them the

official group from Washington up to study the spill in its broadest

sense," recalled George Kelly of NMFS. But as has been seen, the

purpose of the team was not that at all, and while Mattson had some

ideas on what could be done, he could not tell the Woods Hole group
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how many samplers, ships and bottles of extract were available. For he
had come to Woods Hole hoping to find these there.

3,6 URI

At URI, the response was to have a leader and was to be a team

effort, because Mason Wilson wanted it that way. Wilson, chairman of
the mechanical engineering department, was in charge of a three-year
study for the Federal Energy Research and Development Administration
 ERDA! of when, where and whether dispersants should be used to cornbat oil
spills. The pro]ect involved oceanographer s, engineers, chemists and
biologists. Decisions regarding whether to use dispersants naturally re-
quire knowing what the spill would do without dispersant, and the Argo Mer-
chant spill seemed a good opportunity to learn something about this. "We
were going to do fieldwork anyway," Wilson explained. "It gust came a

little earlier than. expected."

A new team was formed that day -- the Oil Spill Response Team ��

with the ERDA team as its core and additional chemists and biologi.sts

thrown in. Eva Hoffman, a chemical oceanographer, was hired to bead
the team and work full-time on the URI spill response. The team was

given its own headquarters, complete with phones, marine radios and charts,
in two former storerooms of the Marine Technical Building on the Narra-

gansett Bay campus of the Graduate School of Oceanography. Some modeling
work was also begun in the days following the grounding.

A smaller group of WHOI scientists met again the following day

and decided to call in the Oceanus, the Institute's research vessel,

and prepare it for an Argo Merchant cruise. It was also decided that



the aim of the cruise would be to collect water column, sediment,

and benthic baseline data for later comparison with contaminated

areas.

On December 20th, URI scientists met again and decided to likewise

commit their brand new research vessel, the Endeavor. But with

only one exception, to be discussed shortly, no academic scientists

did any actual cruising, sampling or analyzing until after dark on

Dec. 20. Between Dec. 17 and Dec. 20, scientific activity was almost

the exclusive preserve of two groups the NOAA/CG team and the

Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit. A symbiotic relationship quickly

developed between the two groups.

3.7 The NOAA Team Takes Char e

When the NOAA/CG team had first arrived in Hyannis it had

requested flight time in Coast Guard planes and helicopters. All

avai.lable planes were being used in the salvage and rescue effort and,

in any case, Hein had never heard of the team. In this regard, the

team's link to the Coast Guard R&D Center was a big help in proving

the team's legitimacy to Capt. Hein. By December 17, with the Argo

Merchant already evacuated, the team was able to abandon its chartered

plane and fly with the Coast Guard in its planes and helicopters.

Of course, the NOAA/CG team was not the only group vying for

Hein's attention. In the days immediately following the grounding

the OSC was besieged by requests for information and flight time

from scientists, the press and others, Capt. Hein had neither the

time nor, in some cases, the technical knowledge to deal with all of
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these, so when Cmdr. Morgan of Oceanographic Unit arrived from

Washington on Dec- 16, Hein made him his liaison with the scientific

connnunity. Morgan found, however, that the NOAA team was even better

suited for this role. It had a broader knowledge of oil's fates

and effects than did Morgan, a physical oceanographer. It also had

better ties to other agencies and to the academic connnunity. So the

NOAA team, in effect, became Morgan's liaison with the rest of the

scientific connnunity. From then on, when Hein received requests of

a scientific nature, he would refer the caller to Morgan who woul.d

in turn generally refer him to the NOAA team. Within a few days

after the grounding, the formerly unheard of NOAA/CG team had become

a major resource for the Coast Guard.

Morgan's reliance on the NOAA team served to push it further

into the center of the scientific response, a place the team did not

necessarily want to be. "All of a sudden we became the coordination

center," recalled Gary Hufford, the team's only member from the

Coast Guard. "It grew so quickly it hindered our purpose in being

there." Somewhere along the way, as if to reflect its broader role,

the "Oil Spill Trajectory Experiment Planning Team" became simply

the "Spilled Oil Research  SOR!" team, a name it has kept since.

Several factors made the SOR team the likely candidate for the

coordination role. It was an interdisciplinary team with a broad

knowledge of oil pollution. It was a government organization whi.ch

was looked to for guidance and funding by the academic and commercial.

institutions, and it was affiliated with both NOAA and the Coast Guard.
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But most important, it had gotten there first and had a plan, It

knew what it wanted to do, at least for starters, while others were

still floundering around. As sociologist Pricke put it, "Mattson

was the only one with an ongoing idea of what was going on."

During this period the two groups concentrated on what they

had come to do. The Oceanographic Unit concerned itself mainly

with getting its model. into working order. The SOR team concentrated

on measurements of oil leeway . Two such measurements were made

December 19 and one on December 20. A fourth was made December 22.

The measurements were made by dropping a line of dye markers downwind

of a pancake and observing how quickly the pancake caught up to the

dye markers. Measurements were made from either a helicopter or a fixed

wing aircraft, using both time-lapse photography or directly using

a Coast Guard viewfinder. The difference in speed was then expressed

as a percentage of on-scene winds, measured by the Cutter Vigilant.

Many current measurements were taken or attempted during this

period. The SOR team made several Richardson probe measurements in

addition to those made in conjunction with leeway experiments.

The technique involves measuring the separation of timed dye patch

releases. Being very short-term measurements  a few minutes! they

reflected mainly the area's strong tidal currents. On December 18th

and 19th, John Pornshell of the Oceanographic Unit tried to obtain

some measurements with a current meter deployed off the side of the

Vigilant. His intention was to take measurements at 3 depths per

site, for about 15 or 20 minutes at each depth, according to Commander
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Norgan, and then move on to a new location. Those measurements too

would he tidally dominated, but it was hoped they could give at least

some indication of the mean, tidally averaged flow for input into the

Oceanographic Unit's model. Unfortunately, Fornshell's current

meter did not work.

A variety of surface drifters were also deployed during this

period. On December 18, 19, and 20, the SOR team dropped polypropylene

drift cards in batches of 25 near the wreck. If the drift cards did

indeed simulate oil movement, which their use in the Florida Keys spill

had seemed to indicate, they would be useful in helping spot the oil

from the air.

The Oceanographic Unit also deployed some drifters to follow

the oil and give some indication of the long-term current. One drifter

was a datum marker buoy, a devi.ce commonly used by the Coast Guard

in search and rescue operations. The buoy emits a radio signal which

permits it to be tracked for about 3 days. This particular buoy,

released near the Argo on December 1S,was spotted 3 times, the last

being on December 20 at IO:23 a.m.

The Oceanographic Unit also had the Vigilant deploy 3 plywood

sheets as drifters. The sheets were 4 feet by 4 feet, I/4-inch

thick and painted light yellow. Each was numbered on each side with

a huge black numeral stretching the entire length of the board. Each

was also liberally striped with reflective tape to make it easier to

spot on the water. Each time a Coast Guard vessel spotted one of

these drifters, it was to report the drifter's number and position.
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The effort proved ill-fated from the start. The sheets

were dropped off the Vigilant on December 18. As they hit the water,

the reflective tape peeled off. Only one of the boards was ever seen

again, and that one only one time, and that time on February 2.

During this period, the SOR team took only one sample of oil

with a bucket from a helicopter on December 19. Concerned about

whether the oil would sink, the team took the oil back to the Holiday

Inn and ran it under hot and cold tap water. The oil did not sink

in its fresh water bath.

That, then, was the extent of the scientific effort from the

grounding through December 20 many meetings, many phone caLls,

attempts to marshall equipment. Active operations were confined

mainly to modeling, to mapping, and to measuring wind, water and oil

velocities. Except for the modeling, these investigations were

carried out mainly by the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit and the

SOR team, which had reached a modus vivendi. The six-day period

before December 21 was, essentially, a period of preparation for

scientists.

It was also a period of preparation for the spill. Oil

started escaping from the vessel the day of the grounding, but for

a few days discharges were intermittent, growing gradually larger as

the condition of the vessel worsened. On December 17 the trail

of oil was reported running 2 miles north thence to 2 1/2 miles west

thence back to ship. On December 18 it was estimated that 100,000

gallons had spilled, officiaLLy classifying the Argo Merchant as a
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"major spill." according to V'ational Contingency Plan guidelines, How

was this volume esti.mated? There really was no good way, according

to Captain Hein, who said all early estimates of spill rates and

volumes were "guesstimates" made on the basis of whatever information

was available on the surface slick and on the conditions and contents

of the ship's tanks. "At one point," he recalled, referring to the

particular estimate above, "I said, 'Ob hell, it's got to be 100,000

barrels by now, ' to make it a major spill."

That estimate was increased by an order of magnitude to l. 5 million

barrels by the next day, based on SOR team observations.

3.8 Jerr Mil ram Takes a Sam le

The one exception to the lack of early participation by the

academic community was Jerome Milgram of MTT's Department of Ocean

Engineering. Milgram, a naval archi.rect, had been a Coast Guard contrac-

tor on various projects since 1968. At the time of the Argo Merchant,

he was involved as a principal investigator on one project to study tbe

dispersion of oil by breaking waves, and as a consultant on two others.

In dealing with the Coast Guard, Milgram had stressed the importance

of observing actual ocean spills and had elicited a promise that be

would be allowed to do so in the future. So when the Argo Merchant

ran aground, Milgram went straight to Coast Guard headquarters in

Washington, skirting the OSC, to cash in on that promise. The result

was a ringside seat for 3 days on a Coast Guard cutter near the Argo

Merchant and for a time on tbe tanker itself. At 4:25 p.m. on December

16, the cutter Bittersweet delivered Milgram and Ed Kern, an associate,
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to the Argo Merchant along with 4 Atlantic Strike Team members and

an additional pumping system. The Intervention Convention had been

invoked 1 1/2 hours earlier and attempts were being made to control

flooding in the engine room.

Milgram's main concern was observing the dispersion of oil by

breaking waves. He and Kern made careful observations, took many

photos, and even made a movie of the slick and the ship. He observed,

he said, that the 6-7 ft. waves present in the area at the time would

not break in thickly oiled areas and would break only rarely in thin

sheens. He also observed that the edge of breakers would often "bite

off" a piece of oil and send it dispersed as globules into the water

column.

Milgram also took the first slick samples on December 17. Using

a bucket, Milgram scooped up a sample of oil from a thick part

of the floating slick and one from the thin part. He transferred

the oil, which by his estimate had been afloat 12-48 hours, to 1-liter

wide-mouthed Jars and closed the Jars with screw caps. He obtained

2 more slick samples one thick and one thin on December 19.

Nore importantly, while hovering over the wreck in a helicopter

on December 19, Milgram lowered a 1-liter bottle down to an Atlantic

Strike Team member on board who dipped it into the number 4 port tank

and filled it with oil. This was the only sample of unweathered

cargo taken during the entire incident.

On December 19, Milgram returned to MIT and measured the physical

properties of both the cargo and the December 19 slick samples
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the viscosity, surface tensio~, pour point and specific gravity. He

also performed a distillation analysis and found that 25K of the oil

bpiled of f below 120'C. This port ion was largely the "cutter"

stock of light oil and it was this oil that Milgram assumed would

quickly evaporate after the spill. Significantly, the residue above
210'C had the same specific gravity as the cargo sample and as the

thick slick sample 0. 96, an indication that the oil would not

weather and sink pf its own accord.

In the coming months, the lack of adequate reference samples was

to become a problem. Milgram's small sample, while sufficient for

chemical analysis, was insufficient for all the uses to which such a

sample might be put bioassays, weathering studies, etc. It was also

not enough to go around to all the labs needing reference samples for

chemical analyses. Finally, there were two No. 6 oils in the tanker

anyway, so Milgram's sample was not sufficient. The need for reference

samples eventually prompted efforts to obtain samples of both No. 6

oils and the cutter stock from Venezuela, an attempt that got tangled

in international red tape.

As was mentioned in Chapter II, the on-scene coordinator has

the responsibility to obtain cargo and spill samples; in fact, it is

fust about the only thing scientific required of him. Captain Hein,

who did not go out to the Argo Merchant himself, said he did not

forget this responsibility. "I asked people to get samples," he said,

On February 5, Peter Fricke of 14HOI did manage to obtain from a tanker
in Boston 5 gallons of oil from the same refinery as the Argo Merchant
oil Both oils were said to have been refined the same way.
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referring to the Atlantic Strike Team. "But in the heat of the battle

out there, sampling is the one thing you don't think about."

Had there been other scientists like Milgram with access to the

grounded tanker, more samples would have surely been taken, because it

is such an obvious and essential task. But Mi.lgram and Kern were the

only independent investigators ever to board the Argo Merchant, and

here's why.
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CHAPTER 4

THE BREAKUP

4.1 The Ar o Merchant Gives U

Because at 8:45 a.m. on December 21, six days after running

aground, the Argo Merchant split apart and proceeded to dump most of its

remaining cargo into the sea. The break was just aft of the kingpost

and 100 feet aft of the bridge. The bow and stern sections gnashed

together as the stern began to sink.

Any groups which until now had held back, hoping for the best,

held back no more, at least on expressions of concern and outrage.

Those who had been worried and active all along, worried and acted

even more. With 5.5 million gallons of oil in the water, the threat

of massive damage was very real indeed.

Russell Train, EPA administrator, flew over the spill that day

and called it "the biggest oil spill disaster on the American Coast

in our history." He told EPA to get busy.

The stare of Massachusetts' Dept. of Fisheries and Wildlife met

with several other groups to establish a bird-cleaning operation.

Other state agencies began to assemble volunteer groups to clean up

the beaches should the oil reach them.

The Coast Guard, too, seemed to shift from concern over the tanker

to concern over the environment. The day of the breakup, the Coast

Guard hired Coastal Services and Jetline Services to deploy equipment

to protect Nantucket from oil. The state of Massachusetts had first

hired Coastal Services several. days before. Coast Guard headquarters
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in Washington also ordered the R/V Fvergreen, the research vessel

the CG R6D Center, to make a survey of the area to determine env'iron

mental harm from the spill.

Of course, the Coast Guard's business on the ship was not

yet. While the stern section wss lost, the Coast Guard thought

might still be possible to tow the bow section, thought to contain

as much as 2 million gallons,out to sea and sink it. That after-

noon Coast Guard headquarters sent a message to Boston requesting

advtce on where the bow could he rowed to minimize the effects on the

fisheries. Headquarters had its own suggestion � the vicinity of

39 N, 68 W, 135 miles southeast of the wreck site and 70 miles beyond

the 1000-fathom line, the end of the continental slope. This choice,

it said, was based on consideration of currents and of the proximity

of lobster and yel.lowtail flounder.

District 1 consulted the Oceanographic Unit, which in turn consul-

ted a group st Woods Hole. According to Cmdr. Morgan of the Ocean-

nographic Unit, advice from both groups was somewhat general avoid

submarine canyons, avoid the Gulf Stream and eddies, and put a trans-

ponder on the bow so it could be relocated if necessary. A position

�9'30'N, 68'20'W! was recommended in headquarters' suggested area.

The bow was never towed anywhere, however. It itself split into

two pieces the next day at 3:40 p.m. and oil poured out of the number

port tank at an estimated 500 g.p.h. With the towing idea abandoned

Capt. Hein next suggested that the bow section  actually the forward

part of the original bow section! be sunk in place with gunfire

secure its position, This, he argued, would make it easier to monitor
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f rther pollution emanating fz'om it. In making his req es

He in noted that the !/2 tanks and the Pl center might still contain oil,

since all the breaks had occurred behind these tanks.

The request to sink the bow was denied by the district coamander

on December 23.

4.2 The First Research Cruise

The Oceanus, a WHOI research vessel, left Woods Hole late on

December 20 on the first post-spill research cruise. The following

the same weather andmorning inclement weather and turbulent seas
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seas that finally overcame the Argo Merchant � forced the cruise to

be cut short. Strictly speaking, the Oceanus did get to sea and take

some samples before the tanker split apart, and thus might make a

claim to being put in the previ.ous chapter. But for purposes of

historical analysis, it is much more akin to the activities which were

to take place in the next phase of the response from December 20 to,

say, December 31. This phase, though no one ever planned the response

in phases, was the short-term investigations of the immediate fate

and effects of the spill.

The purpose of the cruise was to obtain baseline data on levels of

hy«ocarbons in the water and sediments. The data so collected before

the oil's arrival would be necessary to determine the increase in

concentrations following contamination. The crew consisted mainly of

Woods Hole people, but also included Jerry Gait, the SOR team's modeler

«o»cattle, Richard Jadamec, a chemist from the Coast Guard R&D

Center, and Dave Folger of the USGS.



2
Sediment samples were taken at two stations using a 1/25 m V«

Veen grab mounted on a circular frame to insure perpendicular

penetration. Half of each sample was placed in glass Jars with

lined caps and frozen for later hydrocarbon analysis. The other»lf

was preserved with formalin for biological tests.

Surface, mid-depth and near bottom water coLumn samples were al.so

taken and extracted on board using methylene chloride. The crew

acknowledged in its subsequent report that the equipment used for the

water column sampling was not we11-suited for its task but was all

that was available on short notice. The 30-liter bottle, John

Farrington explained in an interview, entered and emerged from the

water with its top open. The presence of oil on the surface would

thus contaminate the samples. Also, trace concentrations o f naturally-

occurring surface-active organics tend to concentrate in the surface

micro-layer and could contaminate the samples. In addition, Farrington

said, the bottles were plastic, which might also leach petroleum-type

substances into the sample. Thi.s latter' contamination would be barely

detectable were the samples contaminated with oil. But it could be

significant in measuring unpolluted samples for trace concentrations

of hydrocarbons.

That was al.l there was to the first research cruise some

baseline sampling cut short by the weather but we will not

go at that. Being the first cruise, there were many activities

could have been undertaken but were not. The Oceanus could have, for

instance, also taken oil samples, or water column samples of contamina-
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ted areas, as the SOR team no doubt would have liked. Tt could have

taken plankton taws instead of only benthic samples. And ft could

have gone in many other directions besides or instead of the place

it did go, As a mini-ease study of the factors that enter into

quirk-response cruise planning, then, let us Cake a closer look at

why the Oceanus did what it did.

THE OBJECTIVE: The desire to collect baseline data was clearly a

preference of the Woods Hole researchers from the start, back on

December l7. A case can easily be made that this was the wisest

decision possible, inasmuch as the Oceanus was the first ship out

and had sailed before the tanker split apart. Later cruises might

not have a chance to get this data, and, it has been pointed out,

lack of background data has hindered many post-spill assessments in

the past.

However, this cannot have been the only reason Woods Hole went

after baseline data, because it also did this on its second cruise,

December 28, after all the oil had already spilled. Nor does this

explain why the Oceanus did not do more than collect baseline data.

The reason for this, Che main reason Woods Hole scientists collected

baseline data, was that they did not want to get oi.l on the Oceanus,

which was frequently used for surveys of trace hydrocarbon levels

in the oceans and sediments. A contaminated vessel is not suitable for

such analyses  Farrington, l974! and it would have been expensive to

cl.ean the Oceanus had it passed through large slicks from the Argo

merchant.
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THE ACTIVITIES: Concentrating on hydrocarbons in the water and sediment

and on benthos  as opposed to other biological habitats! largely

reflected the interests and capabilities of the chief investigators

Farrington, John Teal and Howard Sanders. Benthos are about the

easiest. organisms to test for impact since they do not move and there

is thus less doubt which organisms were exposed to oil and which

weren' t. The particular gear used, as had been said, largely reflected

what was available.

SITE SELECTION: This is perhaps the most interesting decision of all.

Of all the possible choices, why go to an area 40 miles northeast

of the tanker?

The main reason, all those interviewed agreed, was that the

particular area was one with fine-grained sediments. Such fine

sediments only accumulate in areas where the water turbulence is low

enough to allow them to settle out of suspension, Also, fine grained

muds and silts hold oil better than sand. Such areas were thought by

the Woods Hole scientists to be likely resting places for oil-sediment

globules. A similar site was also chosen for the second Oceanus cruise.

Further, of all the areas with fine-grained sediment, this seemed

to be the one the oil was heading for at the time. Jerry Gait said he

guided the Oceanus to these stations based on the slick map for

December 20, shown in Fi,gure 4.2-1, which he received barely half an

hour before the cruise departed. It is indeed true that winds on

December 20 had been mainly from the south and that the oil was
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70-00 69-00 68-00 6 7-0
FIGURE 4. 2-1: Sampling stations af Oceanus crui.se. On Dec. 20
 top! oil appears headed toward the stations. But sudden wind
change diverts it to southeast by Dec. 2l  bottom! . Also shown
are forecast slick limits  ! for times indicated.
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heading toward the Oceanus' stations. Figure 4.2-1 a! also shows
the Oceanographic Unit's forecasts for December 21  which were
apparently not used in station selection!, which predicted that the
o5]. would pass over the stations a few hours af ter the Oceanus had

been there.

The Woods Hole scientists, then, were trying to take baseline

data in an area that was likely to be contaminated later. They

were implying,  and agreed explicitly in subsequent interviews! that
the best use of baseline data is for before-after studies of the

same site. Baseline data can also be used as indicative of general

background levels over the whole wider region, but its value in this
case is a notch lower. Using background data from one area to compare

to contaminated levels from another area introduces an additional

element of uncertainty, in that spatial differences are not accounted

for.

'Now consider the followi~g: Just after midnight, probably just

about the time the Oceanus was enroute f rom Station 1 to Station 2, the

wind shifted and started blowing the oil to the east and southeast.

By the time daylight came, the day's overflight showed no oil in
the vi.cinity of the sampling station, and none apparently ever

passed that way again. It is unknown whether in the dark oil actuall.y

did reach as far as the Oceanus' stations or, instead, turned right

before getting there, but this questi.on is somewhat moot. Even i.f

4rose and Mattson �977, p. 126! report: "Surface oil was never
observed north of 41 21'." This latitude is south of the WHOI
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did reach the area it stayed only a short while. The fact that the

area sampled was at best the northeast extremity of the oiled area

did not bode well for the chances of oil accumulating in the sediments,

especially since the predominant bottom currents were thought to be

in precisely the opposite direction to the southwest. And while

some oil might have entered the water column, dissolved and dispersed,

oil does not remain that way for long. It either coagulates and

resurfaces, evaporates  Frankenfeld, 1973! or is diluted to very low

levels  McAuliffe, 1977!. Large subsurface concentrations of oil

are likely to persist only in areas continually covered by oil or in

areas in which dispersants are used. Hence, to perform a before-after

study on ~ater column hydrocarbon concentrations would have required

returning to the Oceanus sampling sites while the oil was still

there  if it was! or within a few hours of its departure. The only

vessel close enough to do this was the Oceanus itself, and it had no

intention of going back into an oiled area.

The upshot of all of this is the following: Owing to a shift

in wind, the value of the baseline data collected was diminished greatly.

In fact, the samples could not even be considered representative of the

region as a whole since the sites were chosen precisely because they

were atypical. Sure enough, the baseline hydrocarbon levels in the

Oceanus samples were higher than those found in subsequent samples,

almost as high as in some samples judged to be contaminated.

Which brings us to the next question Could this have been

anticipated and the sampling differently planned? The answer is yes and
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and no-

The Oceanographic Unit's forecast, as we have already seen,

have led the Oceanus to the same location, since it was based on
erroneous wind forecasts. Sut the probablistic models might have
helped. These showed very high odds that the winds would eventua1ly
take the oil to the southeast of the wreck site. And Bumpus' data
showed bottom currents were predominantly to the south and west.
case could be made that the Woods Hole group should have played the
long-term odds and gone either to the southeast or to the west  they
did go to the west on the next cruise, so we will not consider that
further!. Several of those involved were asked why this wasn ' t done.

John Teal suggested one answer. The region to the southeast,

he said, was notas biologically interesting as other areas, whi.ch
points up an interesting dilemma. Does one sample where the oil is
most likely  but not certain! to go, even if the oil's reaching there
would not have as significant an effect as if it went elsewhere? In

other words, should one sample the oil or the location'? Teal
sided with the sampling the most sensitive area. 3erry Gait suggested

an answer that was similar to Teal's but somewhat more cynica1. He

said that the researchers did not care where the oil was going and

merely wanted to sample their favorite areas.

Teal and Sanders suggested perhaps the most important reason

t"e»utheast was too far. The Oceanus, after all, had to reach

site before the oil got there. Looking back, because the wind

when it did and because the tanker broke up when it did, the research
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vessel might not have been able to cut across the slick's path,  It
could have, however, at a risk of contamination, sampled at the side of

ever-widening slick! . Even if it could have beaten the oil,

ho«ver, the Oceanus still would not have gone there, said Teal and

Sanders, because it would have taken too long. Pressed for time by

own research projects, the researchers did not want to spend

than two days on the cruise, Teal said. Sanders pointed out

that the distance factor would also make follow-up studies difficult.

No mat ter whom one believes, our case-study � within-a-case-study

has pointed out the many factors that go into designing a cruise plan

quickly and under uncertainty. It shows how the scientific value of

the cruise was greatly diminished by a change in winds. Mare than

that, however, it shows that this could have been anticipated and

planned for. It wasn' t, for a number of factors, some scientific, but

many logistical and even personal. Things might have been different

had the ship been able to sail i.nto oil, had it been out a day earlier,

and had the crew been willing to devote more time to it.

Few would deny that the first Oceanus cruise could have been more

valuable. The fact that i.t wasn' t has generalIy been attributed to

the rough weather and stormy seas.

4.3 Sink or Swim?

The fear of damage from the oil spill also spread to Rhode Island

on the day of the break-up. One thing the governor's office did was to

ask URI s department of ocean engineering what the chances were that

oil would wash ashore on Rhode Island. The URI group had not had a
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risk assessment model ready to use at the time of the grounding-
Mal col m S paul ding, Chr is No I 1 and Peter Corni 1 ion had developed
of them quickly � one f or surf ace movement and one f or hot tom movem« t

The surface model moved oil at 3.5X of the wind speed with no

def].ection angle. Tides were added in later runs. Winds were picked
random from a Monte Carlo matrix containing 8 directions and 6

speed ranges, based on 10 years of monthly data f or the "Summary o f
Synoptic Meteorological Obse rvat iona for North American Coastal
Marine Areas"  U. S. Naval Weather Service Command, 1970! . Unlike the
USCS model, this model had no memory each 3-hour time step was

independent. The model took about a day to develop and was used to
generate a probability distribution of the position of the slick' s
leading edge 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 days after the release of oil.

An example is shown in Figure 4. 3-1.

To predict the chances that oil would reach their state, the URI
modelers also thought it necessary to model the path of oi.l that might

reach the bottom. The fear that oil would reach the bottom sediments

was surpassed in magnitude only by the fear that the surface slick
would head di.rectly for Cape Cod or the Georges Bank. Oil in the

bottom sediments could be expected to biodegrade very slowly, over

p~riod of years, owing to oxygen limitation. It thus might cause

lo ng-'term damage to bot tom � dwelling organisms, which served as f ood for

commercially important groundfish. In addition, what little evidence

there was indicated that whereas the winter surface currents moved

shore with the wind, the bottom currents flowed landward,
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FIGURK 4.3-1: URI's 30-day Monte Carlo prediction nf positioIj
of leading edge of oil  from Noll et al., 19773.
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There are, as has been mentioned, three ways fo«II «z ~c

the bottom by weathering and sinking from its own weight by

adhering to sediment particles, and by being ingested and then

excreted by copepods. The copepod route was not thought likely «

be important but the other two paths were considered hy many scientists

to be possible, even likely routes for the Argo Merchant oil.

sediment adhesion route wa.s thought likely because the wreck occ«red

in a highly turbulent and sandy region. The turbulence could be

expected to stir up the sand from the shallow bottom and promote

its mixing with the oil. It was also known that the water was not

thermally stratified and there therefore was no thermocline to impede

mixing and the oil's descent.

The sinking route was thought likely because No. 6 oils were

known to have specific gravities between 0.9 and 1.0 which could climb

above seawater'a 1.025 once the lighter components evaporated.

No one in the world at the time of the Argo Merchant spill could

have predicted how much oil would be carried down by sticking to

sediments. It waa beyond scientific capability. Whether the oil

would sink from its own weight, however, could have been determined

fairly easily, by weighing it after first boiling off the compounds

Iikely to evaporate. This is what Hilgram had done the day before the

Governor called on URI. gut his work, which indicated the oil would

not sink this way, was not known to the URI group. What the URI group

did have was an erroneous value of specific gravity it had obtained

from a contact at the Coast Guard Research and I}evelopment
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Center. That figure put the oil's specific gravity at .996 instead of

Milgram's .96, adding to the URI group's belief that sinking would

be very likely indeed.

The URI bottom drift model relied exclusively on Bumpus �973!

seabed drifter data. His arrows were redrawn and the location and

direction of each were digitized. In his seabed study, unlike in

his surface study, Bumpus had not assigned magnitudes to the arrows,

so the URI group used a constant speed of . 7 n.m. /day. A dot

representing the oil was moved for a period of a day under the

influence of the nearest arrow. The array was then searched agaIn

for the new nearest arrow, which was used for the next day. To

account for the possibility that oil would drIft on the surface before

sinking, various starting points were used � some along the probable

path of the surface slick, some along a north-south transect.

The oil sinking near the wreck was predicted to travel west,

then turn north to surface after 30-120 days on Martha's Vineyard. Oil

sinking further offshore headed toward Rhode Island. One Imaginary

subsurface patch did not go anywhere. It got trapped by the digitizing

scheme and oscillated indefinitely between two opposing arrows.

t.4 Slick Trackin Search-and-Rescue St le

By the time the Argo Merchant split apart, the on-line forecasting

-ffort by the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit was in full swing. The

>Im of the forecasting was to predict the outer limits of the oil-

-ontaminated areas of the ocean and to warn of landfall. Information

'rom slick overflights was used to correct and update the forecasts on
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a daily basis.

ln contrast to the other groups modeling the Argo Merchant spill,

the Oceanographic Unit had never done an oil spill model before, but

j.t was in the process of developing one. What it did have was a

search-and-rescue model designed to predict the drift of lifeboats

and debris from a vessel in distress. When asked to model the oil

spill, the Oceanographic Unit first ran this model, treating the oil
as a life raft with zero draught. At the same time, it hastened the

development of its on-line oil spill model. Within a couple of days

the new model was computerized, the bugs worked out and

a routine established.

The new model computed oil advection as the vector sum of four

forces tides, a wind-induced surface current, additional wind-

induced motion on top of the current  the leeway!, and a long-term or

residual current.

The model did not include weathering or spreading. Yet it did

given some indication of the shape and width of the slick by treating
the spill not as a single dot, but as a whole array of dots, The
dots corresponded to the leading edge of the slick, to specific pancakes

within the slick, to bends and corners on the slick' s perimeter, and to

little peninsulas of oil gutting out from the main body of the slick.
The positions of these features were determined by Joe Deaver's
overflights. In addition, a new dot was generated at the position

of the wreck every l2 hours. Advecting each dot separately under the

influence of spatially varying currents achieved the effect of



dispersing the slick. In addition, it provided the capability of

forecasting the position af individual features of interest, such

as particular pancakes or thin sheen areas. An example of the

Oceanographic Unit's forecasts is shown in Figure 4.4-1.

Tides were taken fram standard tide table  Haight, 1942!, with

several roses used for different areas. The figure used far leeway

was 1.2X as suggested by the SOR team's measurements. The forecasted

winds used were the NWS special forecasts for Fishing Rip. As the

area covered by the oil grew, however, twa other wind forecasts

bath by the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical in Norfolk, Virginia � were

also used, one far the area far to the east of the wreck and one for

the region far to the south. Spatially varying surface currents were

computed using an Ekman-type madel. The actual formulation was that af

Jelesnianski �970!.

Determining the residual current proved the knottiest problem,

there being little to base it on. Initially it had been decided to

try to backfit it. For the first few days this was tried on a one-

day basis. The slick's position was hindcast using observed winds

for the day just past and the results compared with that day's map.

The difference was attributed to the residual current and this current

was then used for the next day's forecast. Morgan would call Dean

Bumpus at WHOT frequently to check if the values so derived were

reasonable. But one day proved too short a period for determining

the long-term currents, and this approach was soon abandoned,

The next approach, the one used through the rest of December, was
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to run the model using no residua1 current at all and to correct the

forecast by hand based on the latest ~esther and oil observations,

ART survey data, or just plain intuition. Eventually, sometime in

the first half of January, the whole spill was hindcast and a current

of .25 knot to the northeast found to work best.

As can easily be seen, this model was more complicated than the

other models and required far more data. It used several tidal roses

and, for a time at least, 3 wind fields. It required not only forecasted

winds but observed winds for several days previous. And it required

observations of the oil's actual position for updating and backfitting.

Moreover, it needed this information in a timely fashion and the

model had to be run frequently enough to be of use. A11 this was

complicated by the fact that the prototype model was continually being

refined throughout the course of the spill and by the fact that the

modeling was being done in Washington, D.C. "Information flow was a

big bugaboo in the Argo Merchant case," said Lt. David Frydenlund, who

did the computer work in Washington. "The big problem was getting

the input data and sending out the results." Commander Morgan agreed,

saying, "Half the problem was making a system out of the thing."

Gradually, however, a system had evolved which operated fairly smoothly

during the period when the bulk of the oil was still trackable-

the last 10 days of December. The system, which closely tied in the

modeling to the slick overflights, worked this way.

The oil spill overflights would generally end by late afternoon

or early evening, and by the time he landed Joe Deaver would have his
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map drawn. Morgan would compare the map to the day's forecast and

to the previous day's map. Some of the pancakes, peninsulas, and

turning points that had been modeled as dots the day before would

have moved to new positions, which Norgan noted. Others, however,

would not be apparent on the new map. They had either dissipated,

melted back into the main body of the slick or been missed by the

mapper. At the same time, new patches, new bulges, and new corners

would have formed to take their place. Morgan would number these new

dots and cancel the obsolete ones and would telephone this information

to Frydenlund in Washington the next morning, usually at around IO a.m.

Frydenlund would assume the dots represented the position of the

oil at I p.m., the day before, corresponding roughly to the mid-point

of the overflight. He would then run the model from that time to

the present time using observed winds. Then he would forecast

ahead until 1 p.m. the next day using forecast winds. Here too, the

I p.m. time was chosen to represent the midpoint of the overflight,

which could last eight hours or more. This was to minimize the

distortions arising from the fact that the overflight could not take

an instantaneous snapshot of the oil.

When the system was working well, then, it can be seen that the

model was on a "leash," so to speak. It could not run more than 48

hours ahead of verified slick positions and errors were thus not

allowed to propagate. For the first 20-24 hours the model moved oil

in response to observed winds. Any deviation between the actual and the

forecasted slick position at the end of this period would be attributable
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solel.y to the model formulation. For the second 24 hours or so,

errors could result both from the model's inability and from errors

in the wind forecast. The leash "broke" on days when there was no

overflight. In such cases, the model was corrected for forecasted wind

errors only.

After receiving Morgan's call, it would take Frydenlund 2 to 3

hours to run the model and come up with the next day's forecast. He

~ould phone the forecast to Morgan in the form of the numbered dots

and positions. No computer plotting or facsimile transmission here,

just your basic, slow, error-prone phone communication, Morgan would

>lot the dots and, if necessary, correct their positions in some way

to account for the residual current. He would draw the slick outline

around the dots and around the outline would draw a polygon, leaving

about 5 miles between the polygon and the oil boundary as a safety

iiargin. The coordinates of the corners of this polygon were then

lisseminated as the "forecasted slick limits" for a given date. All

surface oi.l was supposed to lie within these limits.

Morgan would give a copy of the limits to 3oe Deaver who would

!se it to plan the next day's overflight, Deaver would lay a

"ectangular grid, with nodes spaced 10 miles apart, over a map of

he area and plan the flight to cover the grid points which fell

'.nside the forecasted limits.

Flights would be flown in a zig-zag pattern along parallel track-

ines spaced 10 miles apart, as shown in Figure 4,4-2, From an altitude

if 500 feet, it was easy to see five miles to either side, so the whole
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ar ea between tracklines could be covered. The retur~ route would be

used to try to more accurately trace a side of the slick's perimeter.

ln addition, before starting the zig-zag the flight would check for oil

landward of the Argo Merchant. The flights were thus deliberate,

methodical scans, based largely on the method used for ART surveys

and  like so many other of the Oceanographic Unit's operations! on

search-and-rescue procedure.

Deaver himself was not the pilot but an oil observer, Flights

generally had a crew of 8, he said, two of whom were observers, one

on each side. The other observer would signal Deaver by hand to

indicate the presence of oil and its quantity  e. g. heavy coverage,

sparse coverage, thin sheen!. Deaver would occasionally check to

calibrate his partner's interpretation of these terms wi.th his own.

Deaver would indicate the oil boundaries, pancake locations and

sizes, mammal sightings and grid points on the same strip chart used

for the ART surveys- Assuming the plane flew at a constant speed

between gri.d points, the position on the strip chart would accurately

indicate the position of the sighting. This could be readily

transferred in fLight to a gridded map.

Usually the oil was not in the form of one continuous slick but

consisted at least partly of discrete and dispersed patches. Estimation

of the percentage of the surface covered by oil was extremely

difficult, as was estimating pancake sizes. WhiLe still over land,

Deaver«v« would sometimes try to fly over a parking lot. The sizes of

woul.d help calibrate size estimates of oil patches, and the
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orderly arrangement of marked parking, spaces would provide useful

practice in estimating per cent coverage, Once over the ocean, there

was usually nothing against which to calibrate pancake sizes. per

cent coverage would be estimated by looking through a plexiglass

eyepiece with a grid marked on it and an inclinometer to measure its

tilt. Often, however, Deaver did not bother to use the device,

relying instead on his own experienced estimates.

In a subsequent interview, Deaver expressed great faith in his

visual estimation abilities, but the SOR team was not so sure. One

the overflights would provide verifica-of a self-sustaining cycle

tion of the model and the model would guide the overflights. Then
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day after a particularly complete map had been made, the SOR team

tried to use it, plus its own knowledge of the oil's thickness, to

estimate the volume of oil on the surface. The result, Mattson said,

was enough oil to fill 10 Argo Merchants. A combination of errors in

percent coverage and thickness estimates led to an error of an order of

magnitude. At one time, Mattson also said, the SOR team thought of

trailing Deaver to check his estimates, but then decided that this

might cause Deaver to subconsciously modify his estimates. The

important thing, both parties realized, was consistency. If observa-

tions and estimates were consistent, then all could be corrected on the

basis of photographs or other observations made on a single day.

Flights would begin in the morning and end late in the afternoon

if all went well. Deaver would land, brief Morgan and Bein, give Morgan

a map for the model, and the cycle could continue. It was something



Deaver would return to his hotel, the Holiday Inn in Hyannis, and brief

the SOR team.

From December 17 to January 3, Deaver made 15 such overflights,

one every day, except December 28 and 29, when weather prevented it,

and December 30, when the engine broke down.

4.5 Enter KPA

If December 21 was a day for crying alarm, December 22 was a day

of activity and movement. There was more scientific activity on this

day than on any other. Some of it was the direct response to the

breakup of the vessel. Some of i.t was ongoing activity. And some of

it represented the fruition of efforts that had begun days before

the breakup. To be specific, on December 22, the following things

happened:

The Coast Guard research vessel Evergreen began its cruise,

ordered the day before, to survey the fate and effects of the oil. It

was to be the first cruise in which water column and sediment samples

were taken in oil-infested waters.

The Delaware II, a NMFS research vessel also began a cruise.

It was the start of the effort to assess the effect of the oil on the

ecosystem, particularly on the Georges Bank fisheries. At the same

time, NMFS port agents began canvassing returning fishermen to learn

i.f the spill had caused any damage to fish or fishing equipment.

The USGS began sampling sand for baseline hydrocarbon level

measurements from the intertidal regions along the coasts of Nantucket

and Cape Cod. The sampl.ing was initiated by Robert Hiller and David
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Schultz of the Branch of Atlantic and Gulf Coast Marine Geology

Reston, Va. Miller had first proposed measuring intertidal hydrocar

bon levels as part of the USGS's BLM contract for the Mid-Atlant«

Region. Here was the perfect opportunity, explained Schultz, to

this sampling and at the same time to "answer the call,"

samples would provide baseline data in case the oil reached shore-

From Dec. 22 to Dec. 24, a USGS sample collector hopped by helicopter

to 53 sites shown in Figure 4.5-l, disembarking at each site to

scoop about 1000 grams of sediments into solvent-rinsed quart j ars ~

Schultz himself was to come from Virginia shortly after Christmas

to resample some of the sites.

The Coast Guard and SOR team made its usual mapping overflight.

The SOR team, on a separate helicopter flight, made its

fourth set of leeway measurements.

NASA made one of the five overflights it vas to make during the

incident and took 172 frames of high-altitude �500 ft! vertical false

color infrared photos.

A NASA Landsat II satellite took imagery of a 100 x 150 mile

area immediately to the southeast of the wreck. Unfortunately, much

of the area was obscured by clouds.

EG6G, BLM's contractor for physical oceanography, made its first

flight in conjunction with Raytheon, the other contractor, and Aero

Marine Surveys, Inc. The purpose of this and subsequent EG6G flights

was to photograph and map the oil, perform ART measurements of

temperatures and to experiment with the Brogues that vere to be used to

measure surface currents in the upcoming BLM study.
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FIGURE 4.5-1: USGS intertidal sampling stations, December 22-
December 24  from Hanheim, 1977!.
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Howard Winn of URI made an overflight to observe marine

And for those scientists who still were unoccupied, EPA held

a meeting.

We have so far not heard much from EPA, the group which, with

NOAA, is responsible for scientific input into the spill response.

EPA had sent representatives to the NRT and RRT and had conducted high

altitude overflights on December 18 and December 19, but had otherwise

maintained a low profile. But when Russell Train flew over the spill

on December 21, he had asked EPA's Environmental Research Laboratory

in Narragansett, R.I. to take a part in studying the spill's effects.

The result was a meeting in Boston's John F. Kennedy federal office

building. Just about every group involved in the scientific response

sent at least one representative.

The purpose of the meeting was to plan a program to assess the

ecological damage from the spill. EPA announced it would coordinate

the program and help procure money for it. After each group discussed

its own activities to date, the meeting broke up into several discipline-

oriented skill sessions to draw up a rough outline of goals and methods.

Attention was paid to the projected costs of the various activities

as well as to purely scientific aspects.

To help the scientists, EPA had passed out a list of suggested

goals and activities. Its longer-term goals included assessing the

effects on fish and shellfish, in economic terms if possible, and

monitoring the degradation and migration of oil in the sediments.
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Immediate goals were to develop a budget of the oil's fate and to

assess Lhe immediate impacts on birds, mammals, plankton and benthos,

EPA placed heavy emphasis on studies of oil reaching the sediment

and affecting the benthos. As its outline put it, 'Much oil is

apparently sinking. This will have a major impact on the fish and

shellfish in the area... The benthic region! is where the major impact

will be and it must be investigated for both scope and impact."

It has already been discussed why it was thought that oil ~mi ht

sink. Sut it is interesting to ask on what basis EPA could say that

much oil was sinking. Essentially, there wasn't any. The only evidence

seemed to be visual evi.dence that oil pancakes were floating slightly

beneath the surface, though not necessarily sinking. There had as yet

been no sampling of the water column or sediment in oiled areas. In

fact, it has been mentioned that the evidence was beginning to point

in the opposite direction, though this evidence had not reached EPA

or many others. It was at this meeting that Milgram first reported

the results of his tests. And while there had been no measurements

of suspended sediments following the spill, a USGS survey south of the

shoals on December 9 had found suspended sediment levels of 1.3 mg/1,

not very high at all  although levels could have been much higher on

the shoals themselves!. The SOR team's Jim Mattson in a later inter-

view said that by December 22 he was fairly certai~ that the oil was

not sinking in large amounts. Mattson, though, did not attend the

EPA meeting.

In fact, at l0:10 a.m., 10 minutes into the KPA meeting, Nattson

was talking on the phone to John Robinson of NOAA's Environmental
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Research Laboratory in Boulder. Earlier that morning, Robinson had

talked to lab director Wilmot Hess about conducting long-term

assessment studies when the SOR team had finished its short-term

work. On the phone he told Mattson that Lou Butler, also of the

Boulder Lab, would arrive in Hyannis shortly to help coordinate such

ecological studies. EPA and NOAA were headed toward a confrontation

over coordination of studies that neither agency necessarily wanted.

4.6 Oil in Water: December 23 � 25

The chemical phase of the study concerned with oil weathering

and particularly with the transport into the water column, begins to

accelerate a little now.

On December 23, Navy divers, requested by the SOR team two days

earlier, conducted a dive below the slick and added another piece of

evidence to the conclusion that oil was not sinking in massive doses.

According to Grose and Mattson �977!, the location of the dive, though

not known precisely, was under the path of the slick in an area that

had been oiled by tides twice a day for seven days. Yet the divers

found the bottom of white sand covered with clams not visibly contam-

inated. The divers took films of the bottom and of the underside

of the oil, which included both sheens and pancakes estimated to be

1 1/2 to 2 inches thick. The bottom of the pancakes were flat and no

oil was noticed breaking off from them.

On the SOR team's helicopter flight the same day, Scott Fortier

of the Coast Guard RSD Center took 3 surface slick samples using a

sampler capable of picking up thin sheens. Also on December 23, Jim
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Quinn of URI performed the first gas chromatographic analysis of the

Argo Merchant oil using part of Hilgram's cargo sample and part of his

sample collected from the thick part of the surface slick on December

19. Milgram had given the oil to Robert Sexton of URI at the EPA

meeting. The chromatograms  Figure 4.6-1! confirmed the presence of

the lighter, cutter stock, which was sti.ll not widely known at that

time.

On December 24, the SOR team discovered that the means for

sampling oil in the water column beneath the slick had been sitting

right under its nose all the time. With the Argo Merchant essentially

a lost cause, the on-scene cutter Vigilant was standing idly by and

was not afraid to go into the slick. The SOR team gained permission

for the Vigilant to take water column samples. Elaine Chan of the SOR

team was airlifted to the Vigilant to instruct the crew in the use of

the sterile-bag sampler. The sampler, the most widely used in the

Argo Merchant response, is a 1-liter plastic bag that passes through

the air-sea interface closed, opens at depth and closes again before

returning to the surface. It leaves the sample uncontaminated by

surface organics and oil.

Between 12:45 p.m. that day and. 8:45 a.m. the next the Vigilant

sampled 12 stations in the immediate proximity of the Argo Merchant.

At each site it took a near surface sample �-2 feet! and one at

10 feet. All these were flown to Cape Cod at 9 a.m. on Christmas Day,

and eventually picked up by NOAA and frozen. When eventually screened

by Richard Jadamec of the Coast Guard R6D Center, some of the 10-foot

samples contained the highest hydrocarbon concentrations �50 ppb!
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f pund by anyone in the water column af ter the spi1 1 . These are st i 1 1

very low levels. Whether this was because the oil di.d not enter the

water column in large quantities or because the investigators did not

look hard enough will be discussed in Chapter 7.

Meanwhile, by December 24 the Coast Guard vessel Evergreen had

cpmpleted its sampling program. The original plan was to take water

column and sediment samples and bottom photographs at each of 5

stations which lay in varied directions from the Argo Merchant

 stations A through E i,n Figure 4.6-2!. En route the Evergreen added

2 additional water sampling stations. Four water column samples

were taken at each lettered station using sterile bag samplers.

Sediment samples �-4 per site! were taken at A through D. In contrast

to the Oceanus cruise, some of the Evergreen's sampling stations were

chosen to be in contaminated areas. Station C in particular was

selected for maximum pollution. The surface there was 100' covered

by a sheen, with heavy concentration of slicks, clumps and tar balls

present. Oil droplets were clearly visible in the water samples

most in the 1-2 meter sample, somewhat less in the 7-10 m sample and

almost none in the 20 m sampl.e. The bottom samples �0 m!, however,

looked free 'of oil.

4 ' 7 The Cruisin of the Delaware

The National Marine Fisheries Service's Delaware II also departed

» a short cruise December 22 for an initial survey of the effects of

oil on fish and marine biota. NMFS, part of NOAA, is responsible for

»nitoring and maintaining the health of U,S. fisheries. For the area
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from Cape Hatteras to the Gulf of Maine, this responsibility was

hand led by the Nor theas t F is her ie s Center  NE FC!, comprised o f six

laboratories from Oxford, Maryland in the south, to Gloucester, Mass.,

just ~orth of Boston. For 15 years NEFC had been conducting standard

surveys of groundfish as part of a program called MARMAP  Marine

Resources Monitoring, Assessment and Prediction!. It had been

sampling icthyoplankton  fish eggs and larvae! since 1971 and had

several other. ongoing programs. Most of these programs were directed

mainly at determining fish population changes resulting from fishing,

to be used to regulate fi.shing. NMFS was somewhat less concerned with

evaluating the effects of an acute pollution event on fish stocks,

but seemed unable to avoid it. In the year preceding the Argo Merchant

spill, NKFC had been requested by various government officials to

assess the impact of three major pollution events. Finding it

extremely difficult to do this, NEFC had been considering, for about

a year before the spill, the development of a massive program to monitor

the health of the fisheries in such a manner as to permit the assessment

of the effects of chronic and acute pollution  NOAA, 1977! .

Essentially, the program was to consist of regularly monitoring both

polluted sites and control sites on the Atlantic Shelf. Measurements

at each site were to include overall population by species, pollutant

concentrations, and various biochemical and physiological indices of

organism health. An attempt was to be made to correlate the three types

of indices. However, the program was still largely an idea when the

Argo Merchant ran aground.
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One of the six laboratories of the NEFC is in Woods Hole,

only a block from WHOI, and it was here that the response of NMFS

originated. George Kelly and several others had attended the Woods

Hole meeting on December 17, at which the SOR team and local scientists

had all agreed that a boat was needed immediately.

Kelly recalled that he had first thought of using the George

Kelez, a vessel, assigned to another NOAA group, which was sitting idly

in a dock on Long Island. Kelly called Long Island that same day,

only to find the crew had just been released for the Christmas

holiday.

So Kelly next thought of the Delaware II, which was trawling in

the Mid-Atlantic. The night after the WHOI meeting Kelly called NEFC

Director Robert Edwards, who was in Boulder at the time, to advise him

a vessel might be needed. Edwards said not to commit any vessels

just yet. When the SOR team's Craig Hooper tried later, Edwards

said the Delaware was to finish its trawl surveys before doing

anything else. So the Delaware did not get to Woods Hole until Dec. 20,

and only then after Richard Hennemuth, director of the Woods Hole

lab, ordered it there. As it turns out, the delay was probably very

fortunate, in that the Delaware II missed the weather that had forced

the earlier Oceanus cruise to return.

With ship in hand, the next question was what to do with it. The

SOR team desperately wanted water column samples taken for hydrocarbon

analyses. Other than that, the Woods Hole NMFS group was mostly on

its own. "There was no text, no guidelines as to how to go about it,"
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explained Kelly. So the group decided to use the techniques it

knew best � those of the standard MAPMP trawl and icthyoplankton

surveys which the crew had performed dozens of times. Tn addition,

it was decided to take samples for two other of NMFS/Wood Hole's

ongoing projects a study of benthic invertebrates and of fish

feeding habits.

There was a problem, however, in that the NARKQ' surveys were

not designed to be conducted in oil spills. There is no method of

catching fish or towing for water column plankton with a net

beneath a slick without contaminating the samples and ruining the

net. So the NNFS scientists decided to first get control. samples from

outside the spi.ll area, without contaminating ship and gear, then to

move into the oiled area and take only those samples that would not

subject the gear to massive contamination.

The stations sampled are shown in Figure 4.7-1. They were chosen

with the help of the December 22 slick map . Stations 1, 2,3,10 and ll

were strictly meteorological and oceanographical stat ions. Biological,

sediment and water column samples were restricted to stations 4-9,

three of which were inside the contaminated area and three just outside

it. Sediment samples were taken at 6 stations ~sing various dredges.

Water column samples were taken using sterile bag samplers at 4 stations

and 2 depths per station. Water column plankton samples were taken using

standard MA%NAP tows of 2 bongo nets. Bongo nets are so called because

they consist of 2 circular nets side by side, resembling a bongo drum.

The smaller bongo net had "drums" 20 cm in diameter with net mesh sizes

of 0.165 and 0.253 mm. The other bongo had drums 61 cm
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in diameter and nets with mesh sizes of . 333 and . 505 mm. The, 333 mm

mesh was used primarily for zooplankton samples, the .505 mm primarily

for eggs and larvae. Additional neuston  surface plankton! tows were

made at all six stations using .505 mm nets. At stations 7 and 8 the

net became soaked with oil and was saved in a can.

Fj sh trawls were made at only two stations, 4 and 6, both outside

the oil limits. Each otter trawl was conducted for 15 minutes traveling

at 3.5 knots. A . 25 cm ring net with a I-mm mesh size was attached

to the trawl headrope to catch smaller invertebrates that. escaped

the nets. In all, 20 species of fish and 10 of invertebrates

were collected. Some of each species were frozen for hydrocarbon

analyses. Stomachs were removed from other fish, labeled and

preserved in formalin for the food habit studies. The level. of maturity

was logged for all fish on standard forms. Live samples fram station 9

were held in running water until the ship's return to Sandy Hook, N.J.

From Sandy Hook, the samples were parcelled out to the various NEFC

labs for analysis.

4.8 Joe Deaver's Christmas Present

Christmas brought with it a lull in the scientific activity, a

time for taking stock. To summarize, while there had been no cruises

before the ship broke up on December 21  with the partial exception of

the Oceanus!, there had been 3 research cruises since then plus a

sampling trip by the cutter Vigilant. As best as can be estimated,

by Christmas morning there had been ten samples af oil taken, one
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f m therom t e cargo an n ne fzpm the water ' s surface . One or more water

column samples had been taken at one or more depths at 26 stations,

about 17 of them in areas that had been oiled at one time.** In

addi t j pn tp the near-surface sampling at these stations, the Delaware II

took surface water samples at 7 sites. One or more sediment samples

had been taken at 12 stations, 5 of which were below areas covered

by the surface slick.

Visual observations and preliminary scz'eening of some of the ~ster

and sediment samples failed to detect massive quantities of oil, and

the suspicion that pi.l was not getting below the surface in large

amounts was backed by the observations of Navy divers. Biological

investigations were somewhat farther behind, with extensive sampling

having been done at only 2 stations on the Delaware cruise.

On Christmas Day the cutters Vigilant and Bittersweet stood by

and watched the Atlantic Strike Team write Merry Christmas in oil on

the remains of the stricken tanker. About the only scientific activity

was Deaver's overflight, for which he was amply rewarded.

*Spurces of Samples: Twp slick samples by Milgram on December 17,
2 on Decemoer 19; one cargo sample by Milgram on December 19. One
slick s'ample from helicopter by SOR team on December l9; three by
Scott Fortier of the Coast Guard R6D Cenrer on December 23; one by
the Delaware on December 23.

**
These are: 3 Oceanus stations; 4 De]aware II stations � contamina-

ted!; 7 Evergreen stations � contaminated!; and 12 Vigilant stations
 assume all contaminated at one time or another!,

**0
The count is: Oceanus--2 stations; Delaware II--6 stations � in

areas of surface contamination!' Evergreen--4 stations � in surface-
contaminated areas!.
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For while flying on his fifth trackline of the day, Deaver

noticed a most extraordinary glob of oil, which he estimated as

700 feet by 300 feet. The Vigi.lant was guided to the pancake, took

a sample of it, and observed it to be between 4 and 6 inches thick.

On this basis, it was estimated that "Pancake I," as it was named,

contained about half a million gallons of oil.

The pancake in the next few days served as an easily identifiable

landmark of the oi.l and made tracking and modeling somewhat easier.

"Pancake 1 was a great breakthrough for me," Deaver explained.

"I could spot that thing in a snowstorm." When he discovered it,

Deaver said, he dropped a radio beacon in it, but it was removed

that night. The next day the SOR team dumped 100 drift cards on it

to mark it even better. Eventually, on December 31, a satellite

trackable buoy was dropped on the pancake and i.t was tracked remotely

after that.

The sample of Pancake 1 that was take~ on Christmas Day,

incidentally, was the last surface slick sample taken of the Argo

merchant spill for research purposes, upping the count to 10 surface

samples. Like the very first sample, some of it was given to Jerry

Milgram for- determination of its physical properties in an effort

to see what changes weathering had wrought.
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CHAPTER 5

~TE DECEMBER: LATE RESPONSES

The Christmas truce had no sooner ended than the bat'tie began

again. The wind, that gracious wind which had until now spared both

beach and bank, pulled a doublecross. It happened between 2 and 3 a.m.

on Sunday, December 26, when a 5-knot wind from the southwest flipped

around to a 10-knot wind from the southeast. The shoreward winds

persisted all night, nudging the oil toward Nantucket.

Warning of the shift had actually come during Christmas Day with

the NWS wind forecasts, and the Oceanographic Unit's forecast predicted

the oil would move within five miles of Nantucket by the next afternoon,

Dec. 26.

Armed with the forecasts, Cmdr. Morgan of the Oceanographic

Unit met with the SOR team late Christmas afternoon and it was decided

that it would be important to launch drift cards ahead of the oil

to warn of the time and location of landfall and help position cleanup

crees and equipment. Unfortunately, the SOR team had used up its

available cards and the only others were in Boulder. So a call was made

to Craig Hooper, who had returned home to B ldo ou er for Christmas, asking

him to ship all the available cards some 2O DOO f hme , o t em, to Hyannis.

According to an article which later appea d i NOAAppeare in NOAA magazine  Paine,

1977! what happened next was this:

Hooper worked all evening t ]
o ocate a commercialflight that could get the d if

the Coast Guard had pledgedr ft cards to Boston;
ge that it would meet
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any commercial flight and get the drift cards
into the water. Finally he called to say that
Continental Air Lines has just cancelled its
4 a.m. flight from Denver, the last hope,
because of the weather. At his request,
Mattson and Lt. Cradr. Roger Cawley, who was
responsible for coordinating beach cleanup,
conferred. They decided that the cards vere
indeed badly needed; word was passed back
to Hooper.

The night stretched on like a bad dream, with
appalling weather and events appearing to
conspire to frustrate the shipment while
threatening the coast. At one point Hooper
had to have a telephone call routed through
London, as all domestic lines vere hopelessly
tied up.

He then left his family dinner, collected
assistance from some of the Boulder staff of
MESA  Marine Ecosystems Analysis group!,
and loaded a jet � chartered a short time
before � with the cards.

At 5r30 a.m. the jet appeared over Otis
[Air Force Base, on Cape Cod], asking for
permission to land. Once on the ground, the
MESA people who had come along pitched in
and helped unload the cargo. By 9 a.m.
and HU-16 Albatross seaplane took off with
the cards, which were deployed successfully
between the then menacing oil slick and
the land.

The locations of the drift card drops made that day and the next

are shown Figure 5.1-1. Each drop consisted of 1000 cards.in

5. 2 Emer enc Science Part 2

wasn't the only one working through the night in responseHooper

to the sudden event. Herb Curl of NOAA's MESA program in Boulder,

hearing the forecast, decided that baseline data should be collected
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of the effects of the oil.. From Boulder, Curl telephoned fellow

microbiologi.st Stan Watson of WHOl and George Woodwell of the Marine

Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole and asked them to help. A meeting

was called for the next morning.

Here, again is the epitomy of emergency science. Some middle-of-

the-night phone calls  Woodwell remembers being called by Curl at

I: 30 a.m.!, followed by a quick summoning of colleagues to a hastily

a~ranged planning session. As WHOI's Howard Sanders later put: it,

"A panic button was, pushed in Boulder. In an act of desperation

they gave us a plea to try to do something."

The meeting convened at 9 a.m., Dec. 26, in Hyannis and was

attended by NOAA's John Robinson as well as by the local scientists

recruited by Watson and Woodwell. The day was spent designing a

baseline sampling program and rounding up equipment. There seemed

to be little time to lose.

The following day a field party assembled on Nantucket to complete

the planning and begin the surveying. The party consisted of Woodwell

and three others from MBL, Sanders and George Hampson from WHOI, and

Tom Novitsky of BLM contractor ERCo., who had been recruited by Watson,

his former professor. The team also included two Nantucket-based

researchers � Wes Tiffney of the University of Massachusetts' Nantucket

Field Station and W. Patricia Morse of Northeastern University's Marine

Science Institute.

The sampling scheme was chosen to suit the circumstances � it

was designed to be implemented quickly yet to be as thorough as possible.



Sampling was restricted to four transects in areas either likely to be

oiled or ecologically important  Figure 5.2-1!. Accessibility was

another factor in choice of sites. As is usually the case, no site

combined all the desirable features. Nantucket Harbor was extremely

valuable for its shellfish beds but was not as likely to be oiled.

South Beach was the most likely to be oiled. It was the part of

the island directly facing the Argo Merchant and was an area of rapidly

shifting sands, on which organic debris was known to accumulate. On

the other hand, Novitsky pointed out, this rapid movement would make

follow-up sampling somewhat meaningless unless done frequently. Eel

Point salt marsh was chosen both because it was thought likely to be

contaminated and because of its ecological value. The North Shore

beach was chosen largely for its accessibility and representativeness,

the field party reported.

The transects themselves spanned the extent of the intertidal

zone from the high strandline  thought a likely place for oil to

accumulate! to the low tide zone. Samples were taken for various

biological tests including bacterial counts, measurement of bacterial

metabolism using labeled amino acids, measurement of chlorophyll content

as an indication of algal biomass, and population and species counts

on benthic fauna. Sediment and water samples for the determination

of background hydrocarbon levels were taken adjacent to the biolo-

gical samples. In addition, a visual survey was made to detect oil

and tar on the beach.

The sampling effort was meticulously documented. Transects
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referenced to fixed landmarks and photographical y recorded.I

Host of the actual sampl.ing was done on December 28, a day after

the team' s arrival. on Nantucket. The weather that day was so cold and

rough that goe Deaver's overflight was cancelled for the first time-

The weather made the intertidalsampling operations extremely dif ficult.

The scient i,sts often had to poke through ice to get samples. And

was realized that more water samples would have been desirable,

only George ilampton and Howard Sanders braved the icy choppy waters to

samples at two stations in Nantucket Harbor ~

Nevertheless, members of the field party who were later interviewed

expressed satisfaction with the sampling scheme, saying it would have

been useful for crude before-af ter studies. The main reason the studies

need be crude, they said, was the absence of a longer time series of

data, Sampling each location only once does not allow any accounting

for tidal, diurnal, seasonal or longer-term fluctuations, Woodweli

explained. For instance, the data collected would not be sufficient,

he said, to distinguish between the effects of the oil, had any come

ashore, and the effects of the storm.*

Both Woodwell and Sanders agreed that the ream had had enough time

to plan and prepare. "If we had had more time to plan," explained

Sanders, "we might have done one or two things more, not a great deal."

However, it seems that the problem was entirely the opposite

not a ma t ter of too I I t tie time to prepare, but o f too much. In the

Interest i.nial y, distinguishing between the effects of a storm and 'll
rob e ec s o a s orm an a spiwas a ma/or Pro lem confronting those studying the effects of the

Santa Barbara Spill  Straughan and Kol.pack 1971!,
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field party's subsequent report  Grose and Mattson, 1977!, they write;

"The challenge was two fold: first to obtain data from Nantucket

immediately, because there was a real possibility that the oil would

wash ashore within hours." Dave Frydenlund, who ran the Oceanographic

Unit's model, said in a later interview that if the forecasted winds

had persisted for 6 to 10 more hours, the forecasted slick limits

would have reached the island. This would have put the landfall

sometime during the late afternoon of December 26, the day of the

planning session in Hyannis.

Of course that scenario never materialized. The wind shifted back

to the west and northwest very shortly after the start of the

Hyannis meeting. But had it not, the baseline sampling would have

been largely useless  for baseline information, that Is!, despite the

midnight phone calls, the hastily convened meeting and the ready

response of several very able biologists. On the other hand, a

quicker response would have required a shoddier survey.

5.3 Not-So-Current Meters

While Woodwell, Sanders et al. were struggling in a storm on

Nantucket, two vessels were struggling with it on Nantucket Shoals.

One was WHOI's Oceanus, out for its second crui.se. Again it

collected water and sediment baseline data, again near sediment

depositional areas, this time to the west of the wreck site  see

Figure 5.3-1!. Basic procedures were the same as on the first cruise.

» spite of the weather and seas, the Woods Hole researchers managed

to sample 8 stations. Also, the Oceanus crew deployed two current meter
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moorings at the request of Brad Butman of the U,S, Geological Survey.

Butman himself was on the other vessel, the tug Whitefoot,

deploying two other arrays. Of the four moorings emplanted on

December 28, three contained only current meters of various makes,

whatever Butman had been able to round up. The fourth was a bottom-

monitoring tripod capable of measuring pressure  at wave frequencies or

lower! and light transmission  an indicator of suspended solids load!

as well as current speed and direction and temperature. The tripod

also contained a camera which took a bottom photograph every four

hours. And when the current speed exceeded a certain level, the

camera was automatf.cally triggered to take two photos in 32 seconds

in hopes of capturing any quick sediment movement generated by the

currents.

In addition to the moorings deployed December 28, an array

containing two current meters and a bottom tripod were already operating

on the southern flank of Georges Bank, put there by Butman on December 5

as part of the BLM Georges Bank study. Hence by December 28, there

were five current monitoring stations in the vicinity of the Argo

Merchant oil spill, which were hopefully to supply data for later use

in studies o'f of.l and water movement and for model verification. Their

locations are shown in Figure 5.3-2.

In positioning the arrays, Butman's goal was to bracket the Argo

Merchant. Particularly needed was a station to the southeast, where the

oil had gone, and one to the west or soutbwest, in the believed

directio~ of bottom flow. The specific locations surrounding the tanker,
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however, were determined by a number of constraints, One, for

instance, was scientific � the need to avoid severe local effects

 non-representative sampling! caused by the shoals and the constrictions

between them. Another constraint was purely logistical. Because of

the short notice, Butman had been able to find only two surface

markers for the four moorings. Therefore, he said, two of the moorings

had to be positioned next to already existing surface markers. So

the southernmost array went next to the Nantucket Light Ship and the

westernmost one next to a Coast Guard. buoy.

Positioning the tripod was even more problematical because of its

wider usefulness, and decision-making on this question continued right

up until the Whitefoot sailed. The decision to put it southeast of

the wreck in the Great South Channel was made on two bases. First,

the oil had moved in that direction and it was hoped to catch some

bottom oil with the tripod's camera. Secondly, said Butman, the USGS

had been intending to put the tripod in the Great South Channel in

January anyway, as part of the BLN study.

The story, by the way, of how these current meters finally came to

be emplaced is worthy of telling in i.ts entirety. For in one 12-day

episode it illustrates many of the pitfalls that befell the scientific

response to the Argo Nerchant spill. As reconstructed from interviews

with Butman and Richard Scarlett of EG6G, the story � and the problems

� are as follows:

THE XIX UP: The idea to install current meters was first discussed

independently by the USGS in Woods Hole and EGKG in Waltham on
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D cember 16, the day after the grounding. Like the USGS, EGSG was a

contractor to BLM for physi.cal oceanographical studies of the Georges

Bank, which were to begin in several months. Scarl«t, coordi»«

ef'fort for the consulting firm, thought it would be a gooood

idea to test out some of the equipment and techniques in advance

while helping the Argo Merchant response in the bargain That day

EG6G called BLM's New York OCS office and asked for funding to deploy

current meters and to test the air-deployable drogues which were to

be used for Lagrangian current measurements. The New York office

passed the word to Bob Beauchamp in Washington, who gave an ini.tially

positive reaction. EGSG also called Butman and the groups agreed to

collaborate.

The following day, December 17, Butman at tended the meeting at

Woods Hole, in which the desirability of current meter data was

coneented upon. In the afternoon, Butman told Mat tson of his plans,

apparently including FG6G's current meters among his own without

explicitly saying so. Mat tson subsequently mentioned Butman's plan

to Dave Allen, a BLM oceanographer, and the word trickled through BLM.

Later that af ternoon, BLM called EG6G approving $7,500 for surface

c urrent -studies to be drawn from EG6G's OCS funding. But it denied

the firm funding for current meters on the grounds that someone else

was already doing it, not realizing the someone else included EG6G

itself. It waan't until December 19th that the matter was straightened
out in a conference call involving Scarlett, Butman, and the New York
OCS office.

THE FUNDING PROBLEM: With the mixuP untangled, EG6G still had to final-
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ize funding f or the ef fort. This was done Tuesday, December 21 when

Scarlett and Dave Cook of Raytheon, EGKG's partner in the physical

oceanographical benchmark study, went to Washington. Butman mean-

while had to round up equipment and load the White foot. He had the

mooring hardware and an old current meter on hand, plus another which

had just been removed from Georges Bank. To make sure he had EG6G' s

meters, the USGS arranged to pay EGSG, if necessary, until the

company arranged matters with BLM.

THE WEATHER: The Whitefoot left Woods Hole on December 22 and

experienced bad weather. The tug took refuge for the day at Nantucket.

BREAKDOWN: The seas calmer, the Whitefoot departed Nantucket at

midnight on December 23. Three hours out, the tug's furnace broke down

and the boat was forced to return.

CHRISTNAS: By then it was just about Christmas. Nobody really wanted

to be at sea on Christmas. So current meters initially thought of on

December 16 were not deployed until December 28, though it was really

nobody's fault.

This lag, unfortunately, caused a decline in the value of the

current meter data. The data would have been most useful for physical

oceanographical. and modeling studies in conjunction with the wind data

sl«> maps. But the period for which the slick was at its prime

and well-mapped ended December 28. It will still be possible, said

To be sure, mapping did continue well into January. But by January
slick had started to disperse and the maps were not as easy «

use for model verification-
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Hutman, to get a general idea of what the currents were during the

course of the spill. This can be done by examining the January data

to get an fdea of the current field as a function of wind conditions,

then extrapolating backwards to December, using known wind conditions-

But even this task, he said, will be di.f ficult because the on-scene

uwind measurements by the Coast Guard cutter ended December 31. I

think we will be able to say something about what the currents were

like during the spill," said Butman, "but it will be nowhere near as

good as if we had the data for the time."

S.4 A Short-Lived Endeavor

The Endeavor, the brand new research vessel of URI's Graduate

School of Oceanography made the first of four Argo Merchant--rel«ed

cruises on December 28 and December 29. While the decfsion to use

the ship had been final. ized on December 20, it had taken a week to

get it. into commission. By all rights, the Endeavor was not ready
for a research cruise. Its first cruise was not to have been until

April. Temporary clearance to sail had to be obtained from the Coast

Guard. A new captain had to be hired because the regular one was on
vacat ion. But this was an emergency.

Ance out at sea, numerous problems arose, as expected, with the
scientific equipment. The Loran antenna froze at. first; the winch

broke; the laboratory had no plumbfng. But what hurt the cruise most,
in the eyes of the crew, was the weather. Thfs was the same weather
which grounded Deaver, rocked the Oceanus and hindered the efforts of
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Woodwell et al. on Nantucket.

The weather limited the crew of 18 to three stations shown in

Figure 5.4-1. Station 1, near the Davis Shoal buoy, was picked as an

uncontaminated station. Station 2 was chosen as a contaminated sta-

tion although there was no evidence of oil's presence at the time.

This is just as well because the Endeavor did not want to sail into

the slick for fear of gumming up its engines. Station 3 was chosen

as being potentially in the path of the oil. The crew spent about 6

hours at the first station, 3 hours at the second and a shorter time

at the third.

The crew included oceanographers, chemists and biologists. Three

water column samples  near surface, 6m, near bottom! were taken at Sta-

tion 1 using 5-liter Niskin bottles, the kind that enter the water open.

Two samples  near surface, 6m! were obtained at the second station and

a surface sample using a bucket was obtained at the third. Sediment

samples for benthic population analysis and hydrocarbon determinations

were obtained at the first two stations. Plankton net and bongo net

tows were also conducted at the first two stations and the samples ana-

lyzed for species abundance and diversity.

At Station 2, a current meter array was deployed by David

Shonting of the Naval Underwater Systems Center in Newport, R.I.

Shonting, an adjunct professor at URI's Graduate School of Oceanography,

said he was first called around December 21 by URI and asked if he had

a wave buoy, which he didn 't. But it was decided that current measure-
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ments would be useful anyway.

The array consisted of 3 Endeco self-recording meters placed at 5,

and 50 meters, the latter depth being just above the bottom. The

devices had horizontal-axis rotors, which average out wave orbits better

than the vertical-axis rotors used by Butman. Unlike Butman, Shonti.ng

did not think hard about where to best deploy the meters. That

decision was made by others in the choice of Station 2. Shonting said

there was no coordination between him and Butman, and, in fact, Station

2 turned out to be close to Butman's tripod station.

One purpose of the cruise was to aid in URI's ERDA-funded study

concerning dispersants. This was done by trying to take an oil budget

approach in determining the fate of the oil. In addition to water and

sediment samples, an attempt was made to measure concentrations of air-

borne hydrocarbons using a device that continuously sucked in air. But

the cruise was too late and too far from the oil to have realistically

expected to catch any evaporated oil. Evaporation generally occurs

within the first few days of the oil's life and the airborne hydrocarbons

are likely to be dispersed quickly by the wind.

The same was true of attempts to measure the natural dispersion

« oil by measuring concentrations of oil droplets in the water column,

a key aim of the cruise and of the KRDA project's field program. "By

the time we got there, all the oil that you'd expect to be in the water

column had drifted away," said Peter Cornillon, the ocean engineering

professor in charge of this phase of the cruise. Nevertheless, Cornillon

painstakingly passed parts of all six water samples through a .45 micron
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fflter and scrutinized the fflters under a microscope for the presence

of oil droplets. He found only one droplet larger than 10 microns,

a 155-micron x 3OD micron g]obule from Station 3's bucket sample ~

To check Chat it was really oil and not some other particle, Cornillon

injected I t with carbon tetrachloride and the pellet dfssolved.

Cornillon never bothered to determine whether the droplet was indeed

oil from the Argo Merchant.

5.5 Political Science

With the return of the Endeavor and the Oceanus and the changing

of December into January, the scientific response began to enter into a

transition period. With the fnitfal sorties completed and most of the

oil already spilled, it was clear that the next task was to be the

assessment of the long-term fate and effects of the spill.

It. was also clear that the new phase would require a new

supervisory f ramewor k. While the SOR team was still in charge of

day-to-day operations os January began, it had completed most of what

it had come to do- The new response was to be more biologically oriented

than Che SOR team was and would probably require substantial amounts

of funding over a long period of time. A new leader was needed to filI

the gap which for the short-term studies had been filled ad hoc by

the SOR team.

NOAA had made the motions to fill thi,s gap. Around Christmas,

John Robinson and I au Butler, biologists from Boulder, had visited

Hyannis to help determine what was needed in the way of a long-term

ecological assessment. »t this alone dfd not yet constitute a NOAA
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commit tment to long-range studies and long-range funding�.

There was also the question of KPA's role. In hosting the

December 22 meeting, KPA had implied that it would at least coordinate

the ecological assessment studi.es, and perhaps help fund them as well.

Hut the agency had done little in this regard since the meeting. The

person who was to head the Argo Merchant effort for the Narragansett

Lab, in fact, did not even arrive in Narragansett from KPA's Washington

Office until December 27.

His name was Paul Lefcourt and he later explained that KPA never

intended to launch a full-scale study on its own. "This lab is a

research lab," he said. "It does not respond. to oil spills. The

only reason the lab is involved is because Train asked the di.rector

of the lab to get involved. EPA doesn't have the resources to go

offshore and do a long-term study. We have to rely on HOAA and the

Coast Guard."

This is only a partial answer, but seems to point at two of the

underlying reasons for KPA's sudden entry and quick withdrawal from

the coordination of the response. One reason is politi.cal. EPA, as

Lefcourt said, had become involved after an essentially political visit

by Russell Train at the height of the panic. Within a few days, however,

it had become increasingly clear that the spill was not going to be, at

least outwardly, the great ecological disaster that some had feared.

The public and politicians began to breathe easier. With the

pressure off, KPA might have become hesitant to commit itself to the

work and money that a full-scale assessment would require.
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back to something mentioned in Chapter 2�
The other reason points ac

the division of respons ibility under the National Contingency plan.
As mentioned, there s no ea sch i 1 ad scientific agen.cy; both NOAA and EPA

have their ro es. n w
1 A d while EPA might have the stated responsibility

for damage assessmen,
t NOAA has the oceanic expertise. Moreover,

the plan does not say how extensive an assessment is required. It
does not require a long-term program, since the plan is not really
concerned with the long-range aftermath of the spill.

Whatever the reason, EPA's behavior was to draw the ire of others

involved in the scientific response. It angered NOAA, which claimed

that it had held back on some activities thinking EPA would handle them.

It also angered many academic scientists, particularly at Woods Hole

and MIT.

The root of the scientists' complaints, however, was not only

that no one was clearly in charge, even weeks after the grounding.

Academic scientists were also somewhat upset that no agency was taking

the lead in financing post-spill studies. With the crisis upon them,

academic, government and private scientists had agreed to help when

asked, or even volunteered to help, with no guarantee of payment. Woods

Hole had conducted 2 cruises on faith. Milgram had performed his

analyses on his own. Others had managed to tap their existing pro]ects

� URI its ERDA pro]ect, EGKG and the USGS their BLM pro!ects. But with

*
The National Contingency Plan says the following: " EPA! provides
expertise regarding environmental effects or pollution discharges a«
environmental pollution control techniques, including assessment of
damages."
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the immediate emergency over, these scientists were becoming more

reluctant to continue their post-spill investigations and take time

out from their own projects without assurance of payment.
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CHAPTER 6

JANUARY AND BEYOND: WINDING DOWN

6.1 The Coast Guard 'Bows' Out � Slowl

For the purpose of categorizing and classifying events into

periods, ages and eras, as historians are wont to do, it can be said

that the Coast Guard's wind-down phase began December 28 or thereabouts.

Actually, a clever historian might claim to be able to trace this

period back another whole week, almost to the time the ship split

apart. For it was then that Capt. Hein, looking ahead, requested advice

on the weathering and breakup of oi.l. Hein wanted a forecast made of

when the oil would no longer be a threat � when it would lose its

toxicity, when it would break up into tarballs, and how far from land

the oil would have to travel before being considered beyond return.

The reason Hein was so concerned with this was that there was

little else the Coast Guard could do but maintain the costly cleanup

crews on Nantucket and wait for the threat to subside. The Coast

Guard's booms and other cleanup equipment were not effective in the

rough seas over the shoals. It was suggested that the Coast Guard

attempt to burn the oil using a chemical wicking agent to help ignite it.

So in late December, the Coast Guard conducted two burning rests. In

both cases the oil failed to ignite sufficiently.

No one would give Hein the predictions he requested on the breakup

of the oil because no one knew that much about weathering in general

or about the Argo merchant's cargo in particular. We have already seen
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this in t e mass
hi i h mass puzzlement over whether the oil would sink

trajectory mode s � o o-
l � b th n-line and probabilistic � were to become

Captain Hein's allies in the attempt to wrap things up. lt was the
use of these models that began Dec, 28 or thereabouts.

Hein's first use of a model was in releasing most of the cleanup
crews on Nantucket for New Year's Day weekend. As Hein later explained
the crews could have been mobilized in 22 hours and he relied on the
Oceanographic Unit's model, plus wind forecasts, to give him at least

that much notice.

The real use of the models, however, came in the decisions to

be made about the fate of the bow section of the Argo Merchant. All

this time the bow had been dancing around Nantucket Shoals and disposing

of it was to occupy much of the Coast Guard's attention through

January. On Dec. 30, Hein once again asked the District One commander

to permit the bow to be sunk with gunfire. He argued that little oil

would be released by the bullets and that sinking would stabilize the

bow on the bottom, making it easier to determine how much oil was left

inside it.

The bow section contained the first 3 or 4 rows of tanks, and

an analysis of how the tanker grounded and broke apart led the Coast

Guard to believe that oil might still remain in some of them. During

the grounding and breakup, water had risen in the cargo holds, forcing

oil out the top through holes called ullage gaps. But the ullage gaps

in the first four rows had not blown. Nor had the breakup obviously

affected the first two rows, the first break occurring between rows 7
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and 8 and the second between rows 3 and 4. The number 1 port and

starboard tanks had never had oil in them to begin with, and a

subsequent inspection showed them to be dry. If they had remained

intact, it was conceivable that the 1 center tank and the three number

tanks, which did contain oil, were also still intact. These tanks

had a combined capacity of 1.5 million gallons.

This time permission was granted and at 11:32 a.m. on Dec. 31

the cutter Bittersweet opened fire on the skin of the bow, releasing

trapped air and a little oil. After 520 rounds the shelling stopped

and the bow settled, with about 10 feet. remaining above the surface.

By January 3 or 4 it was clear that Captain Hein wanted to phase

out the full Coast Guard response and rely on occasional overflights

to keep watch on the oil. On January 4 he asked the Regional Response

Team to meet to consider whether the Coast Guard should continue to

track the oil and what should be done about the bow. He met the same

day with the SOR team to discuss further scientific efforts.

On January 5 Commander Morgan returned to Washington to help

improve the Oceanographic Unit's modeling. Hein requested the Unit

to continue its 24-hour forecasts, and in addition to provide 3-5 day

assessments of the chances of oil reaching land and a long-range

�-month!outlook. At about this time, wi.th the oil clearly moving off-

shore, the Oceanographic Unit ceased its sophisticated computer modeling

and began to make forecasts with a hand calculator using 3X of the wind

speed plus a residual current.

But political forces prevented a more rapid phaseout. Massachusetts
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did not want the Coast Guard to lower its
officials, in particular,

till might have been 1.5 million gallons of oil
guard, not while there st

in the bow. And t e oas u
A d h C ast Guard still stung by the charges that

bungled the vhole a a r, wasvh l ff ir was not willing to take unnecessary risks.
7 the ommandant's office advised Hein to continue tracking

On January , t e comman

the oil as long as it remained in some discernible form. That same day
the Atlantic Strike Team, after 4 days of standing by on the tug
Whitefoot waiting for good weather, dove down to inspect the bov.
Hut currents were too strong for the divers, who were still not able

to determine how much oil was left in the tanks. On January 9,
Admiral Stewart, first district commander, assured Massachusetts

officials that cleanup crevs would be maintained on Nantucket until

the bow issue was settled.

There vere, essentially, 3 options for dealing with the bow.

One was to do nothing except monitor the bow and be prepared to accept

a slow leakage of any remaining oil. The second was to try to pump

the oil out of the submerged bow. The third was to blow up the bow,

releasing all the oil at once at the most opportune time. Very early

Hein had realized that this opportune time vas in the winter when

prevailing winds were offshore, But to back himself up, Hein, with

Morgan's aid, enlisted the help of risk assessment models. This

enlistment began December 28 or thereabouts, at the very beginning of

what we are calling the Coast Guard's wind-down period. Here's what

happened:

The Coast Guard called the USGS in Reston, VA. and asked it to rerun
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risk assessment model on a month-by-month basis, Richard Smith and

Wyant ran 300 t raj ec tories for each month using the month ' s current

seasonal winds  Wyant et al., 1977!. Of the 300 imaginary trajec-

tories launched for December, 10X came ashore in the U.S. and none in

Nova Scotia. For January, 8X came ashore, but then the figures started

to climb. For February it was 16X  U.S. and Canada combined!, for

March 41%%u, April 52X and so on. The highest overall probability ashore

was estimated at 9ZX for oil released in June. Considering the U.S.

shoreline alone, the highest probability of impact was for April at

40X.

Bumpus, meanwhile, went back to his drift bottle data and compiled

statistics on percentage of recoveries by month of release for the

1' longitude by 1' latitude rectangle which encompassed the wreck site.

In 11 Januaries, 1960 through 1970 inclusive, 133 bottles had been

released between 69'W and 70'W and between 41'N and 42 N. Only 3 of

these were recovered, a rate of 2.3X. Some 166 bottles were released

in Februaries and only one recovered � overseas. For Narches it was

242 launched and 10 recovered for 4. 1X; for Aprils, 135 launched,

13 recovered for 9.6X; for !iays, 167 launched, 22 recovered for 13-2X-
Lnterestingly, while Smith's figures continued to increase in the summer,

Bumpus' figures dropped below May levels.

Morgan also commissioned an assessment from a former member of the
Oceanographic Unit, Joe Bishop, now with NOAA's Center for Experimental
Design and Data Analysis  CFDDA!. As Bishop recalled, it took about an

for him and Fred Godshall to get the first set of probabili.ties
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fram their mo e, w c
h i d 1 which had originally been developed to compare th

risks to several states pose
t posed by a deepwater port. The reason

went so quickly, a reason w
son which by now rings a familiar bell,

was that Bishop and Godshall happened to have recently obtained
historical wind records from Nantucket Light Ship in preparation for
doing some modeling connected with the OCS development.

Between Dec. 28 and Dec. 31, Bishop and Godshall did four runs
for Morgan � two risk assessments for winter and two for spring. One
run for each season used only winds, the other wind plus some average

current.

Instead of using a transition matrix as the USGS had done, or
a wind rose like URI had dane, Bishop's model used the historical
three-hour wind record directly. Fifteen years' worth of seasonal
data proved ample enough for a generation of a sizeable number of
trajectories. Oil was moved at 3X of the windspeed at 15' ta the
right of the wind direction. For the average current, Bishop and
Godshall used one of ,25 knots directly to the west for both seasons.

This was estimated from readings at WHOI' s permanent monitoring Station

D, located off the coast of New Jersey at 39'20'N, 70'00'W, about
100 miles south of the wreck site  Bumpus, 1973!. "1 don't think it

holds," Bishop said later about usin.g this current for the Argo Merchant

site. But it was the best that could be done on short notice .

Trajectories were followed for 1200 hours �0 days!. A new spill

was dropped onto the running historical record 72 hours after the

previous one had fi.nished. Bishop and Godshall divided the ocean int
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10 mile x 10 mile squares and computed the probability of the oil

impacting each square. They then p lot t ed the results as probabi 1 ity

conrours, as shown in Figure 6.1-1. Considering, for simplicity's

sake, the impact on Nantucket alone, the model for spring with current

considered showed a 30/ chance of impact. Next was a 10X chance of

impact in winter with the current considered. Interestingly, when

the current was not used a smaller probability of impact was estimated

for spring �X! than for winter �X!.

Finally, to top it al.l off, the Oceanographic Unit did its own

probability estimates based on the method of Lissauer, Welsh and

Hufford �976!. The probability of oil reaching shore was equated

to the probability of wind blowing toward shore from a locus of release

points. The locus was chosen to correspond to the maximum tidal

excursion, an area 3 nm by 18 nm, oriented 30' � 210 and centered

on the wreck. The source of wind data was the Navy Summary of Synoptic

Meteorological Observations for the Quonset Point area and was based

112 years of data reported by ships passing through.

The Oceanographic Unit realized that this model would produce

erroneous and very high estimates of the probabili.ty of landfall.

It assumes that oil released when the wind is blowing onshore will

reach the shore, i.gnoring the very high probability that the wind would

reverse itself before then. The Oceanographic Unit argued that the

forecasts would serve as a worst-case estimate. Once again probab litybi 1

landfall was higher for the spring than for the winter.

The Regional Response Team meeting took place January ll and
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a unanimous conclusion was reached that it would be best to explode

the bow bef ore February 1, either f rom the air or, f ai 1 ing that by

demolition divers. The second � best option, the RRT decided, was to

try to offload the oil. Last on the list was to do nothing.

Several factors played a role in this decision. For one, trying

ro offload the oil would have been extremely difficult and possibly

even foolhardy. The oil would have had to have been heated so that it

could be pumped, meaning heaters as well as pumps would have had to

have been placed in the sunken bow, a hazardous task for divers in the

winter waters. This "hot-tap" method would also have been extremely

expensive. Murphy Pacific, a private salvage firm consulted by Capt.

Hein, estimated a cost exceeding $600,000 for a removal of 100,000

gallons. It would also, the firm said, have required 21 days of good

weather to remove these same 100,000 gallons. If there was one thing

nobody was willing to gamble on, it was on getting 21 fairly continuous

days of good weather during the winter on Nantucket Shoals.

Several considerations made immediate demolition of the bow

preferable to slow leakage. One was that oil would like]y do less

ecological harm if released in the winter, when populations were lower.

The other considerations were the seasonal wind pattern and the risk
' ~

*assessment models. The models clearly played a large part in the

decision to explode the bow in winter. Captain Hein said later that

they were "the biggest factor." This, clearly, was the finest hour

a fourth reason was tha lis YPouid allow the response to end
sooner. The day after the meeting, the District One Commander wired
washington: "Concur with RRT priorities except want to bomb stern
»d midsection as well. As long as oil is believed still in ship,[thereI1
is] pressure on us to continue monitoring and cleanup readiness.
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environmental or fisherman's groups or of towns in the area were

virtually all opposed to bombing the bow. They cited the damage the

explosion itself mi.ght cause, the fact that some fish species were

spawning, and the opinion that it was poor policy to deliberately pol

lute wj.thout exhausting all other possibilities.
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ficial tribute of the highest kind. The
for oil spill models, an o c a

models were truste enoug y
d h by Captain Hein and the RRT to support. a

decision which mig t ave mea
hi h i ht ha e meant the deliberate spilling of 1,5 mj.lljon

gallons of oil, a major spill in and of itself.
Not everyone believed in models, however. The National Response

Team met on January 13. It was far more cautious, requesting further
information on historical weather data and on the possibility of quantj,�
fying the amount of oil in the bow. The KRT said it would meet again
on January 2l and recommended no bombing in the meantime.

The State of Massachusetts in particular did not like the RRT's
decision, despite the fact that its own RRT representative had voted
for it. Evelyn Murphy, executive secretary for environmental affaj.rs,
and i,t. Gov. Thomas 0 Neill, Jr. started active lobbying against bombing
the bow. Senator Edward Brooke asked the Coast Guard to consider views

of local citizens, and a public hearing was called for January 19 in a

public school auditorium in Falmouth. Few of the speakers actually
addressed the matter at hand, preferring rather to blast the Coast

Guard's handling of the response or the flag-of-convenience system.

Those who did address the proper question � mos t ly rep resentatives of



When the NRT met again January 21, O' Neill and Murphy sat in.

The NRT decided further study was warranted. In particular the

committee thought it necessary to know how much oil remained and to

ana]yze samples to predict its fate and toxicity should it be released.

also suggested a survey of the bow section to determine its

structural integrity.

Nothing could be done immediately, however � neither bombing

nor studying � because the bow had disappeared. During a stor~ earlier

in January it had rolled over and bounced away along the bottom, and

had so far eluded all attempts to find it.

6. 2 Commit tees

Planning for the long-range phase of the scientific response,

while it had begun in December, was formally initiated with a two-day

meeting on January 3 and 4 at Woods Hole, convened by Jim Mattson.

It can be said that this was the point at which the scientific

community started to get formally organized, for indeed, the scientific

effort was to emerge from the following week in a much more orderly

and unified state.

The purpose of the meeting was to plan a NOAA-sponsored cruise to

take place later in the month to assess the fate and effects of the
oil ~ To help in the planning, the SOR team brought in Ronald Kolpack
« USC as a consultant to chair the meeting. Kolpack, who had

previously advised the SOR team, had for years been working on a three�

dimensional model of the fate of oil spills.

The scientists at the meeting recommended that emphasis be put
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f owl in the bottom sedtments A thoroughan determining the amount of oil n e
ded consj.stzng of 50 stations alongsampling program was recommende, cons is

were to be located in the projectednorth-south transects. Stations were o

bottom oil as well as in the area covered bypath of southwestvard moving ottom o

t was ro extend beyond oiled areas tosurface oil, and each transect was o

the recommended sampling technique becauseclean areas. Box cores were t e reco

only they could sample eep enoug a1 d gh  at least 10 cm! to determine the

depth of contaminat on. n a ii i . I ddition according to Kolpack, they do not

disturb the sur ace eyer of 1 r of the sediments as much as other methods.

Those attending the meeting also recommended the cruise vessel have

onboard hydrocarbon screening capability, so that the sampling program

could be modified en route.

Hiological sampling was also to take advantage of the quick

screening results. Investigators were to concentrate on bottom

sampling for benthos and bacteria, and on bird and mammal observations.

The cruise and subsequent analyses were projected to cost $225,000.

The cost was written into the suggested plan along with the recommen-

dations for transect locations and box cores. Funding, as has been men-

tioned, was becoming a salient issue.

One thing the plan did not specify, however. Who � which crew

using what vessel � was going to do all this? At the time, no one

knew.

Perhaps the most notable event of January 3, however, was the

establishment of a single, uniform network to handle all water column

and sediment samples. In December, samples had been taken by various

techniques and each participating institution had analyzed its samples
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largely on its own, using its own methods. It was thought that a unifo

method would make it easier to compare data from different laboratories,

The new system was to work this way: All samples were to be

collected and catalogued by George Heimerdinger, a NOAA liaison stationed

gHQI.. Heimerdinger was in turn to see that all samples were delivered

to Richard Jadamec, a chemist at the Coast Guard R&D Center in Groton.

Jadamec was to screen all water samples  including as many as possible

taken before Jan. 3! using ultraviolet fluorescent spectroscopy and all

sediment samples using that technique and thin layer chromatography.

Both methods were under development as part of the Coast Guard's

forensic oil identification system  Clow, 1977!. As used by Jadamec,

the thin layer chromatographic technique could give an indication of

the presence or absence of oil but could not tell what type of oil.

The ultraviolet fluorescent technique provided a characteristic spectrum

produced by excitation of the aromatics in the oil. It could give a

crude indication of the type of oil. It could also give a rough idea

of oil concentrations by comparing the samples with known concentrations

of a reference sample. Jadamec never received any of Milgram 's cargo

sample, so for his reference he used the surface slick sample taken

19 by Gait and Mattson from a helicopter. Since this oil had

already lost some of its hydrocarbons, concentrations referenced to this

sample tended to be somewhat misleading. How much this was so could not

be determined since it was not known how much the reference sample had
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weathered.

ing samples that seemed to contain oilBased on Jadamec s screen ng,

ting were to be sent for complete analysisor were otherwise interest ng were

by gas chromatograp y an massh d mass spectroscopy to NOAA's brand new

National Analytical Faci.lity in Seattle, a facility built with

same $28 million in Alaskan OCS money which underwrote the SOR team,

A committee was formed to determine which samples were to be sent

Seattle. Chaired by Mattson, the group included Jadamec, Farrington

of MHOI, James Quinn and Chris Brown of URI and several NOAA scientists.

According to George Heimerdinger, the NOAA liaison in charge of

sample cataloguing, it was about a week after that that NOAA's

Boulder office decided it would also be necessary to establish a legal

chain of custody for all samples, so that they could be used as

evidence in court proceedings. Essentially, this was to insure that

samples were not exchanged or tampered with between the time they

were taken and the time the results got to court. Heimerdinger was also

put in charge of this. Since NOAA did not have its own guidelines for

this, those promulgated by EPA's Region I were used. EPA had long

recognized the importance of the legal aspects. In its manual. for

post-spill investigators  EPA, 1972! it had written:

Your investigation and response may be discredited even
though you do a competent job by ordinary standards.
guestions like these may be asked: Is i,t possible that
sample labels were accidently interchanged'? Could
someone have accidentally contaminated a sample with
the chemical that was foun.d after by analysisY What
proof is there that this photograph was taken where and
when you say'?....Failure to have an adequate answer for
just one such question may seriously weaken the value
of your report, or destroy it entirely.
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The guidelines were accordingly stringent, according to Heimer-

dinger In the field the sampler and a witness had to identify and

tag each sample and sign the tag- Each time a sample was transferred

from person to person, it had to be signed for. Heimerdinger stored

the samples in a locked freezer and he or an assistant personally

escorted all samples to Groton for Jadamec' s screening. Shipments of

samples to Seattle were perhaps the biggest nuisance. Flights had to be

non-stop; the samples had to travel in sealed freight containers, the

plane had to leave on schedule and be met at the other end by someone

who would again si.gn for the samples.

And so on.

On January 5 the scientific response became even more coordinated

when confusion over the lead agency was officially ironed out.

Ecological damage assessment studies were to be directed by an inter-

agency committee of four consisting of Paul Lefcourt of EPA, John

Robinson of NOAA, Gary Hufford of the Coast Guard RSD Center,

and Robert Beauchamp of BLH. Robinson was to be actual director of

the. field investigations since NOAA had the expertise and, more important,

the momentum. But the actual environmental assessment reports were to

be prepared by EPA, which had the responsibility for them. The

information collected by NOAA was to be used for an assessment by a

contractor hired by EpA,, BLN was to provide some money, as it had been

doing all along.

<ith the stage now set for the long-term investigations, the

field work of the SOR team was essentially complete. On January 9
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the team vacate
t d its headquarters at the Holiday Inn in Hyanni

rew. The new team from Boulder, meanwhile
leaving only a skeleton crew.

began moving nto
i t the Sheraton Inn in Falmouth, a few towns away,

6.3

Oil continued to be tracked throughout January and into February
but the job was becoming more difficult. The surface area inside the
slick limits was getting extremely large, yet the fraction of this
surface area actually covered by oil was diminishing far below I/.
In late December, the oil had reached the edge of the continental
shelf. By January 3, the day of Joe Deaver's last overflight  his
work was continued by others!, the oil stretched 200 miles southeast

of the wreck and the forecasted limits covered more than 10,000 square
kmiles. This was too large an area to cover by the regular zig-zag

pattern, so flights either flew around the perimeter or covered only
part of the area. By January 10, the limits covered more than

30,000 square miles.

Throughout January, visual tracking was suppl.emented by remote

tracking with the aid of a NOAA drifting buoy. The buoy had been

dropped into a pancake thought to be uPancake 1" on Dec. 31. The buoy

reported its position to a Nimbus-F satellite, which in turn reported

to NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, which in turn reported it t«he

Coast Guard.

It is not known how long the buoy actually stayed in the 75'

Slick maps and limits for all days until Jan, 9 are contained in
Appendix,
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However, an overflight out to the buoy' s position on Jan. 12pancake.

159

revealed the buoy wi.thin 10 miles of some pancakes. The January 12

13 overf lights were extensive searches of the entire forecasted

slick limits made by a NOAA C-130 plane. NOAA had supplied the plane

Capt. Hein's request because the Coast Guard's planes could not

cover the required distance. The flights found oil more than 100

miles southeast of the wreck si.te.

Late in January, Hein planned another extensive search guided by

the buoy. This time, the forecasted limits were to be divided into

sections for coverage by three separate planes. But bad weather and

a shortage of planes prevented the exhaustive search.

As the main body of the oil drifted southeast past the edge of

the continental shelf, fear that it would turn around and hit land

began to wane. There was, however, some concern over the ultimate

dispersal of the oil that remained on the surface. Essentially,

three possibilities were envisioned. One was the oil would get caught

in the northeasterly Gulf Stream and get carried to Iceland or northern

Europe. A second was that it would continue southeast through the Gulf

Stream and into the Atlantic, where it also might eventually reach more

southern parts of Europe. Finally, it was thought that oil might

become entrained in some of the eddies that spin off the Gulf Stream.

oil, it was thought, might travel southwest along the edge of the

»elf, possibly coming ashore near Cape Hatteras. The oil was so

idely dispersed by now that it was likely some oil would follow each

the paths and others as well. It was realized, of course, that in



ny o f these land des tinat ions
the mont sh it would take to reach any o

tremely widely dispersed t'arballs, whoa~the oil would weather into extreme y

coming ashore would possibly not be noticed.
Two groups � the Coast uarG d Oceanographic Unit and the USGS�

attempted to predict t e ong- ermh 1 -term advection of the oil. But

models were extreme y cru e a1 de and gave answers that were, at best,

speculative.

The Oceanographic Unit's "model" was so crude it was called a

"speculative estimate" and not a forecast. It did not attempt to

predict which path the oil would take, settling instead for predicting

travel times along various paths. The procedure used was to start

the oil on January l at 40'N, 65'W, near the leading edge of the

forecasted limits on that day. The "oil" was then moved under the

influence of the mean monthly wind vector  using a leeway of l.2X! and

a sea current vector  assumed to include wind-induced surface currents!.

The time step was one month. The Oceanographic Unit estimated that its

travel times, shown in Figure 6.3-l, could be off by a factor of 2.

For long-term projections the USGS could no longer use its prepared

models because by January the oil had already moved out of the lease

area. So a new, simpler model was prepared. Rather than use a

lag-one transition matrix, winds were sampled randomly from monthly

wind roses. Either no current or the monthly prevailing current was

used, in proportion to the persistence of the current. Both wind»d

current data were obtained from the U.S. Navy Marine Climatic Atlas

for the North Atlantic  Heserve, 1974!. The time step was increased to
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f 20' to the right was added to the 3.5Xa day. A deflection angle of
for the increasefo h eased imPortance of the Corioliswind factor to account fo h ' ease

effect over larger distances.
osition of January 1 as the starti�gThe USGS used the data buoy posi

t ries. It updated these predictions usipoint for its multiple trajector es.
F b r 1 and March l. All these runs arethe buoy's position on February an

6.3-2. N tice the big difference between the Januaryshown in Figure 6. 3-2. Not ce

and March forecasts. e
Th USGS attributed this to a three-way fork in

40'N 65'W. A small difference in the short-term
the Gulf Stream near

movement before arrival at this fork could make a huge

diff rence in the long-term trajectory. Hence, the initial Januarydifference

and February projec onstions were as uncertain as the "forecasts" made by

the Oceanographic Unit.

The other trajectory-related activity to take place in January

was the deployment of seabed drifters. This activity was the last

of those left over from the discussions and worry following the breakup

of the tanker on December 21. Around the time of the breakup,

Clem Griscom, Saul Sails and Steve Olsen of URI's Coastal Resources

Center attended a meeting sponsored by the governor of Rhode Island.

The meeting was concerned mainly with the danger to that state.

Driving back from the meeting, Griscom became concerned that

might sink and thus reach land. This was at the time when it w»

widely thought that the oil would sink, and Griscom had heard somewhere

that the specific gravity of the oil was .996. So Griscom thought

might be valuable to deploy plastic seabed drifters as early warners of
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USGS Six-month forecast of oil tra]ectories made in January
 top!, February  middle! and March. Initial point is the
positi.on of the NOAA satellite trackable buoy.  from Wyant
et al., 1977!
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the landfal o o
1 df 11 f il. It is not surPrising that Griscom would thi~k o f

this because he had been using the drif ters for the previous year
in a study of the effects of dumping on Brown's Ledge, east of

Vineyard.

Griscom obtained some money from the university and ordered

1,000 drifters from the manufacturer, Insul-Tab in Woburn, Mass,
Insul-Tab already had a logo with URI's return address, so it

was merely a question of printing up l., 000 drifters. Redwood

Wright of the NMFS office in Woods Hol.e, also desiring to deploy

drifters, arranged for UKI to have an extra 1,000 printed up  with

URI's return address! for use by NMFS.

The 2,000 plastic yellow drifters with red ste~s arrived December

30. On January 4, Griscom brought rubber bands, candy "life savers"

and leaf bags for deployment of the drifters. He assembled the drifters

into batches of 25. Around the stems of each batch he wrapped a

rubber band. He looped the ends of the rubber band through a metal

washer and through a lifesaver. When the batches were dropped over-

board, the washer would serve as a weight to carry the drifters to the

bottom. Shortly after they arrived there the candy would dissolve,

leasing the rubber band,and the drifters would be free . On January 61

Griscom deployed his drifters by helicopters in groups of 150 at 6 l«a

tions along the hypothesized path between the wreck and Rhode I»»d

These locations are shown in Fig. 6.3-3. The northern line �,4,2! roughly
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followed the 15-fathom contour and the sout g phem rou �,5! the 25-

k B pus' �973! word that outside offathom contour. Griscom too umpus'

25 fathoms, the bottom flow was predomina yntl offshore.

NMFS deploye ts r ed i d ift rs in batches of 5 at 41 stations on a

cruise of the Delaware II from January 4 to January 10. Except for

the deployment o f the r ters,f h d ift the cruise was virtually a repeat of the

Delaware s Decem er cru se,D b ise only on a large scale. 43 stations were

covered, although some additional planned stations were dropped

owing to bad weather. Stations were pre-selected at random to cover

once-'contaminated areas and control areas and vari.ous depth strata.

Once again the most recent slick map was used to determine the oil s

boundaries. The stations sampled and the activities conducted,

the same as on the first cruise, are shown in Figure 6. 3-4.

6.4 Cod Stomach Oil and Other Biolo ical Discoveries

One additional cruise to assess the effects of oil on the fisheries

took place from February 17 to March 7. The cruise was a joint

venture of NKFS and the Polish Institute of Sea Fisheries. A Polish

vessel, the Wieczno, was used. It had been in the area as part of

a bilateral fisheries agreement whereby Poland, which fishes off Georges

Bank, provides a research ship for 4 mo~ths a year, according to

Kenneth Sherman of the NHFS Narragansett Laboratory.

The crew again followed the same procedures followed on the two

Delaware II cruises, on an even grander scale. The area of investiga-

tion encompassed Nantucket Shoals, the Great South Channel and Georges

Bank south to the 200-meter contour and east to 66'50'W. The cruise
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the first phase fish trawls were made at 30involved 2 phases: In t e rs

h ntire cruise area. In addi tion, benthicstations spread over t e en re

llected at each station using a ring netsediment samples were co ec e

pipe dredge attac e oh d t the trawl and a separate Dietz-Lafond grab

Once again some samp es werles were frozen for hydrocarbon analyses, some

preserved in formalin for biochemical and pathology studies. Maturation

levels were logged and 83 stomachs excised.

The same 30 stations and 46 others were then resampled for

second phase. In this phase plankton tows were conducted, additional

sedim'ent samples taken and seabed drif ters � per station! deployed.

Small amounts of tarballs were caught in every neuston  surface! tow,

although surface oil was never visible during the tows. Stations

sampled are shown in Figure 6.4-1.

Work on the as~plea collected from the Delaware II cruises, mean-

while, had been started at the various laboratories of the Northeast

Fisheries Center.

In Narragansett the zooplankton collected in the . 333 mesh

oblique bongo tows of the December cruise were sorted by species

Just as in routine IfARMAP operations. Rav Naurer then made the

organisms transparent using lactic acid and examined them under a

dissecting microscope for oil contamination. He noticed contamination

ranging from 0 X to 61Ã for a separate species at individual sites.

As Figure 6.4-2 shows, there seemed to be no correlation between

per cent contaminated at the station within the oil and those outside

it. The contamination was o f three types. One was ingested dropl
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f ound either in the gu't or the feces� . This f inding was not surprising

since it was known that copepods could ingest oil droplets and excrete

them  Freegarde et al, 1971!. Another was external contamination and

third was mandibular contamination  oil adhering to feeding appendages!.

There was no way of telling, explained Maurer, whether the oil had

hurt or killed the contaminated organisms. Nor was there any way of

telling what ef feet contamination of zooplankton, a major part of the

food chain, would have on fish stocks. The study, said Naurer, consisted

of "just observations."

At Woods Hole, meanwhile, 305 stomachs from fish of 16 species

caught on the 2 Delaware cruises were being painstakingly emptied and

the contents examined by Richard Langton and Ray Bowman. They were

mainly looking for oil, to see whether fish had ingested oil-soaked

benthic invertebrates. While they were doing this they catalogued the

contents of each stomach and grouped them according to fish size and

species. Frankly, recalled Bowman, the scientists had not expected to

find any oil in the stomachs and their early work bore this out. But

it was right near the end when oil showed up. "You could smell it

in the room when the stomach was opened up," Bowman said. Actually,

oil was found in 3 stomachs. Two belonged to cod, both collected at

station 29 of the January cruise, almost 30 miles southwest of the

reck site, far away from the surface contaminated area  See Figure

6-3-4!. One of these cod stomachs was eventually sent to Seattle for

full analysis- Oil was also found in a little skate stomach at

station 36, 30 miles southeast of the wreck in the oil � contaminated
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area . In all 3 cases the oil measured no more than I cc.

Bowman estimated, and had entered the stomach on amphipods.

In Nilford, Connecticut, Dusty Gould and Fred Thurberg were

attempting to discover any sublethal effects of the oil spill. It

was generally known that subsurface and bottom oil does not always

reach high enough concentrations to be lethal, especially to mobile

fish which can avoid the oil. However, low concentrations could still

cause sublethal effects such as a general weakening of an organism

such that it becomes more vulnerable to other stresses, more

susceptible to predation, unable to reproduce, etc. If these effects

vary among species the composition of the local ecosystem may change.

In general, sublethal effects, while not as immediately obvious as

immediate mortality, can be significant.

Thurberg and Gould picked several indices of sublethal effects.

Thurberg analyzed the blood of 211 fish collected on the January

Delaware cruise fax ionic balance of the blood serum. He also examined

the respiration rates of almost 100 scallops and mussels caught in

the field and brought back alive. Gould examined fish and bivalve

tissues for subtle biochemical changes such as a shift from aerobic to

anaerobic metabolism and enzyme repression.

The results were somewhat mixed. The biochemical tests, said

Thurberg, did not show any obvious effects on the organisms from the

contaminated areas as compared to those from the clean areas. The

blood serum tests did show some disruption of ionic balance. The

bivalve tests showed a 25/ repressio~ of respiration in mussels from
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beneath the spill as compared with those caught outside the spill and

a 12-15X depression in scallops. However, Thurberg said, the

difference would probably not hold up statistically since there were

too few samples. uAll we can get from this is an indication," he

said. Subsequently, the Wieczno cr~ise samples were examined and the

same indication of sublethal effects did not seem to be present.

This may have indicated the organisms recovered. On the other hand,

Thurberg said, it may be that the organisms in the spill area during

the Wieczno cruise, especially the groundfish, were not the same ones

that had been there during the spill. This is especially likely

because many samples were taken close to the boundary between the

contaminated and clean areas.

Perhaps the most important studies of all, however, were those

of the icthyoplankton. This is so for two reasons. First, they are

the life stages of fish most likely to be affected by the oil. This

is because they  especially larvae! are in general more sensitive to

oil and other stresses  Rice et al., 1977!, because they remain at the

surface with the greatest proportion of the oil, and because as plankton

they lack the ability to move away from oil.

The other reason is that the survival of eggs and larvae is

probably the major determinant of the size of fish stocks. Egg and

larval mor'tality, explained George Kelly of NMFS 's Woods Hole lab, is

extremely high, perhaps 99.9X. Small changes in this figure, say a

few tenths of one per cent, may account for millions of fish, although

the actual relationship between egg mortality and fish population is
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somewhat fuzzy.

Pish eggs and larvae collected from the .505-mm surface tows

and the .5P5~ oblique bongo tow on the first Delaware cruise

were sorted and counted by station. Only cod and pollock eggs were

found, along with larvae of 6 species. Arlene Longwell of the

Hilford Laboratory examined 232 eggs, half the eggs collected, for

cytological and genetic damage. By determining arrested cell develop-

ment in the embryos, Longwell could determine not only mortality but

moribundity as well-

Longwell found that about 25K of cod eggs and 46K of the pollock

eggs were dead or moribund. Moribundity and mortality varied by

station, with no easily observable difference between clean

and contand.nated stations. Longwell also observed that oil was

adhering to the chorion, or outer membrane, of many eggs, particularly

pollock. At Station 9, 607, of the pollock eggs had oil adhering to

them and 94K were dead, perhaps indicating some connection between

oil exposure and damage.

One of the puzzling findings of Longwell's work was the fact that

pollock eggs seemed more susceptible to coating by oil and to damage

than cod eggs. Exactly the opposite would have been expected, since

the cod eggs were in a much earlier stage of development.

To help figure this out and to get a better idea of oil's effects

on eggs, several laboratory experiments were conducted ]ointly by the

NMFS and EPA laboratories in Narragansett. Zn one test, an attempt

was made to induce membrane contamination of eggs by mixing eggs and oil.
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The tests proved unsuccessful. Another experiment tested the effect

of the water-soluble fraction of No. 6 oil on cod eggs. Since the

Argo Merchant oil was not available, a standard No. 6 oil was used,

Since the concentrations after the Argo spill were not known, initial

concentrations of 500, 100 and 10 parts per billion of total extractable

hydrocarbons were used. These hydrocarbons were allowed to evaporate

freely. Cod eggs were exposed at 3 embryonic stages -- 4-6 hours,

3 days and 7 days. The highest concentrations caused death, delayed

development and reduced heartbeat. The intermediate concentrations

caused only the sublethal effects and the lowest initial concentrations

caused no noticeable effect after 10 days.

By March, also, two batches of fish tissue samples had been sent

to Seattle for hydrocarbon analysis. Because of the great costs

involved  $700 per tissue sample, said Kelly! the NMFS scientists were

very stingy in sending samples. Only those obviously oiled or most

likely to be oiled were sent. To further reduce costs, tissues from

three fish of the same species collected at the same station, or from

three separate organs in the same fish, were combined into a single

sample, Kelly said.

6.5 The Search in the Sediments

The outgrowth of the NOAA-sponsored meeting of January 3 and 4

was a series of three cruises by URI's Endeavor in late January and

February. Eva Hoffman of URI recalled that she had attended the two-day

NOAA meeting as a mere onlooker, only to find that NOAA had no one to

conduct the cruise it was planning. URI's oil spill. researchers had
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been planning a cruise of their own. They glad> y supplanted whatever

money they were planning to use on that cruise with NOAA money.

The cruises aimed mainly at determining the ext.ent of sediment

contamination. The f irst two of these cruises especially were con-

fined to sediment sampling  for hydrocarbons and benthic organisms!,

and water column sampling  for hydrocarbon concentration and oil drop-

let distribution! .

Selection of sampling stations for the first of the three cruises

done at a January 21 meeting � was an elaborate affair. The URI

group assumed that oil would most likely be found in areas covered

by the slick for the longest time, or in areas covered by the slick

when the sea state was high or in shallow areas. Unlike the Oceanus

crew, they did not consider the types of sediments in their planned

sampling area, reasoning the sediments were relatively uniform.

The group drew two rectangles  A 5 B in Figure 6.5-1! which

encompassed two areas covered by the oil for at least six days. They

divided each rectangle into square-nautical-mile tracts and chose at

random 6 tracts from block A and 24 from block B. Another three

stations, labeled C were chosen in shallow areas, yet another three

 labeled D! in areas covered by oil during high sea states. The first

two stations from the first aborted cruise were labeled D, and two

stations between blocks A and B labeled F. Letter G was saved for

stations to be added en route based on the results of on-board screen-

ing by Dick Jadamec using ultraviolet flourescence spectroscopy. It

was hoped to sample 50 stations in all.
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Unfortunately, the cruise, which left January 26, turned into a

repeat of the Endeavor's short-lived December effort. Once again

weather and equipment malfunctions shortened the trip, this time

limiting it to 5 stations. Had the equipment been working perfectly,

chief scientist Eva Hoffman estimated, ten stations might have been

sampled, but the weather would still have blocked further work.

On February 9, however, the Endeavor tried again and managed to

sample 38 of the stations picked for the January cruise. Three

sediment samples were taken at each station using a Smith-Maclntyre

grab. No box cores were taken, as had been recommended at the Woods

Hole planning session, because no box corer was available. URI's

was broken and NOAA did not supply one despite the recommendations,

Hoffman explained.

In addition, a hydrocast was made at each station using Niskin

bottles to collect water samples at 1 meter, 6 meters, and near the

bottom. Two samples for benthos were taken using a scallop dredge.

The sampling found oil at three stations in the immediate vicinity

of the wreck or within 12 miles to the southwest. These locations are

shown in Figure 6.5-2. Two of these stations were "G" stations,

those added en route based on quick screening results.

Also shown in Figure 6.5-2 is the location of Evergreen station B,

sampled way back on Dec. 22. This station was found to be uncontaminated

at the time. From this, and from the fact that only very low �50 ppb!

concentrations of hydrocarbons were found in the water column, and this
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mostly the cutter stock, it was hypothesized that the oil found on the

bottom had leaked directly into the sediments from the bow section as

it danced along the bottom, and that the oil-contaminated sediments

were drifting southwestward with the prevailing bottom currents.

As for the diamond-shaped Tnarks in Figure 6.5-2, they are stations

13 and 14 from the second Oceanus cruise of December 28-29. Hearing

from URI that these stations now had oil-contaminated sediments, a small

group of WHOI scientists returned to the area early in March. According

to Howard Sanders and George Harnpson, sampling indicated a three-fold

reduction in benthic lif e in the area. This finding, they said, was

never followed up for lack of funds.

When the contaminated samples were examined in the laboratory,

Hoffman said, it was found that the oil did not coat the sediments.

Rather, pollution was in the form of tiny Earballs generally ranging in

size between .2 and 1.0 nnn. These tarballs could be shaken loose from

the sediments. When formalin was added to parts of the samples to

preserve them for biological work, some of the droplets rose to the top

of the formalin and spread out into tiny slicks.

The tar balls were distributed in patches, Hoffman said, and

these patches were found throughout the 5-cm depth of sediment obtained

by the Smith-Maclntyre grab. When the samples were removed layer by

layer, there did not seem to be any regular variation of tarball

concentration with depth, said Hoffman.
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perhaps the most significant finding of the Endeavor cruises was

that the oil did not seem to reach the sediments in areas covered by

the surface slick. These cruise results and subsequent screening,

however, could not indicate how much oil did reach the bottom in areas

where it was found. The areal extent of contamination was still not

known, since no stations had been sampled to the southwest of those

at which oil was found. The depth of contamination was still not known,

since the Smith-Maclntyre grabs did not reach beyond contaminated depths.

And the concentrations of hydrocarbons were not known since the screening

results were extremely crude. The thin layer chromatography, for instance,

could not distinguish between hydrocarbon levels in some of the samples

judged contaminated and the levels in the baseline samples from Oceanus

stations 13 and 14. Concentrations of oil exceeding 100 ppm could not

be measured at all by the ultraviolet fluorescence technique. These

methods, of course, were not meant to give more than a crude indication

of oil.'s presence or absence.

To better determine the areal extent and depth of penetration of

sediment contamination, the Endeavor undertook another cruise from

February 22 to February 27. Eight box core samples were taken in

contaminated areas  see Figure 6.5-3! to determine the depth of oil's

penetration. In addition, 53 Smi.th-NacIntyre grabs were made. Many of

the stations were to the southwest of the wreck, as is also indicated
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in Figure 6.5-3.

This fourth Endeavor cruise also branched out extensively into

biological sampling, most of it concentrated within an area 5 miles

south, east and west of the wreck. Some 55 vertical zooplankton tows

and 6 phytoplankton tows were made for studies on species abundance

and diversity. Eighteen neustan taws were made for studies by NMFS

of the effect of oil on eggs and larvae.

Nine scallop dredge samples were taken for benthos. In addition,

the box cores and Smith-MacIntyre grabs were to be used for a number

of biological. investigations. Among them was to be an attempt to

correlate sediment oil levels with those found in benthos.

These benthic samples and scallop dredges were brought back

to the lab and looked at quickly. Some mollusks were opened and oil,

later shown to be Argo Merchant oil, was found between the meat and

the shell. About 30 apparently affected mussels were frozen for

future analysis. The scallop dredges netted only two crabs, one dead,

one sick. These seemed affected by the oil.

Very little of the detailed biological and chemical work was

done, however, since there was no money for it. While the planning

meeting at Woods Hole in early January had estimated a cost of $255,000

for sample collection and analysis, URI was given only $60,000 for

its first successful cruise  its third cruise overall! - This barely

covered sample collection. For the fourth and last Endeavor cruise,



URI was given only $25,000 out of a requested $60,000. Nor did the

ERDA project chip in after the second cruise, since the cruise ob-

jectives  except for droplet distribution measurements! were not

directly related to the goals of the project. In fact, Mason Wilson

himself, the prime mover in the early days after the grounding, with-

drew from participat.ion in the URI response after the first c.ruise

for that reason and because he felt he was losing control af the in-

tegrated team response.

So most of the samples sat preserved at URI and were worked on

sporadically, when an interested faculty member or student could

find time between funded projects. The process of analysis proceeded

this way inta the summer of 1977. "It's like a hobby with most of

us around here," said Hoffman on July 11, "because we have to make

our bread and butter other ways."

The same thing was true at WHOI, MIT and HMFS. Everyone had

other obligations and it was becoming clear ta them that the government

was losing interest in the Argo Merchant spill, no doubt because the

lack of clearly visible effects had diffused its political impact.

This seemed to disillusion many of the academic scientists, who thought

they had been urged to continue their work upon false promises of

payment. "I think I'd be very, very leery about getting involved in

another spill," said WHOI' s Howard Sander, "and I think everyone

would -- and precisely the people they need." And Milgram of MIT
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echoed, uT won't get involved next time, I won't go out on a limb."

Others would not go as far in precluding future participation, but in

any case, by the end of March it was clear that there would be no

Long-term study of the Argo Merchant oil spill and that even the short-

term work would remain unf inished.

6. 6 Finis

The elusive bow section, by the way, was finally located on

February 10, during the first successful Endeavor cruise. The bow

lay in 60 feet of water at 40 59.1'N, 69 25.8'W, about 2700 yards

southeast of the stern section.

Two Navy and two Coast Guard divers descended that day and found

the bow upside down, its forecastle imbedded in the sand. The shell

plating and decking on the starboard side were ripped and tarn aft

of the forecastle break. Debris was strewn along the 2700-yard long

line that ran from bow to stern. The divers entered a tank on the

starboard side and found no oil except a few small pockets which

clung to the bulkheads and suction lines.

Pith that, the Coast Guard's response dwindled to its end. The

day after the bow was found, Capt. Hein terminated the contracts

with Coastal Services and Jetline on Nantucket and ended the Coast

Guard's beach patrols, He informed NWS that its special wind forecasts

vere no longer required and he determined that the scheduled overflights

vere no longer needed. From then on, the area near the wreck could
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be checked by the twice weekly fishery patrol flights.

On February 8, two days before the bow was found, Hein had ended

the Oceanographic Unit's daily forecast, although he requested that

the 5-day outlook continue. No oil was sighted between February ll

and Harch 1, so on that day he discontinued the 5-day outlook as well.
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CHAPTER 7

SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION OF POST-SPILL ACTIVITIFS

The preceding chapters have chronicled the large and somewhat

confused scienti fic followup to the Argo Merchant oil spill. This

chapter will evaluate the scientific quality of what was done, since in

the end, this is what is most important. moreover,it will attempt to

do this in a manner that will shed some light on the matter of what to

do after future spills. Rather than merely saying which activities

were scientifically good and which poor, it will where possible point

out why the activity was good or poor and how helpful the activity was

in achieving the various goals of a scientific response. The lessons

gleaned from this chapter will then be summarized, and their future

implication.s explored, in the final two chapters.

The quality o f the response from a scient if ic viewpoint is a

function of two factors the internal quality of each activity and

the overall mix of activities. This chapter will start with an

activity-by-activity review and then conclude with some remarks on

the overall collection of activities.

The quality of each activity is a function of some wel.l-known

factors. Among them:

METHOD: This includes things like samplers, analytical techniques,

modeling schemes, etc. Some samplers for instance, take less

contaminated samples, some modeling techniques are better than others.

Associated with the method is a resolution. For instance, we might
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ask how sensitive an analytical method is for detecting small changes

in hydrocarbon content, or a viscometer to small changes in viscosity,

etc.

SPATIAL ISSUES: There are 3 issues related to spatial coverage.

One is the overall extent of the coverage, ei.ther in 2 or 3 dimensions,

e.g., did sampling, modeling, or overflights cover the entire oiled

or affected area. A second concern is the spatial resolution' -Were

plankton tows and sediment grabs spaced closely enough and well enough

to prevent aliasing yet account for patchiness? Is 1 wind field

or 3 necessary for an oil spill model? The third concern is

whether sample locations were chosen in general? For instance,

in looking for oil in the sediments, were logical areas and adequate

control areas sampled, were drift cards dropped in logics] locations,

etc.?

TEMPORAL ISSUES: These are analagous to spati.al factors in many ways.

One issue is temporal coverage � both starting and stopping point.

Starting point is particularly important for short-term studies. As

the chronology has shown, some ef forts were greatly diminished by

tardiness in implementation. For longer-term assessments the

stopping point is of prime concern. Certain effects of the spill

might not be noticeable for several years and will go unnoticed if

the study stops before that. The third temporal issue is that of

synopticity. With the water constantly moving and the oil constantly

changing, it is often useful to obtain data at many spatially
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disparate points at the same time. The degree of synopticity is some

indication of the quality of the endeavor.

It should be pointed out that the same activity may serve many

functions and that a given level of "quality" may suffice for one

purpose but not for another. Collection of hourly wind data at one

point over the spill area may suffice as model input but would never

do to measure the leeway for 10 minutes at a location several miles

from the source of wind data. With this in mind, we can begin the

scientific review of the scientific response.

7.1 Surface Slick Tra ector Studies

These activities include slick surveillance, tracking, modeling

and the various oceanographical and meteorological activities needed

to support them. We discuss each in turn.

7.1.1 Slick Surveillance

The Argo Merchant spi.ll was one of the most extensively observed,

tracked and mapped spills in history. Activities related to surveil-

lance included daily mapping flights by the Coast Guard and SOR team',

other flights for color and false color infrared and visual photography

satellite imagery; hei.icopter flights for small-scale, detailed

studies of pancake growth and movement; observations and photography

of the slick from below by divers; and the deployment of numerous

drifters.

As the preceding chapters have shown, many of these observational

activities were inspired, conducted or recruited by the SOR team.
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Among these were the pancake observations, the below-slick dive and

the NASA overflights. Many others arose from individual initiative or

at the request of the OSC. Flying over a spill, after all, is one of

the most obvious of activities, and, especially on the days immediately

following the grounding and breakup, the sky was so cluttered with air-

craft belonging to the Coast Guard, the press, scientists and the

public that someone on board the on-scene Cutter Vigilant had to

direct traffic. Observed one airborne scientist, "Conditions out

there were like coming into Logan Airport. "

Most of the remainder of this subsection will discuss the daily

slick mapping  Section 4.4! which was clearly the most important of

the surveillance activities. In fact it is probably fair to say that

it was one of the most important activities of all, contributing to

all the post-spill goals. For damage assessment, the maps were

instrumental in sampl.ing station selection for almost all cruises.

And as the assessment continues, knowledge of the areas contaminated

wil.l be needed to correlate observed damage with oil pollution, both

scientifically and legally. As for assisting the OSC, Capt. Hein

said that knowledge of the oil's position was the most valuable in-

formation to him. The maps made the on-l.ine modeling possible and

sometimes were used in place of the models. This is because all that

was often required was a general idea of the slick's position, for

which a map, never more than a day ol.d, was sufficient. Finally,

for pure research purposes, the biggest use of the maps so far has been

for model verification studies.
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At the same time, the maps were not very useful for other purposes

because the method used was subj ect to several limitations:

VISIBILITY: The ability to detect and map the slick was limited to

times when it could be seen, For starters this eliminated nighttime

surveillance. In the case of the Argo merchant spill, this was not

a severe problem, mainly because the slick was more than a day away

from shore at most times and because nothing was being done to remove

the slick anyway. It seems possible, though, that nighttime

surveillance ability could be useful, though probably not overly

crucial, in future spills.

Even during the day, however, visibility was often a problem.

The cloud base, which ranged from 300 feet to 1000 feet during most

of the spill period  Grose and Mattson, 1977! occasionally interfered

with the 500-foot-high flights. Storms were another problem. A

third difficulty was the sun's glare, although said Deaver, a solution

to this problem was eventually discovered. The solution was to orient

the tracklines parallel to the sun's path. This way at least one

side of the plane would be in the shade and have a good view on each

leg.

WEATHER: In addition to limiting visibility, the weather also interfered

with the flights in the same way it did with most of the cruises � by

making flight conditions exceedingly rough or impossible, Only two

flights were grounded by rough weather in December, on December 28

and December 29. Since engine failure cancelled the December 30
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overflight, a three-day block was missed. The timing was somewhat u�for

tunate because the December 27 map had been one of the most complete and

by December 31, the slick was already too large for accurate mapping and

had started to dissipate. It was also somewhat unfortunate because

December 28 and 29 vere big cruise days and it might have been inter-

esting, though not terribly so, to view the sampling locations in

relation to the slick bo~ndaries.

HUMAN ERROR AND CAPABILITY: The fact that mapping was done by the

human eye severely limited the mapping capability. For one, it

restricted the spatial resolution of the map. Having to scan 5 miles

to the side of him as the plane flew by at l~>5 knots, Beaver could not

sketch the slick or a pancake field in great detail. He could only

make general indications of coverage  e. g., pancakes, heavy coverage,

thin sheen!. As a very general indication of the spatial resolution, we

can compare the map of December 19  see Fig. A-3 in Appendix! with the

NASA false color photo-mosaic of the same day  see Grose and Mat tson

�977!, Photograph 22!. We can see that Beaver easily picked up the

tidal excursion, of the order about 10 kilometers in length. But

he missed the vortex formation in the wake of the tanker, a phenomenon

with a length scale of several hundred meters.

Secondly, in making these rough Judgments of percent coverage,

thickness of coverage and pancake sizes, it appears Deaver's estimates

were prone to err on the high side. When the SOR team tried to use one

of the maps to calculate surface slick volume, the result was an order

of magnitude greater than the total capacity of the Argo Merchant-
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I f j t is assumed that 1 i t t le o f the oil en tered the water column or

bottom sediments and little evaporated  which is easily corrected for!,

then a good estimate of surface slick volume would have served as an

estimate of total spill volume. Such an estimate might have told the

Guard as early as late December that there was little oil left

in the bow. This might have permi.tted the response to end much sooner,

saving the governments lots of money. This, of course, is true

provided only that there really was little oil left in the bow and that

the Massachusetts officials and the public believed it and were willing

to accede to a reduction of stand-by cleanup forces.

SYNOPTICITY AND SPATIAL COVERAGE: Mapping of the outer slick

boundaries did not suffer from the frailties of human capability to

as a great a degree. This is because Deaver merely had to note passing

over a boundary on the strip chart to place the boundary within the

navigational accuracy of Loran A. There were some other problems wi.th

mapping the overall extent and shape of the slick. as opposed to

individual boundaries. One was that by January the huge area covered

by the oiI prevented the flying of systematic tracklines,and the

spatial resolution and accuracy of the maps suffered somewhat. The

other was the problem of synopticity arising from the fact that the

oil was continually moving under the slick. The greatest

distortion arising from this would be in the wind's direction, the

direction of maximum velocity, and it is relatively simple to estimate

"o»arge this distortion might be. Deaver general.ly started from the
ba the slick  near the wreck! and zig-zagged toward the southeast,
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contr<~< t<ir' «must «xt< nsfv< overflight. Vhf le no actual map was

made, of 1 uhs«rvat f ons w< r< recorded at accurate times and locations

a Iong 't ht' t ra< k I f nos shown.

The ffgure sh«ws that both observers generally agreed on the

pr«s«nce or ahs«n<.e < f nfl. The two maps disagree in their position-

fng o f th« leading «dg<' uf the sl ick  a loop 41'0! by about 5 nm, a

<ji f ferenc<' of less than 5Z of the length of the slick. Almost a
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taking about 8 hours tu reach the leading edge. Assuming for argument ' s

sake that the oil moves at 3Z of the wind speed, it can be seen that

with s 10-knot wind the mapped sl ick wi ll be 2.4 nm  nautical mi les!

longer than the sctvsl slick wss at sny instance and 4.8 nm longer under

a 20"knot wind. If the map is assumed to represent the slick nt the

midpoint of the flight, both the back and leading edge of the slick vill

be of f by 1.2 and 2.4 nm for the tvo vinds respectively. If the spill

is continuously emanating from the source, only the leading edge will be

of f by th<it amount. Clearly this is within the overall accuracy of

<>ther parts of t he system. The pt'eaence of strong currents might

fn< reuse th«distort f<in from lack of synopticfty.

I t wuu I d h«r< 1 at I ve I v s fmp 1 e to measure t he overal 1 ac curacy

of thi visual sl I < k mappfnp, apainst synopt i< photographs. Since these

vere not available t<> the a«th«rs ~ a gent ral idea vas obtafned hy

« comparing twu vf su<>1 "maps" <if the sl 1< k mad«at the same time by

df f fer< nt uhserv«rs. Su<'h <i < ompar f son fs shown fn Figure 7.1-1

u« fng I!««v< r' s m<>p and I h««n<' mad< hy FGb0 an<I Aero-Har fne Surveys,

Inc.  kavth< un, 1977! <ut De< «mhcr 23. This was the date of the BLM
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mile of this discrepancy might be accounted for by the fact that

Deaver flew over the boundary about an hour before EGAG.  Winds at

the time were 25 knots directly from the west.! Hence one might

conclude that the general uncertainty in oil boundaries is a few miles.

Note, also, however, that EGhG spotted some oil to the far notheast,

where Deaver did not fly. This leaves open the possibility that

Deaver might not have mapped all the oil since he generally covered

only the Oceanographic Unit' s forecasted limits. As will be seen in

the next subsection, these limits were not always reliable.

In summary, then, it can be seen that the visual overflights made

up in frequency, thoroughness, and quick turnover time what they lacked

in sophistication, accuracy and capability. The adequacy of the maps

depended on their use. They were certainly adequate for model

verification studies, since the models treated only advection and only

a general notion of slick shape was required. Even the leading edge

of the slick did not have to be very accurate for model verifications

because there was so much uncertainty about' when the oil at the leading

edge actually left the tanker. Another problem is the distance of

the leading edge f rom the source of wind data. Because o f uncertain-

ties like these, hindcasting could not be used to make fine distinc-

tions between models  such as 3X vs 3. 5X! anyway. For these kinds of

determinations small-scale observations are needed with very

localized and short-term winds and current measurements, as was done

in the SOR team's leeway tests. The maps were also good enough for

cruise plan~ing and would have been adequate, if necessary,
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for placement of cleanup equipment.

The maps could not show thickness and percent coverage and

were thus of no use in oil budget calculations. And had spreading and

weathering models been avai.lable, the maps would not have been of

much use for input or model verification, also because of the inability

to measure thickness and pancake sizes. However, those models will

also require somewhat better estimates of spill rates than the gross

estimates used in the Argo Merchant case.

It might be thought that either photography or other more esoteric

means of remote sensing might have been used instead of visual mapping

or as a useful supplement to i.t. Some of these techniques were indeed

tried but according to the SOR team's James Mattson and Cndr. Morgan

of the Oceanographic Unit, little of it was of very much value. The

Landsat imagery taken on 3 days by NASA either was obscured by clouds

or could not detect oil, although, said Morgan, it was somewhat

helpful in determining currents. The photographs, both IR and visual.,

were somewhat useful in smaller scale observations, such as individual

pancake movement over short distances, but not as useful as

originally thought for refining Deaver's maps.

The SOR team's photos were not that useful, said Mattson, partly

because the time each photo was taken was not recorded accurately

enough to permit accurate determination of position. This will be

corrected in the future by having the date and time recorded directly
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on the file.

The EPA photography was standard stereoscopic mapping photography.

With a 6" focal length and an altitude of 1,000 feet, the ground

resolution is 2 feet, according to Bill Fowler of EPA's Remote Sensing

Operations Branch in Las Vegas, From that altitude, each 9x9 color

photo covers an area about 1500 feet on a side  about 10 photos

needed to cover a square raile!. With cloud cover as low as it was

the plane would have had to fly lower, with correspondingly better

resolution and smaller areal coverage per photo. It might seem that

such photography could have been a useful supplement to visual

mapping, although too many photos would have been needed to map the

entire slick. The photo interpreter could probably have distinguished

heavy slick from crude oil, although probably not well enough to

estimate thickness accurately.

Yet the 300 photos taken on 3 separate days did not add much to

the visual maps. Part of this was again due to cloud cover. In parti-

cular, virtually all of the photos from December 19 are obscured by

clouds. Another reason that they were not particularly useful for

mapping is that no one real.ly thought of using them for this purpose.

According to Fowler and to John Conlon, EPA's RRT representative

during the Argo Merchant response, the photos were taken at the request

of the OSC and RRT simply to provide photographic documentation of the

EG&G did have such a system in which 3 cameras were activated at once
two vertical looking belly-mounted cameras and one which took a

snapshot of the Loran C monitor. At the time he was interviewed
Mattson had not yet seen the EG&G/ANSI photos, so his comments do not
apply to them.
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spill, no doubt because the National Contingency Plan calls for such

documentation. EPA's chartered pilots, said Fowler, didn't even both-

er to record the altitude or coordinates of each photo. EPA was merely

after photographs which showed the presence or absence of oil, period.

With such an intention, it is not surprising that the photos could not

easily be used for more sophisticated purposes.

It should be pointed out that a much more sophisticated system for

spill surveillance was available in prototype form only a few months

after the Argo Merchant spill. The Coast Guard's new Airborne Oil

Surveillance System includes a variety of sensors designed to allow

surveillance under most weather and light conditions. These sensors

include  Maurer et al., 1.977! side-looking mapping radar, low light

level television, a passive microwave imager, and IK and UV line scan-

ners. The sensor combination is expected to permit estimates of oil

area and thickness.

7. 1.2 Oceano ra hical and Meteorolo ical Measurements

The success of the mapping and modeling activities depended heavily

on the forecasting and collection of ancillary meteorological and

oceanographical information. They merit at least brief mention.

WIND AND WEATHER FORECASTS: The several special forecasts made by

NWS for the Fishing Rip area  Section 3. 3! were among the most useful

of activities following the spill. The computer wind forecasts made

on � line trajectory modeling possible. The weather and sea state fore-

casts were directly useful in planning dives and overflights for

salvage, cleanup and scientific purposes. The forecasts began early
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in the response and vere available as frequently as needed. The

accuracy of the wind forecasts will be discussed in the next

WIND AND WEATHER OBSERVATIONS; Perhaps the most useful measuremeut

of all was the hourly observation of on-scene winds by the Coast Guard

cutters. The frequency of these measurements wss urged by the SOR team.

On-scene winds were necessary for modeling and will be useful in the

future for model verification studies and perhaps also for studies of

other processes that depend on wind, e.g., evaporation and dispersion

of oi l.

It has been mentioned that successful on-l.ine oil forecasting

required frequent and immediate feedback from oil observations . In the

same manner, successful wind and weather forecasting required feedback

of on-scene vind and weather observations. "It's awfully, awfully

important to get an-scene weather," said Robert Lynde of the NWS at

lwgan Airport. However, while oil slick maps were given to the slick

forecasters, tlie needed on-scene weather information never got through

the confusion to NWS. It was several veeks, recalled Lynde, before

the feedback system began functioning smoothl.y.

CURRENT METERS: Some measurement of the long-term tidally averaged

current in the area would have been useful as input into models oz for

hindcasting. Many of the models included such a residual current, but

there was great uncertainty as to what the current should be,

CEDDA model used a current of 0. 25 knots to the west, while the

Oceanographic Unit finally settled on one of 0.25 knots to the
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northeast. The USGS used data from Bumsus �973! which indicated

was discovered about oil transport during the spill, Grose and Mattson

 ] 977! reported a current of 0. 6 knots to the southeast on top of the

wind-driven oil drift.

It was noted  Section 5. 3! that the potential usefulness of the

current meters was reduced substantially by the f act that the data

was not concurrent with the on-scene wind data nor with the best slick

maps. However, even had they been installed more rapidly, they would

not have been able to measure residual surface drift because they

must be placed at depths of at least 5 meters to avoid severe

contamination of the data by waves. In addition . it is not clear

the current meters used were capable of sufficient resolution to

detect the magnitude and direction of the mean surface drift amidst

the variability related to the tidal and wind-driven currents.

Another way of determining residual surface drift is with Lagrangian

drifters, which we turn to next.

LAGRANGIAN DRIPTKRS: Many types of drifters were employed both for

slick tracking and for Lagrangian current measurements. There were

da'turn marker buoys, drift cards, dye patches, a satellite-trackable

buoy and big fat plywood sheets.

Briefly, the only drifter of substantial usefulness was the

satellite-trackable data buoy  Section 6.3!. It was used to track the

off the shelf in January when overflights became more difficult.

It seserved to guide overflights and served in the oil's stead for one
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for tracking and
}>ng-range model�. The reasons it was

t 1 mp af<d could
term drift mea«urements were that it lasted a long

always be found.

All the other dri f ters suf fered from eit}ier detdetect ion di f f iculties,

short lifespan, or both. The dye current probes g«eave measurements

that were of such a short-term nature that they reflecredc ted the t ide

a }most exclus i vely. They were essential ly worthless as independent
R team'<'u«ent measurements, being useful only in conjunction with SOR team s

lee»y <xperimpnts, as when it was necessary to sort out oil, wind

«nd water velocities on a small scale. The plywood boards were never

f<!un<}; the drif t cards could not be identified wel.l enough. The datum

marker buoys were a little better and somewhat useful, lasting up to

3 days and be f.ng t rackable by radio.

Host of the dr i fters were deployed relatively early in the history

of tbp groundling. This is because much of it was part of the pre-

establishedd plan of the 'NOR team and FG5G or, in the case of DIGS's, a

somevbnt standard pro< edure for the Coast Guard. llere is a case where

planning s< ems to }u<vc b;<ckf ired in that much of these dri f ters were

deployed automatically, without a thought to their real usefulness.

"The SOR team was not prepared to work in a tidal regime," Hattson

commented months 1;<ter, uWe should have thought o f

The dri f ter that was useful was not thought of until December 28.

Not surpr'isingly ~ the Person who thought of it was the SOR

Peter Grose, wbo hed helped develop one such buoy whijw i e working at Ybe

NOAA Data Buoy Office in Hissfssippi. Here it would ave been useful

to have pre-planned for this and deployed one or moror more <nuch earlier.
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7. l. 3 ~Model in

Among the most publicized of the activities following the oil

spill and one of the ones to get underway the earliest was the oil

trajectory modeling. The Argo Merchant was truly a modeler's oil

spill, because of the number of models run, the extensive

observations of slick movement and the collection of the ancillary

meteorological and oceanographical data necessary for input and

verification. To review, there were two models run in a forecast

mode in real time  by the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit and the

Coast Guard R & D Center!. There were five risk assessment models

run, and an additional probabilistic forecast made using Bumpus' �973!

drift bottle data  which can be considered a physical, as opposed to

a numerical model!. There was one subsurface trajectory model and

two long-range forecasts. Many of these models were also eventually

run in a hindcast mode for verification, In addition, the author is

aware of one model run solely in the hindcast mode, that of Arthur

Tingle et al. �977! of Brookhaven National Laboratory. Tingle received

only day-old wind data, not forecasted winds, preventing his model from

being of any use in the response. As has been mentioned, because of

the extensive slick mapping it is likely that many other models will be

tested by hindcasting the Argo Merchant spill.

Table 7.1-1 contains a summary of these models. As can be seen,

they have many features in common. All deal exclusively with 2-

dimensional advection. None includes slick dissipation, even as

merely a sink term  i.e., reducing the volume of the surface slick

but paying no attention to where the oil goes after it leaves the
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slick!. Most of the models considered the slick to be a point or a

series of points, although the Oceanographic Unit did capt~re some

of the effects of slick growth by advecting the points separately

under a spatially varying current field, thereby applying an effective

dispersion to the slick. Regarding advection itself, the fixed wind

factor approach was the overwhelming, though not unanimous, choice.

The models did differ, however, in statistical use of wind data for the

probabilistic forecasts and in choice of forces  e. g. tides, currents!

in addition to the wind � induced drift. None of the models considered

wave-induced motion explicitly, which according to Stolzenbach et al.

�977! may be of the same order of magnitude as wind � induced motion.

However, wave-induced motion is presumably contributing to rhe fixed

wind drift factor or to leeway factors.

A chart. similar to Table 7.1 � 1 appears in Stolzenbach et al.�977!

and is reproduced as Table 7.1-2, The 12 models contained therein

represent the state of the art in late 1976. Comparison of the two

tables clearly shows the high extent to which the Argo Merchant models

reflected the prevailing state of the art. Of the 12 models in Table

7.1 � 2, 10 do not include weathering or vertical movement. All but

three use a fixed wind factor approach, and of those that don' t, one

uses merely a wind factor that can vary with wind speed, one uses an

Ekman approach similar to the Oceanographic Unit's and one uses a depth-

averaged circulation model similar to Tingle's. Only one of the 12

explicitly considers the influence of waves. Nine of the 12 do

include spreading, generally using the formulation of Fay �969, 1971!,
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but Stolzenbach et al,�977! found this formulation to be generally

inapplicable, especially in rough seas.

The Argo Merchant models, then, clearly reflected the state of

the art. Indeed, it was only by running simple or already existing

models that the output could be produced as quickly as it was.

Perhaps the only new feature in any of the models was the Oceanographic

Unit's inclusion of a separate leeway figure of 1.2/, measured on-

scene, in addition to the surface current. Previous models have either.

added 3X of the wind to the calculated surface current or no wind at

all.

It now remains to discuss how useful these models were to the

spill response. The following two subsections address only the

most important of the models, namely the Oceanographic Unit's on-line

model and the various short-range risk assessment models.

7.1.3.1 On-Line Forecastin

The accuracy of the Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit's on-line fore-

casts  Section 4.4! can be judged easily from Figures 7.1-2 A-F!. These

figures compare the forecasts and the observed slick for December 22

through December 27, the days immediately following the tanker breakup for

which slick maps are available. The forecasts can best be called

erratic. Some days, like December 22, the model came fairly close

in predicting the observed oil configuration. Other days it was

extremely far off. The model was generally horrendous in predicting

the exact shape of the slick and the location of patches. It was

somewhat better in predicting the more general slick limits, although
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in this too it was erratic. The December 23 limits were 30 miles too

long. This is technically excusable since the limits were supposed to

err on the conservative side. More serious were the times when oil

was found outside the limits, which occurred to some degree on all the

days shown in Figures 7.1-2. On December 27 the oil extended 60 miles

beyond the limits shown, which were for 1 a.m. Since the map is for

1 p.m., some correction must be made for the extra travel time. Winds

at the time were about 30 knots from the west. If the oil moved at

3X of the wind speed for 12 hours under the influence of this wind,

at 1 a.m. the leading edge would have been only 10,8 miles behind its

1 p.m. position. Hence the limits would still have been short by

some 50 miles. One can imagine the consequences in another spill if

such limits were relied upon to state that oil heading toward shore

would still be 50 miles away in the morning.

It is instructive to review the possible sources of error in the

forecasting. One is the error in the model formulation itself, in

other words, how much the forecasts would be off even if it had perfectly

correct input  e. g., wind and current! data. This cannot be judged

without extensive hindcasting studies. Suffice it to say that the model

is about as sophisticated as any in existence and could not have been

The Oceanographic Unit's model did not actually use the so-called
"3 per cent rule." It used 1.2X of the wind speed plus a calculated
wind-induced surface current. It is thus unfair in some sense to
speculate based on the 3/ rule, but doing otherwise would have
required re-running the complicated Ekman surface current model.
Hence 3X will be used as a rough indication of oil movement  either
actual or forecasted by the model! to give rough ideas of various
errors.
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improved much even if it were faulty,

Other errors arise from the overall on-line modeling and mapping

system by which winds, currents, and slick positions were supplied

and used. To quickly review, the forecasts were made for 12 or 24

hours ahead, starting from essentially brand new slick positions each

time a new map was received. The modeler would hindcast from the

previous day's map using observed winds and then forecast ahead one

day using forecasted winds.

One possible explanation for the disagreement between the forecast

and observed slick is that the maps themselves were in error. Nor

did they correspond exactly to the time for which the forecasts were

made since they were not synoptic, These errors were discussed in

Subsection 7.1.1 and found to introduce an uncertainty of only a
few miles, certainly not enough to account for what is shown in
Figure 7.1-2.

Another error likely to be small is the use of a single wind field
 the Oceanographic Unit used up to three forecast winds at one time,
but only one observed wind!. Even if the model moved oil perfectly in
response to the wind, the hourly wind at the wreck site is not likely
to be exactly the same as the between-hourly winds 100 miles away.
For a very quick and dirty estimate of the uncertainty introduced by
spatial variability, we can consider the difference in winds observed
on-scene and at the Nantucket Lightship, 30 nautical miles away.
Fredrick Godshail of NOAA's CEDDA in Washington, D,C. found that
on-scene winds could best be estimated from lightship winds by
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subtracting 13' and multiplying by 1.17  Grose and Mattson, 1977!.

For a 20-knot wind at the lightship, we might therefore expect a

23.4-knot wind on-scene, deflected 13'. Allow these 2 winds to

advect 2 dots of oil from the same starting point at 3X of their

speed. At the end of 48 hours the 2 dots would be about 4 nautical

miles apart, a not-very-significant amount considering other errors in

the system.

A more serious error is in the treatment of the residual current,

which could not be determined adequately during the spill. At first

the Oceanographic Unit tried to hindcast it on a daily basis, which had

the effect of throwing all sorts of other errors into this current.

This would be permissible if these other errors were constant from

day to day, which they weren' t. I.ater the current. was deleted

altogether ~ As seen in the previous subsection �. 1. 2!, estimates of

this current ranged from .8 knots to the northwest to .6 knots to the

southeast. If these 2 currents were used to advect 2 dots of oil

from the same starting point, at 48 hours the dots would be an

incredible 60 miles apart. The real error from neglect of the current

was likely much smaller than this. In hindcasting,the Oceanographic

Unit found its best value was .25 knots to the northeast. If this

had been included in the forecast all along., the forecast positions

would have differed by 12 miles from what is shown in Figure 7.1-2,

The biggest source of error, however, is no doubt the wind fore-

casts. Grose and Nattson �977, p. 37! present some data on wind

forecast errors. Roughly, winds forecast 6 hours ahead were off by

an average of about 6 knots in speed and 35' in direction, For 24 hours
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the figures were 7 knots and 40 . Performing our 2 dot advection

using a 20-knot observed wind, a 26.5 predicted wind, and a 37. 5

angle between them, the dots would be 11.6 miles apart in 124 hours.

This is net the whole story, however. about 10/ of the forecast

winds were off by more than 90 , and 10'X by more than 15 knots. It is

clearly these huge wind errors that account for the huge errors in

tbe oil forecast. The very erroneous limits for Dec. 27 were made on

the basis of the forecasted onshore winds of December 26  Section 5.1!

which didn't materialize. Similarly, it has been seen that the

December 21 forecast  Figure 4.2-1! was invalidated bv an exoected

change in wind direction.

This is important, because wind forecasts are generally out of

the hands of the spill modeler. Fven if his model is perfect in all

other respects, i.t is still likely to be off by 10 miles or so  if

a 24-hour lead time is used! and possibly by much more than that.

Barring improvements in wind forecasting, the best way to get around

this is to update the forecasts as often as possible substituting the

most up-to-date forecast and observed winds. This requires an

efficient system with a quick turnover time, which was not in

existence for the Argo Merchant spill. In the Argo Merchant case

the model was continuously being developed, computerized and refined

as it was being used. Lt. Frydenlund, who developed and ran the

model, said be was capable of making a 24-hour forecast every

In actuality errors in different time steps vithin this 24-hour inter-
val might partially cancel one another. A much more sophisticated
analysis is possible, but would require either the actual forecasts
and observed data or more statistics as to any biases in the errors.
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6 hours. But only he could do that, because the model was in prototype

form, precluding the possibility of round-the-clock updates. After

the spill response ended,Frydenlund automated the model so that

virtually anyone could run it with the computer plotting the forecast

slick configuration. The model now is capable of a 48-hour forecast

every 3 hours, said Frydenlund.

How useful to the Argo Merchant response was the on-line forecast-

ing on the whole? Not very. This is largely because no cleanup

was attempted and the largest use of such a model is likely to be

posi.tioning of equipment. With no cleanup, about all that was

needed was some general idea of the position of the oil and whether

it was heading toward or away from shore. The maps would generally

suffice for the former purpose and the wind forecasts for the latter.

Scientists, too, used the map fox cruise planning rather than the

model.

Even had a cleanup been attempted, the model would not have been

sufficient. When oil was heading toward shore, Capt. Hein had the

SOR team send to Colorado for drift cards rather than rely solely on

the computer. Capt. Hein said he did not think the model was

sufficiently refined to be relied upon until more than 2 weeks

had elapsed.

The main use of the on-line model was to guide Joe Deaver's

overflights. It has been noted that this constituted quite a closed

cycle the model would guide the overflights and the flights would

provide maps for the model. Clearly the maps were more valuable to
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the model than vice-versa. In fact, to hear,Joe Deaver tell it, the

model was sometimes of no help at all. "The computer didn'0 tell me

anything at the beginning". he recalled. "I was told to 'Go find oil.

Joe, and come back with information'." By the end, he said, the

limits had grown so large as to encompass "the whole Atlantic."

The models would have been more helpful to him, he said, if he had

been given a high-probability area rather than merely the outer

limits. Flying to the extent of the limits sometimes douhled the

distances needed to map the oil.

In summary, about the most obvious thing that can be said about

the on-line modeling was that it was not on-line soon enough to be

of much use.

7.1.3.2 Risk Assessment Models

Unlike the forecast models, a risk model cannot be judged on how

its predictions compared with the actual path taken by the Argo Merchant

spill. While all the models predicted a high probability of the

subsequently observed southeasterly oil drift, this in no way "confirms"

the models, just as a landfall of oil would not have disproved the

models. The only way to "verify" the risk assessment models during

the Argo Merchant incident could be to observe numerous identical

Argo Merchant spills. This, of course, cannot be done, but decisi.ons

must nevertheless be made on the basis of these probability estimates.

Therefore, the relevant question is how much the estimates can be

trusted for decision-making. This depends largly on the nature of both

the deterministic and stochastic parts of the model.
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The deterministic component refers to how the model actually

the oil in response to  generally stochastic! winds, currents,

An overly simplistic or inaccurate model which would not yield

ood hindcast results for a particular case may nonetheless produce a

good probability estimate  of the chances of landf all, say! once

everything is averaged out.  Some models do not even have a deter-

min ist ic componen t, going directly f rom wind st a t i st i.cs to oil impact

statistics.! One aspect of Jerry Gait's work, in fact, is to determine

the sensitivity of computed risks to changes in model formulation.

However, although a poor deterministic model may yiel.d probability

estimates close to those generated by a good deterministic model,

also might not. Without knowing, it is sa fe to say that the bet ter

the deterministic mechanism, the more the whole model is to be

trusted, all other things being equal.

There are several aspects of the stochastic component that are

i.mportant.

First is the data base. The more site-specific and time-specific

the da'ta base the better. A model based on historical winds for the

entire east coast is clearly less desirable than one based on Nantucket

"ig"tship winds, and monthly data is preferable to seasonal data,

p~~~iding there is enough of it to be statistically meaningful. Also,

the lo nger the- historical record the better. Finally, if possible
the data«a should be specific for other particular conditions of the

spil l. FFor instance, the winter of 1976 was widely heralded as

a noma ious for its extreme cold, extreme snowfalls in the east and

drought in «he west, signalling some departure from normal climatic
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conditions. Had such anomalies occurred at other times in the past,

it may have been desirable to utilize data from only those winters,

rather than from all winters.

Second, and very important, is the manner in which the data are

used to generate probability distributions. Generally this is done

by generating a time series of winds and running multiple traj ectories.

There are many ways to generate these time series. These di.ffer in

how closely they reproduce the various statistics of the actual data.

A review of these basic methods is given in Stolzenbach et al. �977!.

Generally desirable features are longer memory and a smaller time

step, providing the data base is sufficient.

The third consideration includes a whole bunch of accounting

considerations which have to do with how the probabilities are

tallied up in the end. For instance, the probability of landfall may

be sensitive to how long each trajectory is followed. Or, as another

example, the USGS  |bryant et al. 1977! found that the estimated proba-

bility of landfall could be increased by modeling continuous instead of

instantaneous spills  Figure 7.1-3!. This can be seen from the

following simple example. Imagine tracking 40,000 single � dot trajec-

tories and compare this to tracking 400 100-dot spills  i.e.,

400 200-hour continuous spills with a 2-hour time step!. The

number oi individual dots hitting shore should be similar. However,

each hit in the instantaneous case adds 1/40,000 to the probability

of landfall while a hit of one dot in the continuous spill case can

add 1/400 to the probability of impact. In the single dot case,
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almost certainly not as many as 400.
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SPILL DURATION IN DAYS

FIGURE 7. 1-3: Sensitivity of USGS's landfall probability
to duration of spill  from bryant et al. 1977!.

The statistical characteristics of the various risk assessment

models are summarized in Table 7,1-1, As can be seen, no model is

superior in all respects. However', the Oceanographic Unit's model

can be considered inferior. Its data are accumulated records from
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400 bits are needed to generate a landfall probability of 1X.

For the continuous case, this can be done with as few as 4 hits,

providing the 4 dots are from separate "spills." Generally,

it will take somewhat more than 4 hits since many hits are likely to

be redundant  i. e. belonging to a spill that already hit!, but



ships passing through an area and has no time ser ies sttuc tore to it.

Its chief shortcoming, however, is its neglect of the persistence of

the wind. It assumes that any oil released durinp onshore wind

will reach shore. This tends to greatly overeat itnate the probability

of impact in an area oppos]te in direction frotn the dominant wind

direction. And the longer the travel time required, the greater this

overeat imate is likely to be. The mis-estimate+ are not even

consistent since the dominant wind direction may vary with the season.

Thus 'the model may have bt en particularly ill-ati} ted For the task

to which it was put in the Argo Merchant aftertnath a comparison

of the chances of landfall in winter vs. spring. For it overestimated

these chances in winter and underestimated them for spring, during

which the dominant winds are toward shore.

The URT Nonte-Carlo model suf fers from having no memory. The

USGS mode1 has a one-step memory. This al lowe c} the USGS to use

observed winds as its initial wind, thereby updat ing its progections.

The fewer the number of t}me steps to landfall, the more important

this ability to update can be.

The direct use of historical wind sequences provides a memory

far longer than one time step. It might allow fur'ther updating and

thus might allow probabilities to reflect longer � term systematic

wind pat teens, such as those related to storms and ~ther weather

condj,tiona. Thus it is proba" ly to be preferred «synthetic time

series, which can never be better than the original data.

Another factor favoring use of actual historica l records following
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spill i.s the time factor, It takes a while to prepare transi-

tion matrices. In the Argo Merchant case it is merely fortuitous

the USGS had them on hand. Possible drawbacks of direct use

p f time s erie s, however, are that it is more expensive in terms o f

computer time than the lag-one kharkov models and that the length

of the historical. sequence puts a limit on the number of independent

trajectories that can be run.

While the CEDDA model might thus be considered the most trust-

worthy in terms of its statistical scheme, it has other problems.

One is its use of a current that is probably not very applicable

to the area and is not seasonal. In the spring, use of this current

increases the calculated chances of landfall by a factor of 30 over

the calculations made using only winds.

With all the above-mentioned problems and sources of variability,

a case might be made fax use of physical models, such as Bumpus'

data. Bumpus' drift bottles perform the superposition of wind, tides,

waves and currents automatically. The wind and current fields are

far superior to those used in computer models because they are

spatiallly variable and continuous � i. e., the spatial and temporal

resolution is infinitely greater. Moreover, it is certainly better

to use the drift bottle data directly, than to use them first to

calculate currents  as was done in the USGS model! and then

use these cuxrents along with winds . This is because wind will

bee counted twice and because current estimates from the drift

bottottle studies are tenuous, owing to the unknown travel times of
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of the bottles. The data used can be very sf-te specific and tfmc-

specific  e.g., monthly!. Finally, where it is available, results

from dri f t bottle studies are free and virtually instantaneous,

requiring no computer.

Upon closer examination, however, the drif t bot t le "model" suf fera

from many of the same problems as the computer models. For one, the

movement of the bot ties, which extend six inches into the water

column, probably does not accurately simulate oil movement, since

there im a large current gradfent at the surface  Madsen, 1977! . There

are also accounting problems stemming from the fact that a "hit" is

not recorded unless it fs reported. Some bottles might hit and

then be carried out to sea again. Others might never be seen. There

is also some reason to suspect that discovery rates will vary season-

ally because fewer people go to the beach in winter. Thus, this

would make drif t bot t le data somewhat suspect even for r clat f ve

comparisons of seasonal impact.

Finally, the drift bottle data are of limited usefulness, They

can only produce probability of landfall, but not of the oil's impacting

offshore areas such as the Georges Bank. And the data give high

estimates cf expected travel time to land.

Civen the discussion so far, were the risk assessment models

adequate for the task to which they were put in t' he Argo Merchant

Bumpus pointed out, however, that there are some peop!e on the beach
in winter  e. g., beachcombers! and that these people are more intent
on ffnding things. The relative intensity of their search may
compensate for their low numbers and it is thus impossible to say for
certain that a smaller percentage of beached bottles will be reported
in winter-
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namely the calculation of landfall probability as a function of

 or seasan! of release? A summary of the estimates available

RRT, the NRT and o the rs involved in the dec is ion on disposal

the bow  Section 6.1! is shown in Figure 7.1-4. What the figure

shows is extremely wide var iabil it y, perhaps indicating that any

individual model was not very trustworthy. Landfall probabilities

for January range from 2X for Bumpus to 10K for the CEDDA model

with current. And the spread is actually greater than this because

the lowest estimate is for landfall anywhere in the U.S. and Canada

while the highest figure is for landfall on Nantucket only. In June,

estimates ranged from IO/. to 90K.

In short, taking all the models together one might be justified

in saying that the probabibity of landfall was greater in the spring

than in the winter. What the probability difference is, however,

cannot be determined. Some models, like that of the USGS, show

huge differences while others, like the Ocenaographic Unit's,show

small differences. The CEDDA model without current actually shows

a greater chance of impact in the winter than in the spring. The

model results are then at the level of being qualitative and not

quantitative.

The next question however, is how much accuracy was needed for

"«ctuai problem at hand? Would the decision on the bow have changed
had th«stimated probabilities changed by IX, by 10K, by 50X? For
the it appears that the qualitative results of all the models

sufficient, because the decision to blow up the bow also made
sense for ecological and economic reasons, Those challenging the
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decision, on the other hand, disregarded 'the modeling almost complete]y,

no risk of landfall was acceptable if other options remained.

This is an interesting point. Models are used in many controver-

involving environmental or health risks. Examples include the

modeling used to predict the probability of various nuclear power

plant accidents or the risk to the populatio~ from release of some

form o f carcinogen. In many cases, those oPPosing a Possibly risky

activity attack. it along two fronts simultaneously. One front is

ro challenge the model directly, in an attempt to show that the model

underestimates the risk. The second line of attack is to claim

that. even if the projected risk is correct, it is too high anyway,

In the Argo Merchant incident, opponents of the proposed bow

demolition took only the second track, and apparently did not attack

the models directly, although the preceeding discussion has shown

that they easily could have.

7.2 Studies of Slick Weatherin and Pate

The various processes that act to dissipate the surface oil slick

and determine the ultimate fate of the oil were reviewed in Chapter 2

 See Figure 2. 3-1!. Essentially, they include evaporation, dissolution,

vertical dispersion, biological and photochemical oxidation, and

several mechanisms for bringing oil to the bottom sediments ~

m~ntioned then that our ability to predict the magnitudes and rates

of thesehese processes under given conditions lags behind our ability

to do the same for surface slick advection, This was illustrated

after the Argo Merchant spill by the great uncertainty of the
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scientists over how much oil would reach the bottom.

illustrated later on when Capt. Hein, looking ahead to closing the

response, could not get reliabl.e information on the ultimate break-

up of the slick. Nor could the scientists predict without experiments

whether the oil would burn .

Prediction and study of these processes can be done for all

three post-spill science reasons, Choice of a proper cleanup technique,

for instance, requires a knowledge of the ultimate faCe of the oil,

In fact, many such techniques � dispersants, sinking, microbial

seeding or burning are merely artificially enhanced versions of

these same processes. And those that aren' t, such as skimming or

removal by adsorption to straw or other sorbents, require knowledge

at least of the oil's viscosity and thickness . Chemical studies are

also vital to assessments, both from a legal and biological stand-

point. From a legal standpoint, knowledge of the composition and

weathering-induced changes will be needed to fingerprint the oil

to verify or disprove that oil found to cause some damage is really

from the spill. From a biological standpoint, assessment of

effects depends directly on Che time-history of exposure concentrations.

And as we have seen, our lack of rate parameters provides gri.st for

spill-of-opportunity studies,

The following sect'ions treat Investigations of chemistry of

the oil itself, the water column and the sediments, respectively,

7.2.1 What is interesting about the oil sampling program is not what
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done, but what was not done. What was not done was to take suf-

ficient samples of the cargo. The one sample that. was taken was by

individual initiative, while the persons responsible for it neglected

this in all the confusion. This is somewhat understandable but

nevertheless unfortunate.

It is unfortunate for a number of reasons. Firstly, the two

prescreening methods used by the Coast Guard R6D Center required a

reference sample against which to measure concentrations. Without

a cargo sample, Richard Jadamec had to use a surface slick sample

which had no doubt already lost some of its cutter stock through

evaporation. Si.nce it was this cutter stock, and the cutter stock

alone, that seemed to have entered the water column, use of this

reference sample led to somewhat misleading concentration estimates.

Eventually Jademac switched to a standard American Petroleum Institute

No. 2 fuel oil as a reference.

In addition, there were two types of oil in the Argo Nerchant.

Identifying any oil on the beach as Argo Merchant oil in a legally

sufficient manner would have required, it seems, two reference

samples. Finally, the failure to rake adequate reference samples in

adequate quantities is unfortunate for what might have been done

with them. The actual oil could have been used in acute bioassays

or other laboratory tests later conducted using substitute oils, or

large quantities could have been used for artificial weathering

tests which would help in identifying very aged oil found on a beach.

Of course, far better information about weathering could have

been obtained by periodic sampling of the slick itself over time, The
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most information would have been gathered by sampling the same

pancake over time. Changes in composition and physical properties

could have been correlated with visual observations of the apparent

thickening of the pancakes. It might have also been nice to sample

the thin sheen as well, to understand the fractionation of oil on

the surface.

There were, as has been mentioned, only 10 surface slick samples

taken during the course of the spill, none later than December 25. The

precise ages of these samples were not known. Had the sampling locations

been recorded accurately  which they generally weren' t!, it might have

been possible to determine the age of each sample by hindcasting the

slick's movement. Nevertheless, despite the lack of a well-documented

time series, an attempt was going to be made to at least compare the

physical properties of the December 25 sample from Pancake l with those

of Milgram's cargo sample and slick sample of December l9. This was

never done because Milgram became disenchanted with the whole affair

after EPA could not guarantee the work would be financed.

It can easily be argued that the information derived from such

a weathering experiment would not be worth the trouble of tracking

a particular pancake out to great distances and continually sampling

it. Much of the weathering informati.on gained from slick sampling
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reflects evaporation, which is fairly well understood,* Slick

sampling alone cannot give information on dissolution and dispersion

or slower processes because they are so dominated for most oils by

evaporation. However, evaporation was probably not as important

for the Argo Merchant crude oil and the slick did persist long

enough to perhaps detect evidence of photo-oxidation and biodegradation.

In some experiments, for instance, photo-oxidati.on has been connected

with large  i.e., 2 orders of magnitude! increases in viscosity which

lag behind an initial increase attributable to evaporation  Hellmann,

1971!-

.Tohn Farrington of WHOI was one chemist who thought such a study

would have been worth it, if only for legal purposes, The information

now available, he explained, could not permi.t unambiguous identifica-

tion of 60-day-old tar balls that washed up on the beach, because it

is hard to extrapolate the signature of relatively young oil  less

than 10 days! to very old oil. He also thought it a valuable study

for its own sake. "What a wonderful chance to understand weathering

of oil," he said, "and we blew it."

7.2.2 Water Column Investi ations

More than most other activities, the water column sampling suffered

from a lack of preparedness. This is because the time scales of

Knowing the composition of the oil or the breakdown by boiling points,
it is possible to predict how much of the oil will evaporate, How
fast this evaporation will occur is somewhat more difficult to predict,
though there are several models which attempt this  Stolzenbach
et al. 1977!.
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remains can be quickly dispersed to very small concentrations,

Measuring both droplet entrainment and true solution requires sampling

right under the oil in the first few days after a spill. This in

turn requires samplers that can sample under the oil yet avoid

collecting surface oil. In addition, if bottles rather than nets

 e.g., see Forrester, 1971! are used, the droplets must be filtered

out quickly. Otherwise, they can coalesce and resurface or dissolve.

McAuliffe �977!, for instance, measured dissolved hydrocarbon

concentrations beneath four experimental spills which other evidence

led him to believe actually stemmed from dispersed oil that had

dissolved between the times of sample collection and sample analysis.

The water column investigations general.ly did not do what was

required to catch hydrocarbons in the water column. Tbe first cruise

which took samples beneath the slick was that of the Evergreen on

December 22 and 23  Section 4.6!. This 8-day lag was not actually

as costly as it could have been because the major part of the spill

did not occur' until December 21.

In addition, many of the cruises suffered from one or several

difficulties. The Oceanus would not go into contaminated areas and

did not have the proper samplers for those areas anyway, URI's

Endeavor was also supposed to avoid the oil, It's droplet entrainment
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dissolving and dispersing immediately after spilling. More important-

ly, it begins to disappear from the water column almost immediately

after entering it, either by latching onto sediment particles,

coalescing and resurfacing, evaporating or being degraded. Vhat



inves t igations seemed destined not to detect anything, largely for

failure to get close enough quickly enough. The vessels that did

sample sufficiently beneath the slick using sterile bag samplers were

the Coast Guard cutters Vigilant and Bittersweet. The cutters did

closely spaced sampling in the immediate proximity of the wreck,

where the oil was probably pretty fresh, Not surprisingly, it is

these samples that were found to contain the highest petroleum

hydrocarbon leve.ls, leaving open the possibility that earlier and

more frequent sampling might have detected even greater amounts. Like

many of the worthwhile activities following the spill, incidentally,

having the cutters sample the water column was not preplanned,

but rather thought of by chance.

In short, it does not appear that the sampling was sufficient

to determine the time history of oil in the water column or even to

allow an estimate of the amount of oil that entered the water column.

This is despite the fact that water column samples were taken on

virtually every cruise at virtually every station, Also, little

can be said from the sampling about droplet dispersian, Droplets

were gathered on some subsurface net tows and entrainment was visually

observed by Professor Milgram from a nearby vessel. On the other

hand, the divers noticed no tearing off of oil glohules and URI's

droplet test seemed unlikely to detect anything,

7.2.3 Sediment Investi ations

A quick response is not as necessary for determining sediment

hydrocarbon concentrations as it is for determining water column
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concentration. Although oil in the sediment can move, become resus-

pended and degrade, these processes are not likely to be very rapid.

Most oil can remain in the sediments for months, migrating slowly

along the bottom. More difficult problems are the Likely patchiness

of the distribution of bottom oil and the detection of buried oil.

This latter problem might have been significant in the case of the

Argo Merchant spill because the wave motions and currents were known

to shift the sandy sediments around quite a bit.

Not limited by time, the sediment investigations were able to

benefit from the detailed planning of the January 3-4 meeting at

Woods Hole  Section 6. 2! and the one at Rhode Island on January 21

 Section 6.5!. Interestingly, the plan developed at the first meeting

was not followed on the URI sediment survey cruise in early February.

For instance, the plan recommended use of box corers as the sediment

sampler. Yet URZ used its familiar Smith-Mclntyre grab instead, be-

cause its box corer was broken and the Endeavor's winch, needed to

raise and lower it, was not working yet. Besides, the box corer is

an extremely unwieldy device, difficult to operate in rough seas.

Because the box corer was not used, Ron Kolpack of the University

of Southern California remained unconvinced that the URI cruise had

unearthed all the oil that was to be found in the sampled area. Kol-

pack, who had chaired the NOAA meeting and had been the main proponent

of the box corer, explained that other sediment samplers can create a

how wave from compression of the water in their paths as they descend-

This wave might dislodge any light surf icial coating of oil before the
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sample reaches it. The box corer, open at its back, however, mimimizes

this possibility, Kolpack said. But URI's Kva Hoffman defended the

use of the Smith-Nclntyre grabs. When oil was found in the sediment,

it turned out, it did not appear to be in the form of a surficial

coat, but rather of tarballs mixed into the sand.

Another recommendation of the NOAA meeting was that the cruise

sample along transects to the southwest of the spill, in the direction

of bottom current movement. This was not made part of URI's plan for

the Endeavor cruises  Figure 6.5-1!, the scientists reasoning instead

that oil would most likely be found in sediments below the path of

the surface sli.ck. The southwestern most station sampled on the ear'ly

February cruise was one that was added during the cruise based on

pre-screening results from nearby stations. Since this was one of the

last stations sampled, however, the cruise could not continue further

southwest. So this was done on the followup cruise in late February.

The upshot of this is that the URI sediment sampling determined

that sediment in the path of the surface slick was not contaminated.

The conclusion that whatever contamination did occur leaked directly

into the sediment from the bow is also probably valid. But since the

station furthest southwest contained oil, there is no way of knowing

how far the oil extended beyond that, and hence no way of determining

its velocity. The URI sediment sampling was much more effective in

saying what areas were not contaminated than in providing information

on the movement and extent of oil that did reach the sediment.

In summary, we can note the contrast between the efficacy of the
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trajectory observations and those of weathering. Trajectory operations

were the prime concern of the SOR team. It had the equipment on hand

to perform its mission and the ability to charter planes if necessary.

These operations came off quickly and fairly smoothly. Chemical in-

vestigations were a secondary priority and were not planned as well.

The SOR team could nor get sterile bag samplers for everyone nor could

it get a ship into the water until five days after the grounding-

Many of the things that should have been done or which could have been

done were not done for want of ship, samplers or initiative . Interest-

ingly, what little explicit planning there was � the National Con-

tingency Plan's directive to take oil samples and the January 3 Woods

Hole plan -- was not followed. In fact, the 2-day NOAA planning

session was almost a complete waste of time in that for better or for

worse, its sampling method, sampling station si lection and recommended

funding level were not implemented at all.

7.3 ~Blois ical Activities

The biological studies following the Argo Merchant oil spill

were somewhat different from previous such endeavors, in that an attempt

was made to determine the effects of a spill on an offshore fishery

area. Many previous studies, with the exception of the Santa Barbara

study and a few others, had concentrated on the effects of oil on

intertidal and benthic populations. Thus many of the things attempted

by NMFS were somewhat new for oi.l spill studies. This should be kept
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mind in reading the discussions that follow.

Post-spill investigations of biological impact can conceivably

be done for one or both of two reasons, One is to provide data by

which the effects of the spill can be evaluated. In the Argo Merchant

case, the effects of most interest are the long-term harm to commer-

cial fish and shellfish stocks. This may require assessment of effects

on non-commercial organisms and other parts of the food chain that

might influence commercial species populations. The other reason is

to study effects of oil to learn something. The following analysis

will discuss the biological studies in relation to how useful they

were in achieving these goals, though, it will be pointed out

eventually, not all the studies had both goals in mind. Discussion

will be restricted to the short-term studies, completed by March, and

mainly to the NMFS efforts  Sections 4.7, 6. 3, 6.4!, rather than those

by URI and WHOI.

7. 3. I Zoo l ank t on S tud ie s

To review, zooplankton were collected using standard oblique

bongo tows on the three NHFS cruises. At the time of this writing,

only the samples from the first cruise in December had been sorted

and classified and examined for contamination. The surveys found that

oil contaminated zooplankton in three ways and that this contamination

occurred equally if not more so in zooplanktons sampled outside the

surface slick areas.

But that is about all it showed. It could not, for instance,

determine percent contamination as a function of exposure . First,
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it could not determine length of exposure. Nor could it even determine

how many of the uncontaminated zoopiankters had been exposed. This

is because an oblique tow integrates the whole water column. It does

not permit a separation to be made between surface organisms, likely

to have been exposed to oil, and those at depths where oil concentrations

were probably lower. Finally, it is not known how much contamination

might have occurred in drawing the nets up through the surface at

the contaminated stations. Ray Naurer, who headed the zooplankton

study, noted that closing nets, which can sample over short depth

ranges, might have been used to determine contamination as a function

of depth. However, as George Kelly pointed out, these nets are un-

reliable, and even in closing would not prevent contamination of

samples from depth by a surface slick. hfaurer said that to really

have learned something about the effects of oil on zooplankton would

have required following a cohort of the animals from before impact

until much after, sampling over time.

Nor was there any way of assessing the entire effect on the

zooplankton from the few sampling stations. This would have required

sampling many more stations at varying distances from the slick, and

repeating this over time. The quick December survey di.d not even

permit a determination of how many and what zooplankton were out there

in what numbers in the oil's path. This is because of the great

patchiness in zooplankton distributions, as discussed in detail by
Parsons and Takahashi �973! . Even the six closely spaced samples
 about 10 miles apart! of the first Delaware cruise showed great
variability in numbers as was shown in Figure 4. 7-1, The smallness
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of sample size and large temporal spacing between cruises will also

prevent any estimate of the amount of oil sunk by ingestion by copepods

and subsequent excretion in heavier-than-water fecal pellets.

Finally, even a complete assessment of impact on zooplankton

would not have been of much use in determining the effects on commercial

fish stocks. Zooplankton are a major part of the food chain, positioned

right above the primary producers and serving as food for floating

larvae and other fish. A reduction in zooplankton might be expected

to affect larval survival and contamination of zooplankton might be

expected to travel up the food chain. But exactly how much so is

completely unknown. There are just too many variables and too many

gaps in our understanding of the marine ecosystem.

In any case, said Maurer, the zooplankton studies were not meant

to quantitatively determine oil's impact on zooplankton, or through

them, on fish. They were "just observations," he said.

7.3.2 Icth o lankton Studies

Studies of the effects of oil on fish eggs were also limited

drastically by the small sample size. Arlene Longwell looked at 79

cod eggs and 162 poll.ock eggs. With these eggs divided among 6

stations, numbers of each species per station dropped to as low as 0

in one case and less than 10 in several others. One problem with the

small sample size and small number of stations was making a connection

between the oil's presence and moribundity. Longwell's

findings  Figure 7.3-1!, taken from Grose and Hattson �977!, show that

percentage-wise, mortality and moribundity of pollock eggs were highest
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the clean stations. Cod egg mortality and moribundity were also

highest at a "clean" station. This suggests either that contaminated

eggs moved out of the spill area or that natural mortality could be

part of what was being observed. Little was known about the natural

mortality of pollock and cod eggs and Longwell did not publish data

showing percentage contaminated at each station, and relating mori-

bundity to contamination. She said in an interview that more

fowled eggs were moribund. At station 9, 60X were contaminated and

94K moribund or dead, suggesting both oil-induced and natural mortality.

"lf you want my gut feeling," Longwell said, "we were seeing an impact
out there. But I wouldn't want to put a figure on it." The importance

of the study,she said, was that it documented for perhaps the first

time that oil adhered to the chorion  outer membrane! of fish eggs

and might have caused genetic damage. In particular, if the subsequent

EPA/NMPS laboratory experiments are any indication, chorion contamina-

tion of eggs may never have been seen in the laboratory, demonstrating
again the importance of studies of real spills.

It should be pointed out that, as with the zooplankton, even had

it somehow been possible to determine both the absolute number of

egg deaths produced by the spill over the entire cod and pollock

fisheries as a percentage of the total number spawned, it would still

have been impossible to assess the importance of these figures on the
eventual health of the fish stocks, This is because of the extremely
low  far less than LX! natural survival of eggs to maturity, As Paul
Lefcourt put it, "If a cod produces 5 million eggs and only one of them
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survives naturally, what does it mean even if we could document that

Argo Merchant oil killed 50 percent of the eggs?"

7.3.3 Food Habits

The food habits analysis was undertaken to see whether fish

ingested oil. Such ingested oil might get into the tissues of the

fish causing harmful effects or tainting  oily taste!. The study

found that 3 fish 2 cod and a little skate had ingested Argo

Merchant oil. The result was somewhat significant since no oil had

been found in 38,000 stomach analyses of 82 species since 1963.

Just how significant this finding was, however, is impossible

to say. For instance, it was impossible to say from the samples

examined how widespread oil ingestion had been, The stomachs with oil

represented less than lX of those examined. On the other hand,

considering cod alone the figure was 3X. But then agai.n, there were

no immediately evident reasons to believe that cod should be any

different from several other species in feeding habits germane to oil

ingestion. Statistical problems were again numerous. Sample size was

too small to permit a breakdown by station. And since sampling of fish

on the first Delaware cruise had been conducted only outside the spill

area, it was difficult to determine how much ingestion had occurred in

the contaminated area. Nor had the sampling been done on the first

cruise to the southwest of the vreck and just by it, likely places for

As Longwell pointed out, this problem also has implications for recovery
of damages through litigation. How responsible, for instance, is an
oil spiller who kills large numbers of eggs when the water temperature
was too low to allow them to survive anyvay?



bott�m oil and benthic invertebrate contamination to be ~

Nor was it possible to determine the effects of ingested oil on

fish, This could not be done, said RfFS' s Ray Bowman, because it

was not known which stomach belonged to which fish, since the

stomachs were cut out immediately on the cruises. The extensive

analyses of food habits could not help much either, despite the fact

that a change in feeding habits might have been indicative of some

sublethal effect. The small sample size, especially when broken down

by species and fish length  an important parameter influencing feeding!

made it difficult to come up with significant findings. In addition,

Bowman explained, most of the baseline data on feeding habits was for

the fall and spring. Since benthic invertebrate populations vary

seasonally, comparisons with the winter post-spill samples would have

been misleading. Even i.f winter baseline data had been available, and

significant changes in feeding habits detected, it would not be easy

to tell whether these changes were evidence of oil-induced behavioral

changes in the fish or population changes in the benthic invertebrates.

In fact, if the goal was merely to look for ingested oil, Bowman was

not clear as to why the detailed stomach content analyses were done in

the first place, except that they had always been done that way.

7.3.4 Ph siolo ical and Biochemical Investi ations

By now a pattern seems to be emerging, and the investigations of

sublethal effects seems to fit the mold. Blood samples of fish taken

on the January Delaware cruise show some disruption of ionic balance

in contaminated vs non-contami.nated regions. Tests on live bivalve
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samples showed some reduced respiration in the contaminated region.

However, said Fred Thurberg of the NMFS laboratory in Nilford, Conn.,

the results would not hold up statistically.

For one thing, fish and some bivalves could have moved into and

out of the spill area. Secondly, the contaminated areas were

distinguished from the uncontaminated areas on the basis of surface

slick observations. But the distinction of real interest would

have been on the basis of subsurface contamination, which did not

necessarily coincide with surface contamination. These effects

could have been partially accounted for by doing a station -by-station.

breakdown, but sample numbers were too small to do anything but an
oiled vs. clean area breakdown.

Samples analyzed from the Wieczno cruise did not show the sublethal

effects, suggesting either migration or recovery of harmed species,

Both these possibilities suggest that it might have been even more

useful to have performed these analyses on samples from the first

Delaware cruise when pollution had fust begun its peak period,

7.3.5 Benthic Studies

The effects of oil on benthic organisms is one of the more

frequently studied effects of oil spills. This is because the benthos
are easily sampled and don't move very far. There is thus less

doubt about which organisms were in contaminated areas. Benthic

samples were taken by URI and Woods Hole as well as NHF'S after the
Argo Merchant spill.

According to WHOI's Howard Sanders, who did extensive benthic
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studies of the subtidal region after the West Falmouth spill in 1969,

the ideal way to carry out such a study is to start with extensive

prespill baseline data for various spill and control areas and then to

monitor changes in species abundance and diversity for a long time

afterwards. "You have to get there damned quickly and keep with it,"

said Sanders, who has been followi.ng stations from the West Falmouth

spill for 7 years.

It does not appear that the repeated sampling of affected vs

non-affected areas will be carried out because the post-spi.ll study

seems to have died down. This is perhaps largely because very little

oil was found in the sediments. URI does have some samples over

time from a few contaminated stations. These data have not been

reported yet. When WHOI resampled some of its baseline sights in

early March, said Sanders, it discovered a threefold drop in popula-

tion, perhaps suggesting the effects of oil, though seasonal or other

variations might be partial explanations. Said Sanders about the

search for post-spill effects, "If you don't look, you don't find."

7.3.6 Laborator Studies

Only the briefest mention will be made of these and this is to

say that regardless of the internal quality of the laboratory tests

to determine the effects of oil on cod eggs, they are not closely

related to the spill. They do not use Argo Merchant oil, nor do they

use it in concentrations measured in the field. The reason for this,

of course, does not lie with the experimenters but with the lack of

adequate oil and water column sampling.
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One of the reasons for studying spills of opportunity is to make

laboratory tests more realistic and relevant because of the difficul-

ties in extrapolating laboratory data to the real world. Laboratory

testing done in conjunction with a post-spill study should conceivably

be able to take advantage of in situ measurements to better simulate

field conditions. But these lab tests could not . Regardless of

their quality, these tests really had little to do with the Argo

Merchant spill. They were prompted by it, but they could have been

done at any time at all.

7.3.7 Summer of Biolo

The biology investigations seem to have many aspects in common,

largely because they were planned together and relied on samples

from the same cruises. It is useful to briefly summarize these

aspects.

One thing that is clear Is that the state of our understanding of

biological effects of oil legs behind our understanding of its fate.

This is largely because our understanding of biological oceano-

graphy in general lags behind our understandings of the mere movement

of water. Understanding the biological workings of the ocean requires

understanding water movements as well as a lot more. The problems

of synopticity, spatial and temporal resolution and coverage, and

sampling technique, which were annoyances or obstacles for other

studies, seem immovable objects for biological studies. Understanding

the marine ecosystem requires sampling extremely closely, extremely
often and over an extremely wide area, yet as synoptically as possible
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 Kelly, 1976; Parsons and Takahashi, 1973!,

The state of the art and our understanding of the ecosystem

interactions, in short our ability to model the marine ecosystem,

clearly precluded any attempt to predict the long-term effects on

the Northeast fisheries fram the short-term study.

The short-term studies, however, were also not as effective as

they could have been in documenting short-term effects of the types

studied. They were all essentially q~alitative, not quantitative�

merely observations. It was observed that oil contaminated zooplankton,

contaminated egg chorions, was ingested into stomachs of fish and

probably had some sublethal effects on fish and bivalves. But neither

the absolute magnitude of the effect, nor the part of the observed

effect directly attributable to oil, nor the magnitude of the effect

as a function of level of exposure could be determined. The studies

suffered from many common problems, among them the small sample size

at each station, the lack of stations on the first Delaware cruise,

the lack in particular of stations in the oiled area on the first

cruise, the lack of appropriate baseline data  much of what was

available was for spring and autumn!, the lack of an adequate time

series of samples, and the use of surface contaminated areas for

studies requiring knowledge of subsurface contamination,

Some of these insufficiencies were beyond the control of the

investigators, particularly the state of baseline data, or beyond
the state of the art, such as understanding of mec hanisms of contamin-

ation or the inability to sample in and beneath the slick without
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contaminating the samples.

Other problems, however, were manmade. The claim is made that

the studies could have been made more quantitative and more useful

but for some institutional reasons. Merely increasing the sample

sizes and the number of stations on the first cruise, then resampling

the same stations again might have eliminated the statistical insigni-

ficance of the findings and raised them to the level of quality where

they might be publishable in a journal. The fi.rst cruise was as short

as it was because of delays in obtaining the ship in the beginning and

the coming of Christmas at the end.

Another instit'utional problem was the shortness of planning time,

which caused NMFS to rely too heavily on its standard techniques.

Had they had time to plan, NMFS scientists might have come up with

some veil-designed, well-controlled experiments and might have done

some things, such as trying to follow the same group of organisms

through time, which vere not part of the standard repertoire .

Even larger obstacles, however, were NMFS's limited manpower

and money. The Northeast Fisheries Center devoted as many as 40 of its

employees to Argo Merchant--related work for a time which put a

tremendous strain on its ability to perform its day-to-day functions.

It also clearly limited the scope of what could be accomplished,

"I was told to just see what I could do on a very limited basis with

limited funding and no extra people," said Thurberg, who tested the

respiratory rates of the bivalves. The funding limitations also

prevented a long-term study specific to the Argo Merchant from
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continuing and kept later samples from being analyzed as quickly as

the early ones.

In discussing the quantitative vs qualitative value of their

work, vi.rtually all the NNFS investi.gators pointed out that the work

was not meant to be more than just a quick survey. "We weren't trying

to study the effects on zooplankton or on fish," said Naurer. "They

were just observations," said stomach prober Bowman. "It was just

a quickie, quickie report. It was done to more or less see oil there

and to give some idea of the benthic invertebrates." "Et was not

supposed to be a full-scale study," said Thurberg of his sublethal

effects research. "We had neither the people nor the funding for it."

It is thus perhaps unfair to criticize the NMFS studies for

failing to accomplish all they could have. As observations alone,

some were extremely valuable, particularly the contaminations of the

chorion and the observations of what is probably oil--induced genetic

damage to embryos. What is important to note, however, is the

combination of lack of knowledge, lack of funding and lack of plan-

ning time that led NNFS to reduce its goals to quick surveys. Better

short-term studies would have been difficult but would have been

possible if the institutional barriers could have been overcome, and

had the NHFS investigators been given a mandate to do the best job

possible rather than just going into it to see what they could see.

7.4 Interactions Amon Activities

To adequately evaluate the scientific response requires more than

merely judging the individual activities for their internal quality.
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Fqually as important is to judge the combinations and intezactio~s o f

the various activities. This interaction can be quit«omplex, a<

illustrated in Figure 7.4-1, which shows some of the interactionm

following the Argo Merchant spill. Sometimes one activity's res~ jt s

may influence the conduct of another. For instance, as we have aeon

the slick mapping was of use on several occasions in planning chemi< al
and biological sampling sites. Or, there may even be mutual feedback

between two activities such as the on-line modeling and the overf lights
In addition, there are other cases where one activity does not

influence another directly, but where both must he conducted in order

for anything to be gained. Leeway experiments would not be usefuI

if oil velocities were measured without simultaneous wind velocity

measurements, and measurements of sublethal effects of fish are more

useful if correlated with measurements of petroleum hydrocarbon

levels in the water and fish tissues.

As the previous analysis has shown, the same activity may be

called upon to serve many fucntions, snd different levels of "quality

 i. e., timing, spac ing and resolution! may be required for various

functions. Further, when two or more activities must be combined

to get s meaningful result, the quality of that result often is

limited by the quality of the weakest activity. This was shown most

clearly for the on-line modeling, where increasing the quality of
model formulation beyond a certain point would have made no differe<
because of errors in wind forecasts.

It would be impossible to get through all the possible interacti
and to evaluate the mix of post-Argo Merchant activities compared
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KFY TO FIGURE ye4-1

~ Efficient end/or useful interections during Argo Merci|sot
response.

� � ~ Potential interactions between activities that were not efficient
or useful duri.ng Argo Merchant response.

�!

�!
�!
�!

�!

�!
 8!
 9!
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�1!
�2!

�3!

�4!

�5!

�6!
 I7!

�8!

�9!

�0!
�1!
�2!

�3!

fLeeway figure'measured by SOR team used for Oceanographic Unit s
model.

On-scene weather observations needed for forecast calibration but
were not received quickly enough by NWS.
Drifters measure Lagrangian currents.
Drifters also can help in slick tracking and guiding of overflights.
Wind, current and oil movement observations are needed simultan-
eously to measure leeway.
Winds, currents and models together can be used for model verifica-
tions studied.

These model studies may advance state of art.
Leevay measurements meant to advance state of art of spill modeli.ng.
Wind and weather forecasts directly useful to OSC for planning of.
dives, salvage operations, flights, etc.
Trajectory modeling was not as useful as it could have been in
aiding OSC.

Win.d forecasts needed for oil forecasts.
Slick sampling might have provided "ground truth" correlation for
Deaver's estimates of slick thickrress.
Overflights provided input for on-line model. On-line model
meanwhile guided and determined the overflight.
Forecasts of trajectory of surface oil might be necessary to
forecast ultimate fate of oil.
Models  risk or forecast! might have been used to plan sampling
stations.

Slick maps were widely used in sampling station planning.
Oil samples can be used for lab studies. So can actual water and
sediment samples, or concentrations measured in the fields
Surface and subsurface hydrocarbon measurements are needed to
make an oil budget. This could not be done for Argo Merchant spill.
An oil budget can give information to OSC.  e.g., if it is
known how much oil I.s on the surface and below, it might be possible
to determine the amount remaining in the vessel, a useful piece of
information for salvage attempts.
A complete oil budget would be a useful contribution to the field.
Budget might also be useful for damage assessment.
Forecasts of oil's fate are prerequisites to forecasting its
effects.

To determine effects of oil on benthos to further state of know-
ledge requires sampling both benthos and sediment hydrocarbon
concentrations.



�4! Sampling of all species and related lab work might be necessary
for complete damage assessment.

�5! To learn something about oil's effects on plankton, need to
sample plankton and oil concentrations in surface waters and
water column.

�6! This can advance state of knowledge.
�7! Effect on plankton can be input into short-term damage assessment
�8! Prediction of fate and effects of oil needed for choice of

cleanup technique.
�9! Cleanup technique advice of value to OSC.
{30! Benthos effects studies useful to acquire new understanding pf

effects.

�l! Benthos effects can be part of damage assessment.
�2! Sediment sampling useful for choosing benthic sampling sites.
�3! Slick and cargo analysis  could be used to help forecast fate of

oil  e.g., Milgram's tests indicated oil would not sink!.
�4! Quick screening of sediments helped influence choice of additional

grab stations.
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what might have been, i..e., to go through all the possible interactions

and analyze them for proper timing, equivalent I.evels of accuracy,

resolution, etc, Suffice it to say that there vere many such inter-

actions, as Figure 7.4-1 shows, and many good ones. Many of the SOR

team's activities fall into this category. There are also many not-

so-good ones. The current meter data was too late, the chemical

measurements and sampling program did not provide needed data to

guide laboratory biological experiments. In addition, there are many

possible interactions that are not even shown, activities that were

omitted. For instance, it might have been valuable to try to correlate

slick sampling with visual or photographic mapping, to provide the

mapping with needed "ground truth" correlation  Walsh, 1976! and to

better allow the maps to be used for oil volume estimates. While

sediment sampling might have been adequate to determine how much oil

reached the sediments, measurements of suspended sediments might

have increased the value of the sediment studi.es for model development

purposes. Similarly, surfactant measurements could have been made

to better understand droplet formation. And so on.

The main point is that a spill study can be an immensely complex

beast. To make the most of it, various activiti.es must be well

coordinated in space and time, This, in turn, generally required knowing
what to do in advance and completely understanding what to look

for. It can be seen that it requires some sort of a plan of action .

Which brings us to a very obvious but important point, which will be
returned to shortly.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSEONS

8.1

This report has reconstructed the development of the scientific

response to the Argo Merchant oil spill, dissected it and examined it

along various cross-sections. The response was certainly a massive affair.

Between the day of the grounding, December 15, and the last day

of the Wieczno cruise, ~arch 7 a period of 83 days there were

at least 70 oil surveillance flights by 6 different groups to observe

or map the oil or to deploy drifters of various sorts. More than 800

photographs were taken  Grose and Mwttson, 1977!. A total of 1,725

seabed drifters were deployed at 119 locations, as were 11,000 drift

cards mainly in 12 locations, 3 plywood sheets, 5 datum marker buoys and

1 satellite- � tracked buoy . There were 152 XBT stations, 5 days of remote

wave height measurements, 17 days of continuous on-scene hourly wind

measurements, and about 55 days of special 6 hourly weather forecasts

for the grounding site. Five groups contributed a combined total of

2 forecast trajectory models, one bottom trajectory model, 5 probabilis-
tic models and 2 long-range forecasts.

There were 14 cruises by 8 different vessels directly in response

to the Argo Merchant spill and several others conducted primarily for

The exact number is debatable since the distinction between scientific
and non-scientific overflights is somewhat arbitrary, The figure
reported above generally excludes overflights which were conducted for
merely general observations, for salvage operations, for delivery of
equipment or for other purposes,
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other purposes which did some spill-related work. * The 14 principal
0*

cruises took about 300 water column samples for hydrocarbon analysis

at more than 100 stations and an additional 150 samples for nutrient

or salinity measurements' They also took some 330 sediment samples for

chemical or biological analysis at 150 stations. There were more than

300 plankton tows of various sorts,*** 56 fish trawls and more than

100 samples of sand and water taken in the intertidal zone, More

than 200 scienti.sts and technicians were involved, at least peripheral-

ly, in the response, They came from 6 federal agencies or departments,

several state  Massachusetts! agencies, 8 academic and research

institutions, about 8 commercial firms and one foreign country. They

came from as far as Alaska and Poland and from as near as Nantucket.

The scientific response cost at least $800,000  General Accounting

lt
Included in the 14 are some that might not be considered full-fledged
research cruises; namely the water column sampling jaunts by the Coast
Guard cutters Vigilant and Bittersweet. and the tug Whitefoot 's trip
to deploy current meters. The cruises considered as not being
primarily for Argo Merchant research include an FPCo BLM baseline
cruise in February, the special XBT transect by the cutter Dallas on
December 30 and a January cruise by the Coast Guard's Fvergreen.

The exact number of samples is difficult to determine. This is partly
because of insufficient documentation and differing terminology.
It is unclear, for instance, vhether to call a bongo tow that scrapes
the bottom a sediment sample. It is also unclear how to count a
sample that is subdivided for different purposes. The figures above
refer to sampling at the source. One grab constitutes one sample,
regardless of how many splits are made from it. One hydrocast vhich
collects water from three depths counts as three samples, however.
If the same station is sampled on two different cruises, it is counted
as tvo stations. In general an attempt is made to keep the figures
conservative.

**4
A bongo tow which collects two samples is counted as a single tow,
but the simultaneous towing of two bongo nets is counted as two
taws. Benthic plankton tows by a ring net attached to the fish rrawl
are not included in this figure.



Of f ice, 1977! and no doubt a lot more, since the volunteered time of

many academic scientists is not i.ncluded in the figure. A complete day-

by-day mapping of all the scientific activities through January 9 is

contained in the Appendix.

The scientific effort following the Argo Merchant spill was no

doubt one of the most massive post-spill efforts in history, Certainly

the short-term slick trajectory studies, with their associated mapping,

modeling and meteorological and oceanographi.cal data collection,

comprised one of the most extensive such efforts ever, This is all

the more remarkable when it i.s considered that the Argo Merchant spill

occurred much further offshore than many of the other well-studied

spills and that it traveled even further offshore than that. The short-

term biological studies. while perhaps falling short of their goals,

were also quite extensive. Et was one of the only times an attempt

was made to determine the effects on an offshore fishery and one of

the few times sublethal effects of various sorts were measured. In

that it now appears that there will be no long-term study of the spill's

effects, it can be said that there have been many spills with longer-

lasting and more extensive biological damage studies on the whole.

Many studies continue for a year at least. The study following the

West Falmouth spill in 1969 is still ongoing. However, once again the

location must be taken into account, Most of these longer-lasting

studies were of the more easily accessible intertidal zone, a place

the Argo Merchant's cargo never reached. In addition, the recently

started BLH baseline surveys and continuing NMFS cruises in the area

preclude, at least partially, the need for a special long � term study of
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the spill' s e f f ect s.

8.2

The analysis in Chapter 7, however, shows that despite the massi~~

effort, many of the activities were insufficient for the goals for

which they were intended. It remains to briefly summarize the overall

effectiveness of the response in meeting the three goals of post-spijl

science. This will both serve as an overall evaluation of the response

and point the way toward improvi.ng future responses,

8.2.1 Assistin the OSC

From the standpoint of assisting the cleanup effort, the Argo

Merchant spill was a fair.ly nondemanding one for scientists because

there essentially was no cleanup effort.  In a sense, then, the

scientific response was adequate for the OSC because an improvement in

it would not have improved the overall cleanup or salvage efforts,!

About all that Capt. Rein needed to know was the weather forecast

and general position of the oil. Much of the rest of the help scien-

tists provided was in answering questions from the press that Hein

couldn't answer. The few times scientific input was needed for

strategic decisions � where to tow the bow, when to deploy cleanup

In fact, many of the subsequent NMFS cruises altered their plans
slightly to account for the spill. ERCo, BLH's contractor for
Georges Bank chemical and biological baseline study, permanently
modified its sampling plan, moving two stations closer to the wreck
site. The spill site is also one of 20 stations along the East
Coast chosen for Ocean Pulse  NOAA,1977!, an upcoming NMFS program «
assess the biological health of the Atlantic OCS area.
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whether to blow up the bow and whenforces on an the decisions

were never o owo owed through or didn't matter anyw

y p oviding planes and vessels the OSC h l d

the scientists more than they helped

The essential wind and weather forecasts and the oil ~pplng

were provided i" exemplary fashion. These activities started shortly

after the grounding and had quick turnover times. The on-Line slick

forecasts by the Oceanographic Unit were not as exemplary si iy

cause it is impossible to set up such a system on the sp r of th

moment and expect it to function smoothly. Had it been needed for a

cleanup effort, the modeling might not have been adequate. Hein also

requested information of a predictive nature concerning weathering.
This he could not obtain because it was beyond the state of the art.
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8.2.2 Assessin the Dama e

It is too early to tell whether i.t will be possible to evaluate
the potential impact of most concern effects on commercial
fish stocks. Thi.s is a long-term effect because the damage most
likely to reduce fish stocks is the damage to eggs and larvae and
disruption of spawning. The year-class of eggs damaged will not
grow to catchable size for at least 3 years. For a variety of reasons
it is beyond our capability to extrapolate from measurements of short-
term effects to predictions of long-term effects. The only way to
measure these long-term effects is to wait for them to happen .

~ven then it may not be possible ro assess the magnitude of these
effects. A year-class fluctuates from l to 99 on a scale of 100



under normal conditions," explained George Kelly of MES. Isolating

the influence of the spill from the effects of fishing and from

natural fluctuations requires a long term series of population figures,

and probably equally long term data related to environmental conditions

and fishing effort. Said Kelly, "The only proof of impact will be the

complete absence of the 1976-1977 year class,"

The damages that could have been assessed somewhat better were the

short-term effects. Suffice it to say that the Argo Merchant studies

went beyond the surveys of immediate mortality and benthic species

diversity which characterized many previous studies, However, the
studies were generally inadequate statistically and suffered from

other shortcomings as well, The state of the att was not as big
an obstacle to these studies as it was to predicting lang-term
effects. However state of the art limitations did play a role,
particularly the inability to sample beneath the slick. Equally
important, however, was once again the fact that organizing the
necessary well-planned studies was impossible in the space of a few
days.

How adequate the assessment will be for legal purposes is also

hard to say . A peerless assessment is not needed, as noted by
Lutz and Neck �977!:

Courts, however, generally are stricter regarding
the certainty required about the fact of damage than
that certainty required for valuation of damage;
they will not allow uncertainty or difficulty in
determining the extent of damage to prevent
recovery for an in!ury to a substantial right..
The law only requires that the best evidence
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available in light of the nature of the case must
be presented.

If this is the case, then the qualitative findings of NMFS may be

adequate for recovery of some damages. What might not be adequate,

however, is the legal documentation of the assessment activities.

"You could probably write off from a legal standpoint all samples upto
and through the second cruise of the Endeavor," said George

Heimerdinger, who coordinated the chain of custody once it began,

Even after its belated start, only URI followed through on the chain of

custody. NMFS subdivided its samples and sent them out to its various

labs so quickly that Heimerdinger found it impossible to keep up
with them.

8.2.3 Advancin the State of the Art

For studying spills for the sake of acquiring new knowledge

there is no standard of adequacy imposed by outside factors such as

the needs of the OSC or legal requirements. Basically, the more that
can be learned, the better.

Much information of value is likely to be learned about the

physical behavior of surface slicks, including some quantitative

information. The movement of the surface slick is relatively easy
to study and the SOR team was ready with a plan and equipment, Some

interesting qualitative things were learned about the short � term

effects of oil, such as the adhesion of oil to the chorion of eggs
and the genetic damage to embryos, Adequate sampling and observations

of biology are much more difficult, and almost anything learned is
an advance of the state of knowledge.
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The big letdown as far as basic research is concerned, was the

failure to take bet.ter advantage of the chance to learn about the chemical

weathering of oil. While it was beyond the state of the art to predict

w'eathering, it was certainly not beyond the state of the art to measure

it. The abi.lity to model these processes is almost to the point where

quantitative rate and magnitude values will be needed. Yet these

vere not determined due to failure to sample quickly and adequately

enough, as detailed in Section 7.3.

S.3 No Coherent Plan

In short, while the response was admirable in many respects,

and extremely so when compared with many past efforts, it vas still

not as good as was necessary or desired, or as it could have been for

the same level of expenditure. One need merely imagine how much more

could have been accomplished vith the same number of ships and of
total ship-days, if all could have been coordinated in their efforts.

The preceding chapters have shown that there are several reasons

that the response was not as good as it could have been. One set
of reasons is virtually uncontrollable. They are the lack of long
term baseline data for biological assessment, the particular circum-
stances of the spill, especially the weather, and, most importantly,
state of the art limitations. The other set of factors is more or
less under human control. These are the instit~tional factors. To
a large extent, both what vas done and what vasn't done was determined
by these factors. What was done was largely a function of who and
what equipment vere available. In this sense, i.t was extremely
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fortunate that the spill occurred in a BLY lease area and in the

backyard of the academic/government research centers of Woods Hole

and Narragansett. What wasn' t done wasn't done largely because of the

delays, lack of planning, confusion, etc. that characterized the

response. It is important to note that the response is being

evaluated on scientific, not institutional grounds. Institutional

factors are important only insofar as they affect the scientific

quality. It is conceivable that a very poorly organized fumble of

a response could prove scientifically excellent. More likely is the

possibility that it might not matter at all how well planned and

coordinated the response is because the state of the are is so

limiting. Both these possibilities were somewhat realized in the

Argo Merchant response, but not completely. There were still many

cases where the response fell far short, for institutional reasons, of

what the state of the art would have al.lowed.

We have seen how the response snowballed in two weeks from vir-

tually nothing to ma/or proportions, as more and more scientists got

involved. We have seen that these scientists got involved for a number

of reasons. Some, mainly from EPA and the Coast Guard, were required to

*

Indeed, while virtually everyone interviewed agreed that the response
did not go as smoothly as possible, there was wide disagreement on
the final scientific quali.ty. One end of the scale was represented by
KPA's Paul Lefcourt. "I think the actual response was good," he said.
"There was a lot of flailing of arms behind the scenes, but the actual
response was good." The other side was represented by WHOI's John
Teal and John Farrington who, in the words of the latter, called
the response "Too li.ttle, too late." Explained Farrington, uNobody
would've designed an experiment like this, but since it happened
it's a tr'agedy we didn't make better use of it."
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respond by the National Contingency PIan. Nany others volunteered
out of concern and agreed to work without pay. The spill was, af'ter
all, an emergency,and a feeling of altruism, obligation or public
spirit motivated scientists initially. Still others, such as some of
the modelers and George Woodwell's group at NBL, responded to requests
from the Coast Guard, politicians, or other scientists, though the
willingness with which they responded made their response no less

altruistic than that of the volunteers. Not everyone was completely
altruistic however. Some groups, particularly some of the consulting
firms, were merely contractors, paid to provide a certain service,
usually flights and photos. Nore importantly, a very large number of

respondees were motivated by a desire to do their own research on the

spill of' opportunity. The main example of this, of course, was the

SOR team, which had very little intention originally of becoming the
main adviser to the Coast Guard and overall coordinator. Others

responding to the spill as a spill of opportunity included Jerry

Hilgram of HIT, who wanted to study dispersion of oil in the water

column by waves; some VRI researchers, who wanted to study dispersion
in general; EG6G, which wanted to test its drogues; and Dave Schulta

USGS group, which had been thinking for years of sampling intertidal
sands for hydrocarbon levels. A very common rationale, as has
seen, was something like the following: "We were going to do

anyway, so we figured we might as well do it then and help out
spill response as well."

Not everyone who might had had a motive did respond, however.
Noticeably absent, for instance, were the oil companies, who no
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had valuable expertise they could have offered or who mightdoubt a va u

d to study the spi.ll. as a spill of opportunity ln additionhave wante

e plan for che~i~ 1 dKRCo, w

the effects of

EG<G, Ray th

pys ca ' ""'"Parts for the >LM ba

have seen that at the time of the spill there was only one

complete plan specif ically geared f or post-spill science the SOR

team's and it was a very limited plan and an untested one at that.

We have seen how the SOR team, because it was there early and was

more organized than other groups, was drawn into the role of scientific

coordinator. It provided a vitally needed core around which the

rest of the response could grow. "If the spilled oil research team

wasn't there," observed EPA's Lefcourt, "it would have had to have

been invented. "

It is all too easy, however, to overestimate the efficacy of

the SDR team in organizing the response, This is done. for instance,

by the SOR team itself  Grose and Ywttson, 1977!, which wrote.'

When the Argo Merchant ran aground, there was virtually
no organized plan for conducting research on spilled oil.
with the exception of an outline plan of  the! NOAA
Coast Guard Spilled Oil Research Program. As the word
of the potential disaster got around by phone calls and
news media, people, agencies and institutions volunteered
their services and responded to requests for help. Within
a few days a coherent research plan specific to the Argo
Merchant was put together by participating scientists and
implemented, "

>f the hay have shown anything, the preceding chapters have shown that
the evolut i.on

s by no means as s mP
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as smooth as NOAA's description implies, The plan evolved slowly

over a period of weeks, not days, Scientists became involved>
planning sessi.ons were held and new ideas conceived at many points

along the way. Not only that, but the growth was not even continuous,

It came in starts and stops, in discrete spurts of energy, These

spurts followed several mini-crises the initial grounding, the

breakup, the onshore wind movement of December 26 � although the
activities generated by these spurts of energy may not have been

seen until days or even weeks later due to lag times,

There was no coherent plan or leadership until the first week

of January, when the chemistry committee and the interagency coordinating
committee were formed. Before that, there was the SOR team, which

provided some coordination, but it was just that � coordination and

not real leadership. The SOR team did not direct all activities,

assign people to tasks, prevent duplication of effort and decide

upon priorities. Nor could it be expected to. It was not

legally mandated as the leader, as the Coast Guard was for the overall

response. It had no funds to distribute and not even any non-legal

claim to leadership. Other institutions were under no obligation
to follow the SOR team's word. While the SOR team did recruit some

equipment and personnel, many of the investigators, especially in the
beginning, acted on their own. There was no coherent unified plan,
but rather an amalgamation of individual ideas. When someone decided

to do something, it became part of the "plan." The SOR team' s

coordination role in these instances merely consisted of finding out
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who was doing what and recording it. The SOR played

and it was in this, the passive coordination, that the SOR team

did its most splendid job, coming out with its first comprehensive
summary of post-spill research on January 3.

Pith no leadership and no contingency plan, the response which
did evolve was subject to the vagaries of circumstance, Only par t
of what was done was motivated by considerations of what needed to
be done most. Much of what was done was determined by what could be
done on short notice, by what equipment was available, and by the
special interests and talents of those who responded. Faced with
having to plan quickly, many people did first what they knew how to
do best. The Oceanographic Unit deployed DMS's, the SOR team drift
cards, Griscom bottom drifters, EGSG current drogues. NMFS conducted
its cruises using standard MA$2fAP sampling techniques. Each chemist
used his own favorite analytical method, each sample collector his
or her favorite sampler. Not all of these were ideally suited for
the purpose to which they were put.

In this regard it is amazing how much difference a few months
could have made. + Many activities and developments related to the
response were developed only months before the spill, the most notable

The difference is not necessarily straightforward, in the sense that
a later spill would not have meant a uniformly better response. Eva
Hoffman reported, for instance, that the Endeavor, which was not
supposed to be ready until April, was booked solid for two years and
might not have been available after April.
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being the SOR team. Had the spill occured in August instead of

December, there might have been no quick response at all., Other

activities were Just shy of being ready: BLM studies were to start

in a month; the 200-mile limit was to be instituted in March, 1977;

the Oceanographic Unit was in the process of developing an on-line

oil spill model; the Coast Guard's Airborne Oil Surveillance System

was to be brought on line in early 1977; the Endeavor was not to

begin cruises until Apr.il; NMFS's Ocean Pulse program was to begin

development and testing in 1977. Many of these resources and plans

vere brought on-line or implemented prematurely  and usual.ly at

diminished effectiveness! to meet the emergency. Others, however,

never made it.

In short, despite the very best above-and-beyond-the-call-of-

duty efforts of everyone involved, the r'esponse was disorganized,

subject to long lag times and wasted effort. "In my mind," said

Eva Hoffman, "people were running around like chickens vith their

heads cut off," a characterization also used by several others

interviewed. "When things happened," concurred Richard 3adamec,

"it was catch as catch can." Many others merely used the word "ad hoc."

By the time the response was a few days old, many people were begin-

ning to realize that it was simply impossible to organize a large-

scale effective study after the spill had occurred, no matter how

many emergency meetings were called, What was needed, virtually

everyone agreed, was more extensive advance planning.
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Crisis Science

The reasons a plan is needed are easy to fathom from the account

of the Argo Merchant response. Mainly. it is that a post-spill response

is both complex, challenging, quick and completely foreign to the

laboratory experience. The very same reasons, in fact, that make

post-spill research desirable, also make it exceedingly difficult.

The valuable part of spill studies for advancing the state of

knowledge, for instance, is that the spill is the real thing, wi.th

no variables missing, no problems of scale. Yet this means more

variables must be measured to understand anything, and over a

much larger area than in a laboratory or controlled field experiment.

The fact that a spill study might be used in litigation imposes

stricter legal standards and restraints on top of the already strict

scientific standards. These standards mainly concern documentation,

not actual science, but their importance cannot be understated.

Nor can the extra headaches they add to sampling, especially under

rough conditions.

Finally, the fact that scientists aid the spill cleanup effort

draws them inextricably into the spill response, with all its problems.

Zt means scientists must operate with the same sense of urgency as

the overall response. It means they must operate surrounded by

cleanup crews who perhaps view them as a nuisance. It means perhaps

that they must operate while the subject of their study is skimmed, burned,

bombarded with detergents or otherwise altered while they are studying

it. Also, it means the scientists must operate in the public eye.
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It means they must answer questions not of their own fashioning, but

questions posed by non-scientists, the Coast Guard, the politicians,

the press, and the public. It means they must give answers quickly

enough for them to be of use in the response. And it means they

might sometimes have to venture out on a limb, beyond where the

experimental evidence would normally let them wander, to offer conjectures

as answers when the real answer is unknown but some decision must be made

nevertheless. All this binders the normal conduct of scientific

investigations.

To these factors we can add the tremendous complexities and

multi-disciplinary nature of the response, as was shown in Fig. 7,4-1.

The spill is a web of activities that must be well-coordinated to be

mutually supportive. It is difficult for any single activity to be

conducted in isolation.

And on top of all this are the time problems stemming from the

nature of the spill itself. First, it is an accident, unpredictable

in time and space. Second, it is a short-lived phenomenon. As soon

as it hits the water, the oil begins changing, dispersing, evaporating

and drifting. This means that scientists will not have long to plan

an investigation with adequate controls and the like. It means

they must drop what they are doing, marshall whatever resources they

can and start. Much of the data is very perishable. If the response

is not quick enough data are lost. If the right equipment is not

available, data are lost. A post-spill investigation is unlike

careful, planned, controlled laboratory science. It is not like a

surgical operation in which the patient has been carefully diagnosed
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and prepared, the operating room set aside, the equipment sterilized,

and the doctor scheduled for 10 the next morning. It is rather like

research from the back of an ambulance. It is crisis science,

which institutional factors and logistical problems can be as

important as scientific factors, Post-spill science is indeed a

"response" in the same sense of the word as the Coast Guard's

actions constitute a response, And like the Coast Guard's response,

the scientists' response could use a plan,
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CHAPTER 9

TOWARDS A SCIENTIFIC CONTINGENCY PLAN

9.1 A Sam le of One

The conclusion that a contingency plan would have helped is not

very startling. It is, in fact, a fairly obvious one given the just

told tale of the Argo Merchant scientific response. What is far

more difficult is to design such a-plan.

In this task, examination of the successes and failures of previous

post-spill scientific ventures should be the starting point. In

addition to the general conclusions summarized in the previous section,

our detailed look at the Argo Merchant response yields many observations

which may be of use in formulating a scientific response plan. This

chapter will point out some of these factors and their implications

for future responses. It will not go as far as to formulate a specific

plan with specific activities and specific methods for achieving

specific ends. It would be unwise to do so on the basis of only

one case study. Many of the strengths and weaknesses of the Argo

Merchant response are peculiar to the Argo Merchant case and it is

dangerous to extrapolate too much. What is desirable and achievable

after a given spi,ll will be a function, at least partly, of the

particulars of that spill. Among these particulars are the following:

THE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SETTING: This factor is of tbe utmost

importance. Distance from shore largely determines the logistical

support needed to study the spill and the time available for shoreline
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preparation. The biota, water movements and other influencing variables

will be different depending on whether the spill occurs in the open

ocean, an estuary, a bay, a lake or a river and also depending upon

exactly where in each water body the spill occurs. The rotary

tides of the Georges Bank area, for instance, were not well accounted

for in planning of current measuring techniques after the Argo

Merchant spill, nor could they have been if the model for planning was

a spill i.n an area without such tides.

TYPE OF SPILL: Large tanker spills may provide more of a warning than

well blowouts or pipeline spills, though this is not always the case.

The Argo Merchant lasted 6 days before breaking up, a delay sorely

needed for procuring ships. The Arrow took about 4 days and the

Torrey Canyon about 8. This may influence how much quick baseline

data can be gathered and how much site-specific planning can be done.

Other factors related to the type of spill may also have to be

considered. For instance, the danger of fire and explosions near

a well blowout may prevent sampling close to the source of the spill.

SPILL CHARACTERISTICS: The type of oil and the size of the spill,

along with environmental conditions, help determine how long the oil

will remain in the environment and the type of effects to look for.

Dissolution and short-term toxicity will be much more likely

consequences of Ho. 2 fuel oil spills than of No. 6 oi.l spills.

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS: The season, sea state, cloud base, tempera-

ture, etc. all greatly influence both the fate of the oil and the range
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of possible activities. The presence of ice may be a factor of

particular importance. In the Argo Merchant case the weather vas

one of the largest obstacles to scientific research and to efforts

to mitigate the spill's effects.

EFFORTS TO MITIGATE THE SPILL'S EFFECTS' The nature of cleanup

activities must be taken into account in various ways. If dispersants

are used, for instance, a biological damage assessment might want to

distinguish between the effects of the oil and the effects of the

dispersants, if possible. Dif ferent cleanup approaches might also

require different kinds of real-time input from scientists on scene.

The variety of circumstances can only be foreseen by studies of

many spills and scenarios, and a plan must either specifically account

for various possibilities or else be broad enough to cover many classes
of circumstance. However, there are some general concerns, techniques
and activities that may be broadly applicable. Rather than designing
a specific plan based only on the Argo Merchant experience, which
could be foolhardy indeed, the remainder of thi.s chapter will instead
suggest various factors that should be considered in designing such a
plan. Most of these will be of the general type, applicabl.e to many
cases. For those that seem more specifi.c, the type of spill they best
apply to should be kept in mind.

One obvious lesson is that any plan must consider both scienti.fic
and logistical/institutional factors. Both of these vill be discussed
in turn. Both, however, will tend to be influenced by the goals of
the response, so it is this that will be discussed first.
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9.2

It has been seen that ther'e are three overall goals for responding

scientifically to an oil spill. In designing a spill study plan it

should be decided which one or how many of the goals will be sought.

If the Argo case is any indication, all three objectives will be

important to some degree. The question then becomes whether all the

goals should be addressed in a single plan or separate plans, and by

a single group or separate groups. The National Contingency Plan, for

instance, considers only two of the three goals � assistance of

cleanup and damage assessment. Studies for mere scientific interest

are allowed to happen on their own. And of the two goals addressed,

the NCP provides for different groups to handle each.

Based on the Argo Merchant response, a good case can be made that

all objectives should be planned for together, and that one group

 e. g., a SOR team! should be established to coordinate and direct

all aspects. In the Argo case and other spills it seems that the

damage assessors are often drawn into the cleanup response anyway.

Substantial benefits were derived from the intermingling of all three

objectives in the Argo Merchant spill. The slick maps helped both

the Coast Guard mobilize equipment and the biologists plan stations.

The scientists lent advice, and removed the burden of dealing with the

press on scientific issues from the OSC In return, the Coast Guard's

logistic support in the form of planes and vessels accounted for a

large part of the SOR team's success.

On the other hand, there are somewhat different institutional
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and scientific requirements for achieving each oh!ective. A. biologist

interested in learning about the effects of oil for scientific interest

might best be advised to sample areas of maximum pollution and the most

sensitive species. A biologist interested primarily in assessing

economi.c damage may sample the area's important shellfish bed even if

the oil does not go there, on the grounds that damage in other places

is not important anyway. Different levels of speed and accuracy

are required for different objectives. An overflight merely to determine

the oil's direction can be far quicker than one designed to provide

a detailed slick map for scientific purposes. As another example,

it may be unwise to shackle a sample destined for a quick density

measurement with the cumbersome requirements of legal documentation

and chain of custody. It may also be unwise to make the scientific

response too dependent on Coast Guard support. For if there is a

conflict, Coast Guard resources will go toward mitigating the effects

of the spill, not toward scientific research. The public would have

it no ocher way. In other wards, with limited resources, i.t will be

impassible to do everything to satisfy all three goals at once . There

will have to be tradeoffs. Given this, it might be better to have three

separate groups internally optimize the achievement of thei.r own goals

than to have one central group do tradeoffs among all of them. In

any case, the following conclusions seem to be valid:

 l! The mechanism currently in operation for providing scientific
advice Co the OSC was clearly inadequate for the Argo merchant spill.
The RRT was almost completely bypassed in favor of the SOR team and the
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Oceanographic Unit for giving advice. Part of the reason is that

the RRT did not have the wide range of expertise necessary. Equally

as important, it had no capability of conducting research on its own

to provide up-to-date information and advice. The current rnechanisrn

will likely have to be supplemented, whether by one comprehensive

SOR team, or by an internal Coast Guard group. Even if it decided not

to include response assistance as a goal of the scientific plans, the

response advisory capability will have to be upgraded, or else the

resulting vacuum will just suck the other scientists into the Coast

Guard response all over again.

�! Even if separate plans are drawn up, some mechanism should be

planned to take advantage of the possibilities of symbiotic interactions.

A bird or mammal observer can be put aboard a Coast Guard cutter for

virtually no expense at all. If there is one team, everything can

be considered together. If there are separate institutions, some

liaison system should be set up.

�! The studies done for purely scientific interest present a

special problem. Even if such studies become part of a national

plan, there will likely be other independent investigators who will

arise after a spill to study it for their own ends. Thi.s was true

of many parties in the Argo Merchant case, such as EG&G, which wished

to test its drogues. A biologist may have his favorite species or

salt marsh to sample, a manufacturer might want to test the ability

of his drifter to stay with the oil. If these researchers have their

own funding and equipment, it would be difficult to make them subjugate
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their plans to something more in the national plan's interest. In

fact it would be an undesirable impingement on freedom of research.

However, some mechanism should still be instituted to try to prevent

these independent operators from interfering with other aspects of

the response. In addition, there are many cases where the overall

scientific response could be aided by these independents without any

detriment to the independents themselves. It did not barm EG&G to

drop drift cards for the SOR team. At the very least, then, it mi.ght

be desirable to require all parties planning to do research on the

spill to at least inform some authority of their plans. Much of

the value of the SOR team was in finding out who was doing what

and trying to arrange such linkages.

9.3 Institutional Factors

In the Argo Merchant case, the following i.nstitutional obstacles

hindered the response:

�! Inability to obtain equipment fast enough: This was especially
true of vessels.

�! Manpower and personnel problems: One of these was indecision

over whether to get involved, which delayed the response of academic

institutions by a day or two. Another even more important one was

that those involved in the response could not participate to the fullest

extent because of other commitments. This was true of all the academic

scientists and most of the government ones.

�! Funding limitations: Closely linked with manpower problems is

the issue of funding. There were two problems related to money that
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prevented the Argo Merchant response from being all it could have been.

One was a matter of timing, the failure to produce money quickly

enough. Most of the response participants became involved on faith

but became increasingly reluctant to continue without assurance of

eventual payment- The problem here is that the government is just

not geared to releasing large amounts of money quickly. The other

problem was the amount of funding, which set an upper limit on what

could be accomplished. This affected the biological studies the most.

Apparently, with the scare having passed, a political decision

was made not to coaaait funds for a long-range study.

�! Lack of coordination. While the response was somewhat coordinated,

there were many instances where one party did not know what the other

vas doing. There vere gapa in information flow, such as when the

National Weather Service failed to receive feedback from the an--scene

cutters, or when EG&G attempted to get permission to deploy current

meters.

�! Lack of leadership: For a long time it was not clear who was in

charge of the response. This was somewhat disconcerting to those

researchers involved in studying the spill. The lack of leadership

contributed to the four other problems mentioned above.

To be effective, a contingency plan should account for all the~~
factors. We consider each in turn.

9.3.1

There are several ways to provide for obtaining equipme«a

spill. One is to have the material on hand waiting
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widely apart. such equipment may be spread around the country is

a function of the immediacy with which the equipment will be needed

and the speed with which it can be transported to the scene. Another

method is to know where to obtain the equipment, but allow it to be

used for other purposes between spills. A third possibility is to

hunt up the equipment from scratch when it is needed, Each of these

mechanisms has its own characteristic response times.

Judging from the Argo Herchant response, when equipment was ready

in the area and easily diverted, such as Coast Guard helicopters and

cutters, the achievable response time was about an hour. Equipment

specifically designated for spill response but somewhat far from the

scene took about half a day to arrive. This included the Atlantic

Stride Team's equipment and the SOR team's equipment. When equipment

had to be hunted up from scratch, even when it was known where to look,

the response time ranged from two days to more than a week. As

Hilgram �977! pointed out, it took 47 hours for the first barge to

reach the scene. It took about two days as well for the NOAA data

buoy to arrive after it was ordered. It took at least 5 days for

research vessels to reach the scene and more than a week for the

bottom drifters to arrive.

Obviously, from the point of view of the spill response, the

ideal would be to have all the necessary equipment sitting around in

each area, waiting, But this can be extraordinarily expensive. So

generally. a choice will have to be made between the following:

either allow the equipment to be used for other purposes between spills



divert i t. for use during spills ~ or set aside the equi.pment speci f i-
ca] ]y for spills but for a wide enough geographic area that the equip-
ment gets enough use, as in the case of the Atlantic Strike Team's

equipment.

If we consider the hardware and software necessary for a prediction

of the oil's path as equipment, then modeling is a parti.cularly easy

problem in this regard. It does not have to be moved to the scene.

Joe Bishop of CEDDA suggested that one center could be used to supply

simple risk models immediately after all spills in the country. This

could be done merely by running the nearest historical wind record

through a standard program. The wind data would not be hard to store

in one place - it is already done. A similar central location could

also be used for on-line modeling.

At the other extreme of the equipment problem are research vessels,

especially those that can move through the oil. A vessel may be

needed almost immediately if subsurface transport and evaporation

are to be measured, or if a quick pre-spill baseline survey is to

be taken. Yet ships are not very mobile compared to air-liftable

equipment and must be near the scene.

9.3.2 Personnel

The main actors in the response should be designated beforehand

to allow for an early start. One important general issue in this regard

is 'to decide whether these actors should be based locally or nationally

 It should be kept in mind that the question should be

answered for both leaders and for actual legmen. ! Considerations



deciding this are largely the same as for equipment procurement,

except distance is not such an important factor since people are,

so to speak, air � deployable. What is important is the level of

expertise. A national team could offer more expertise, due to a

higher frequency of spill responses. On the other hand, locals have

a much better grasp of site-specific physical, chemical and biological

factors which are necessary in designing a specific response.

Generally some input from local scientists, even if only advice, will

be needed, especially for biological studies, which can vary more from

site to site than, say, slick surveillance.

Related to this is the question of what type of group should

handle the response a federal agency, a state agency, an academic

or a commercial group? In the Argo Merchant effort all four groups

played a band, but the main participants were the federal government

and the academic institutions. By the end of the response, the two

groups were quick to point out the shortcomings in. the other' s

ability to mount a response.

"For us to deal with a bunch of academic prima donnas was a complete

waste of time for us," said the SOR team's Jim Mattson. Two complaints

were voiced by SOR team members interviewed. One was that the academic

scientists had trouble mobilizing without assurance of payment, a

charge the academic scientists would be the first to concede. The

other was that the academic scientists were overly concerned with their

own pet research projects to do what was best for the overall response

Give research money to academics, said SOR's Jerry Gait, and one winds
up with a "hobby shop."
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The academic scientists, on the other hand, point to the fact

that the government, despite its talk, was not prepared for the response

and could not have done anything without local research vessels.

Moreover, the confusion over the lead agency and the general bureacratic

problems that accompany the government everywhere, hindered the

response, they say.

One idea that was expressed widely in interviews was to have the

SOR team come in for the early work and give way to a long-term

team of locals with adequate funding. This would give academic

scientists time to mobilize and let them work when the pressure was

off under conditions more amenable to academic science.

9. 3. 3 Pinancin the Res onse

Especially if academic institutions or consulting firms are

involved, funding should be provided in real time. Perhaps this could

be done by including scientific activities among those for which the

National Contingency Plan's revolving pollution fund could be used.

This is probably not a very good idea.

This is because the costs of cleanup and prevention incurred by

the fund are replenished by the spiller or his agent, but a case

might be made that a spiller should not be held responsible for

spill-of-opportunity research. Secondly, it is not desirable to have

the Coast Guard Commandant control the purse strings of scientific

research. An alternative is to have a separate revolving fund for

research, but it is unclear where the money would come from and how

it would be replenished. One possibility is to draw money from the
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usuperfund- Perhaps the best bet is to budget money to the group

in charge, or require the lead agency to set aside some budgeted

money each year.

9.3.4 Leadershi and Coordinat ion

One lesson that seems clear is that a strong leader seems needed�

either a person, an interagency group  such as the NRT or the inter-

agency coordinating committee! or a lead agency. The National

Contingency Plan did not specify a lead scientific agency. The

vying for this post by EPA and NOAA greatly confused the response.

There must be on-scene leadership at the l.east, and possibly overall,

political leadership from Washington. Coordination is also sorely

needed between the scientific response and the cleanup response and

between different branches of the scientific response. A strong leader
can provide this coordination. Ef not, a series of liaison men may be

needed. The dual liaison system involving the SOR team and the

Oceanographic Unit seemed to link the Coast Guard and academicians

well. Finally, whatever plan is arrived at, it should be incorporated
into the National Contingency Plan in some way.

9.4 Scientific As ects

9.4.l What is Needed

The first step toward determining what should be done after a
spill is to determine what is needed for achievement of the various
go als of a scientific response.
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AID TO OSC: Perhaps the most important informati.on for the OSC  in

tbe Argo Merchant case at least! had nothing to do with the oil itself.

Rather it was knowledge and forecasts of wind and weather for use

in planning cleanup and salvage efforts. Just about as important

were knowledge and forecasts of the oil's position. Both short-term

 on-line! and lang-term  risk! models were needed. On a secondary

level, Rein needed capability to predict weathering and the effects

of oil for decisions such as where to tow the bow, when to blow up

the bow, when the harmfulness of the oil would diminish and whether

burning would be feasible. In general, it appears that the greater

the cleanup capability, the greater the need to forecast weathering,

spreading and effects  as opposed to mere advection! of the oil.

BIO-ASSESSMENT: To one degree or another, any assessment will require

long-term data collected both after and  if possible! before the

spill. It will require data from contaminated and control areas.

Very generally then, an assessment requires an ability to

distinguish contaminated areas control areas and affected organisms

from unaffected. In the past this has often meant concentrating on

benthos, which are immobile and easily sampled. It also means that

attention should be paid in designing a plan ta the potential for

taking advantage of ongoing programs, such as the OCS baseline studies

and, in the Northeast, Ocean Pulse. These programs will provide data

methodology and equipment. In a given region there are also likely

to be scattered and patchy data available from independent research,

most of it probably not related to oil spills. These too should be
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capitalized upon, if possible. However, the less specifically

designed for oil spills the experiment was, the less the protocol

should be followed. Over-reliance on established protocol may have

worked to the detriment of NMFS after the Argo Nerchant spill.

Apparently, such aver-reliance has been true in the past, for the

National Academy of Sciences �975! saw fit to warn that "Previous

baseline surveys should not be used as a reason to adopt obsolete

methods or devote efforts to areas that are different from the spill

area. u

A UISITEON OP KNOWLEDGE: This is an open-ended category � almost

anything goes. However, the ultimate goal of such research should be

ta help improve future cleanups and assessments. One activi.ty that

suggests itsel.f iuauediately is to use the spill as an opportunity to

teet cleanup equipment. Not only is this an obvious and important

use of a spill of opportunity, but, if the experiment is a success,
a beneficial one as well.

9.k. 2 Some S e c if i c Act ivi t ies and Methods

Discussing specific activities and methods on the basis of one

case study is even more tenuous than discussing organizational or

general scientific aspects. The warning that what is good for one

spill might not be so for another is re-emphasized. Nevertheless,
for what it's worth, here are some activities and methods that stood
Out in some way in their respective categories in the Argo ?merchant
response .'



PARTICULARLY SUCCESSFUL ACTIVITIES: In this category, the nominees

are the following:  a! quick and early and frequent meteorological

measurements and forecasts;  b! the underwater photography for

observing slick movement and dispersion;  c! the careful mapping

flights, although remote sensing would be better;  d! the satellite

trackable buoy for both long-range tracking and long-term current

movements;  e! the on-board quick screening of sediment and

water column samples, which helped improve the sampling strategy en

route and also prevented the needless and costly analysis of all

samples;  f! the distillation test and measurement of the physical

properties of both fresh and artificially weathered oil;  g! the

sterile bag sampler for beneath-slick water column samples, though

it is made of plastic,'  h! the leeway experiments;  i! cytological

examinations of eggs to detect moribundity as well as mortality;

 j! benthic sampling because it i.s relatively easy to distinguish

contaminated from non-contaminated areas.

NOT-SO-USEFUL ACTIVITIES: Among the activities that were not very

useful and offer little promise of being useful in future incidents

are the following:  a! plywood drifters for open ocean tracking;

 b! estimating spill volume from overflights alone;  c! the feeding

analysis;  d! dye drogues except for very short � term measurements.

NOT-SO-USEFUL ACTIVITIES THAT COULD BK USEFUL: Included in this group

of potentially valuable activities which for some institutional or

scientific reason did not live up to their potential in the Argo
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Merchant response are:  a! remote sensing of the slick  including

visual observations! which could have benefited from simultaneous

sampling to provide "ground truth" correlations,'

 h! visual observations of pancake growth, which could have been better

if done on one pancake',  c! on-line slick modeling, which could have

been more automated, on-line quicker and given more information than just

the outer limits.  d! zooplankton tows, which could 'have been more

extensive  e! neuston tows for eggs and larvae  because of their

sensitivity to oil and importance to fish stock maintenance! which

also could have been more extensive;  f! laboratory studies, had

actual Argo Merchant oil been used in observed concentrations;

 g! cargo sampling had there been more than one;  h! sediment

sampling;  i! sublethal effects testing, if better correlated

with exposure levels and tissue hydrocarbon levels.

GAPS; Among the major gaps in our ability, as pointed out in the Argo
Merchant response, are the following. These are gapa in methodology
a»d do not include our overall lack of ability to model oil and

understand its effects:  a! ability to measure the amount of oil

either in the field or leaking from the ship. This puts a limit on how

well the oil's fate be determined because it prevents using a mass
balance approach;  b! capability to perform biological analyses on
ship. According to Fred Thurberg of NMFS, Milford, many fish tissues
begin to decay quickly and cannot be preserved well by freezing. On-
»ard analyses might be required and is being developed as part of
the Ocean pulse program;  c! ability to sample biota beneath and in
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oiled areas without clogging nets ang contaminating non-contaminated

organisms.

9.4.3 The "S stems" A roach

In choosing activities it should be kept in ming

thing will be possible and that tradeoffs will have

broader or "systems" view should also be kept in ming. Various thin

to be kept in mind are pointed out in this section. Unfortunat l

while it is necessary to point them out, it is not sufficient. Far

more difficult is to actually design a plan considering these

factors. Among them:

TRADEOFFS WITHIN ACTIVITIES: It is not enough for the plan to say

TINING: The laplan should not only tel.l what activities should

attempted but in what order as well. It th timing of the activity an
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merely what activities are to be undertaken. As Chapter 7 has shown,

issues of time and space scales and various resolutions must be

considered and the plan should at least give rough guidelines for these.

Unfortunately, increasing the resolution or coverage in one dimension

usually entails decreasing it in another. A photograph from higher

altitudes gives better synopticity ang wider coverage but less fine

resolution. A box corer takes a deeper sediment sample

Smith-MacIntyre grab but takes an hour longer as well. The actual

sample coverage ang spacing will be determined both by the requ«emen

that the activity adequately cover what is being studied ang by th

~overage and spacing of other, related activities in the response.



turn-around tiore are important to consider. Timing wi11 be

determined by events of the overall response  e.g. the time until the

ship breaks up is roughly the time available for baseline measure-

ments in the slick's eventual path!; by characteristic travel times

 e.g. to land!; residence times of oil or characteristic time frames of

a particular process  e.g. evaporation!, or by the need to conduct one

activity before or concurrently with another. For instance, it might

be wise in a future spill to forget about time-consuming sediment

sampling at first and merely run several transects taking many ~ster

column sarrrples. Baseline measurements are another obvious time-limited

activity. But to conduct baseline measurements in the eventual path

of the spill before the spill occurs might require that a risk assessment

model be run before that. And so on. Once again, easier said than done.

THE STATE OF THE ART: The state of the art sets an. effective ceiling

on what can be accomplished. Planning should take notice of the state

of the art level, by which is meant the best achievable response

given the best equipment and personnel available, ample funding,

near-perfect foresight, etc.  in other words, limited only by forces

beyond hurrran control!. PIanning should also pay attention to the

typically achieved level and to the desirable ar acceptable level.

If the acceptable level is beyond the state of the art level, then

planning a spill response won't help much at all, particularly if the

typically achieved level is already close to the state of the art. In

such cases, it's better to forget about the spill response and concentrate

instead on furthering the state of the art. Of course, one of the best
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ways to further the state of the art is to study spills of opportunity.

If it is beyond the state of the art to assess damage from a spill in

economic terms, perhaps it is futile to attempt it. Rather than making

broad surveys for damage assessment, it may be better to concentrate

on one well.-designed experiment of one biological. aspect, such as

following a cohort of larvae to determine effects as a function of

intensity and duration of exposure.

LABORATORY VS FIKLDWORK: In designing studies to advance the state

of the art, consideration should be given to what is best learned in

the lab and what best in the field. Post � spill studies are much more

difficult and expensive than lab studies and should be avoided if

possible. Usually, as has been said, they cannot, because lab

studies are insufficient. Best use will be made of both techniques

if field work is used to design and calibrate lab tests.

There is also a compromise between lab studi.es and post-spill

studies the planned spill study. This has many of the attributes

of a real  accidental! spill but allows measuring stations to be

set up in advance, the ideal site to be picked, etc. These type of

tests have been used in the past by many researchers  Smith and MacIntyre,

1971; Smith, 1974; McAuliffe, 1977; Bieri and Stamoodis, 1977! and the

SOR team is considering some for its program. Apparently, however,

the legal obstacles to conducting these tests are large, perhaps

understandably so.
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A FINAL CAVEAT: Throughout this entire paper ft has bean
s ean assumed

tffic response pos

however. s s only one
y

l,ooked « f"

is not as high c eanup
Many of those i

l s be one obstacle

be eliminated annera,
and that is the amount of money devoted to it. Ho response will be
given the money to do a complete fob, especially for pure research

purposes, and probably rightly so. Planning is still desirable to

achieve the best response for a given cost, and to that end, various

activities should be pre-costed and prforftfzed. Another thing

that planners can do in this case is to pay attention to fixed and

marginal costs. Certain thfngs, such as spill surveillance, are likely

to be done anyway, to aid the response. These are fixed costs. Vfth

Just a little bit more ef fort something could be learned from the same

activity. Similarly, if sediment hydrocarbon levels are being measured

for a damage assessment, f.t might cost little extra to measure suspended

sediment types and levels in an attempt to better define sedfment-

fnduced sinking of oil.
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Dates in parentheses indicate telephone conversations;
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NOTE:

a,b,c,d,e: Common superscripts denote at least partly simultaneous
interviews on date indicated.
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LEST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AMSI
ART
AST
BLM
CEDDA
DMB
EPA
ERCo
ERDA
IR
MARMAP

MBL
MESA
MIT
NASA
NCP

NEFC
NMFS
NOAA

NRT
NUSC
NWS
OCS
OCSEAP
OSC

R&D Ctr
RRT
SOR
URI
USC
USCG
USGS
UV
WHO I
XBT
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Aero-Marine Surveys, Inc.
Airborne Radiation Thermometer
Atlantic Strike Team  Coast Guard!
Bureau of Land Management  Dept. of Enterior!
Center for Experiment Design and Data Analysis  NOAA!
Datum Marker Buoy
Environmental Protection Agency
Energy Resources Company, Inc.  Cambridge, Mass.!
Energy Research and Development Administration
Infrared

Marine Resources Monitoring, Assessment and Prediction Program
 NEFC!

Marine Biological Laboratory  Woods Hole, Mass.!
Marine Ecosystems Analysis  NOAA!
Massachusetts Institute of Technology  Cambridge, Mass.!
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National  Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution! Contingency

P lan

Northeast Fisheries Center  HMFS!
National Marine Fisheries Service  NOAA!
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  Dept. of

Commer ce!
National Response Team
Naval Underwater Systems Center  Newport, R.I.!
National Weather Service  NOAA!
Outer Continental Shelf

Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program  NOAA!
On � Scene Coordinator

Coast Guard Research and Development Center  Groton, Conn.!
Regional Response Team
Spilled Oil Research Team  NOAA/Coast Guard!
University of Rhode Island  Kingston, R.I.!
University of Southern California  Los Angeles, Cal.!
U.S. Coast Guard  Dept. of Transportation!
V.S. Geological Survey  Dept. of Interior!
Ultraviolet

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution  Woods Hole, Mass.!
Expendable Bathythermograph



APPENDIX

DAY BY-DAY SUNNARY OF SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES, DFC 17 - iAN 9

KEY TO FIGURFS h-I THROUGH A-24

SChTTKRED PANChKKS

"PANCAKE I"

POSITIONS OF NOAA SATELLITE TRACKABLE BUOY. CL'FAR SYHBOLS ARF
LhsT REPDRTED PosrTIUN FRQH DAY BEFDRE AND FIRB PosITIDN
REPORTED TRF. DAY hFTER.

oiL BOUNDhRY  NOTE: SHhDING HELPS ILLUSTRATE sPILL BDUNDARIEs-
CONTINLOUS SHADING DOES NOT INDICATE THAT OIL CONPLETKLY
COVERFD AREA WITHIN BOUNDARY. OFTEN COVERAGE HAS LESS THAN I2.!
CC/SOR TEAN FLIGHT TRACK

OCEANOGRAPHIC LAIT'S FORECASTED SLICK LIHITS
NASA OVERFLIGHT COVKRhGK

~ CURRENT HETER DKPr.nYNFIIT
8 DRIFT CARD DROP
I DATA ~ BCOY

VESSEL ABBREVIATIONS

CRENICAL  FhTK! ACTIVITIES

4 HATER COLLV S~LE S!
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g HEAVY OIL CONCENTRATION  90-95.!

g NODERATE OIL CONCENTRhTIONS

D'YSIcAL OCEAIRIGIM?P}licAL AND TRhJEcTORY HZhsURENKNTs Q

Q RICNhRDSON CURRENT PROBE

Q ROTTON DRIFTER RELEASE
Q XBT DEPLOYED

SEDINENT SANI?LK s!

t RATER COLUNN AND SEDIMENT SANPLES
BIOMGICAI. ACTIVITIES.

Q FISH TRAVEL

~ MATER COLUMN PLANKTON TN' S!  BONGO NFT!
Q SURFACE PLhNKTON  NELSTON! TOW S!

BT-
DA�
DF.
EN
EV�
nc-
VI
'id F
H2

BITTERSWEET  USCG!
DALLAS  UscG!
DELAWARE II  NNFS!
ENDEAVoR  URr!
EVERGREEN  USCG!
OCF~B  fJHAI !
VIGI1ANT  USCG!
HHITFFOOT  USGS!
urEczND  PDLA"D � ~FS!
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69-00 68-00

FIGURE A-14: DECRIER 30
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69-00 6S-00 67-00

FIGURE A-15: DECK'DIER 31
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70-00 69-00 68-00

FIGURE A-l6: JANUARY 1
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67-0069-00 68-00

PIGURE A-l7: JAHUAZY 2
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FIGURE A-l8: JA%JARY 3
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FIGURE A-20: JANUARY 5
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FIGURE h-2l: JJDKARY 6
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70-00 69-00 6B-00

FIGURE A-22: JANUARY 7
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FIGURE A-23: JANUARY 8
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FIGURE A-24: JANUARY 9
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